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The concept of 'critical friend' models premised on school improvement theory,

was examined in this str-rdy throLrgh a triangr"rlation of the findings that engaged four

'critical fi'iend' models (Dunne, Nave & Lewis, 2000; Earl &Lee,l998; Steigelbauer et

al. 2005; Swaffield, 2002) and the researcher's experience as a 'critical friend'. Through

this process, a social paradigm (Capra, 1996) of the role of 'critical friend'emerged. In

this Participatory Action Research, secondary school teachers, principals and school

division personnel were invited to share their experiential model of the role of 'critical

friend'. All agreed that a relationship of trLrst between 'critical friends' and school

personnel ì¡/as most important. Teachers identifìed activities with 'critical friends' as

enabling them to experience clarity about their work. Principals identified activities with

'critical friends' as leadership developrnent for teachers. School division personnel who

enacted the role of 'critical friend' described it as a dialectical process. Overall,

participants' described the role of 'critical friend' as a facilitator of adr-rlt learning.

Examination of the role of 'critical friend' within nested networks (Capra, 1996) and in

consideration of social spaces (Green, 2005) presents a more theoretically grounded

foundation for a 'critical friend' model in which educators can experience

transformational learning for school improvement.

Abstract
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This qualitative, Participatory Action Research (PAR), pursued the question, what

is the social paradigm (Capra, 1996) of the role of 'critical friend' in school

improvernent? To create a social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend' in school

improvement, two questions were considered.

o What are the irnportant elements that define the role of 'critical fiiend'?

. What are the contextual factors required for the role of 'critical friend' to be

effective?

SitLrated within a large urban school division in Manitoba, Canada, the historical context

of this research was a partnership between the large t¡rban school division and the

Manitoba School Improvement Program (MSIP) from 2002 r.o 2007 . During that time, I

was the MSIP consultant working within this school division and enacted the role of

'critical friend' for high schools in collaboration with school division personnel known as

the Critical Friends Tearn (CFT).

In this study, data was collected in focus groups and analyzed within the

conceptual fi'amework informed by systerns thinking (Capra, 1996; Senge, 1990) and

social constructivism (CLrllen, 1999; Cergen, 2001 ; Green, 2005; Hirtle, 1996; Jones &

Brader-Araje,2002). As the data was collected and analyzed with consideration of the

nested networks within the living system (Capra, 1996) in which the role of 'critical

f iend' operated, a social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend emerged. Consideration

of the'spaces'(Green,2005) in which the role of 'critical friend'exists allowed forthe

examination of the social construction of knowledge created through the 'critical friend'

process.

CHAPTER ONE: TI_IE RESEARCH CONTEXT
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The exploration into the role of 'critical fì'iend' begins in this chapter with a

review of the context and backgror-rnd for this research. This inclLrdes an overview of the

school effectiveness (Creemers & Reezigt, 2005; Lezotte, I 991) and school improvement

(Earl, Ali, & Lee, 2005; FLrllan & Hargeaves, l99l) literature. The school irnprovement

and school effèctiveness literature were important contributions to the background

because both the school improvement and the school effectiveness literatr¡re inflLlenced

the evolLrtion of MSIP, an intermediary school improvement organization. Established at

the end of the intensification verslrs re-structuring era (Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1992) and

still engaged with schools and schooldivisions in2007, the manner in which services

have been provided by MSIP to schools has changed over time. The evolution of the

services delivered by MSIP was inclLrded to situate the research within the present day

context of this intermediary school improvement organization. Another important aspect

of the context was my role as the researcher who was the MSIP consultant for this school

division. A reflection of my experience and understanding of the role of 'critical friend'

in school improvement is the final contribution to Chapter One.

It is important to note that adult learning \¡/as arì organizing feature of the

research. Referencing the work of Stoll, Fink and Earl (2003), Earl, Ali and Lee (2005)

suggest that school improvernent is "fundamentally about learning - learning for students,

learning for teachers, for school leaders and for the organization" (p. 1 60). The research

process provided an opportunity for high school and school division personnel to share

their perceptions, understanding, beliefs and vision of the role of 'critical friend' as

experienced through the process. Captr-rring this learning was a way of celebrating a

practice that lor some of the high schools, originated prior to 2002.lf also provided an

opportunity for me to reflect upon and examine the practice of the role of 'critical friend'
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as I enacted it and how others perceived it. Through the research process, individLrals

within high schools, the sclrool division and MSIP had the opportLrnity to organize and re-

organize the social paradigrn (Capra, 1996) in which the role of 'criticalfriend' lives.

The thesis continues in Chapter Two providing an overview of the definitions of

'critical f iend' (Costa & Kallick, I 995; Earl & Lee, 1998; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005;

Swaffìeld,2005) as foLrnd in the school improvement literature.ln addition to this, the

conceptualizarion and operationalization of three models of 'critical friend' (Dunne et al.,

2000; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield, 2002) are presented in addition to the 'critical

friend' model enacted thror-rgh the services delivered by MSIP consultants (MSIP,

2005b). The review of the literature on'critical friend'demonstrates other fields in which

'critical friends' abide. This is followed by the conceptual framework, which was

informed by systerns thinking (Capra, 1996; Senge, 1991) and social constructivism

(Cullen, 1999; Gergen, 2001; Green, 2005; Hirtle,1996; Jones & Brader-Araje,2002)

that permits us to differentiate the "role" from the "social context".

In Chapter Three, the PAR rnethodology and how it informs the research process

is discussed. Focus groups were the method used for collecting data. This is discussed in

more detail in Chapter Three. The resr¡lts are presented in Chapter Four. They are

presented fìrst in an overview organized in relation to systems thinking followed by the

themes as they inform the important elements and the contextual factor required for the

effective enactment of the role of 'critical friend'. The conversation in relation to the

findings is continued in Chapter Five, in which themes from the four models of 'critical

friend' (DLrnne et al., 2000; MSIP, 2005b; StiegelbaLrer et al.,2005; Swaffield,2002) are

identified and compared to thernes identified by this research. This is followed by an

analysis of the findings in relation to systems thinking and social constructivism. The



thesis conclLrdes in Chapter Six with a sumrrary, conclusions, liniitations,

recommendations and final thoughts.

The lrnportance of Context

The irnportance of context is well documented in the field of school improvement

research (Earl, Freeman, Lasky, Sutherland & Torrance,2002; Harris & Chapman,2004;

Lee, 1999;Reezigt & Creemers,2005; Wikeley, Stoll, MLrrillo & De Jong,2005). As

Fullan & StiegelbaLrer (1992) suggest, "educational change. . .is a sociopolitical process"

(p.4).lt is difficult to understand the complexity and the influence of the work within

which a school or school division engages without an understanding of the context. An

effort was therefore made to adequately describe the rnLrltiple levels of context relevant to

this research. Context in its broadest sense is presented through an overview of the school

improvement literature. The school improvement literature has informed the way in

which MSIP Consultants have lacilitated school improvement processes. This evolution

has influenced the present day context of the school division partnership with MSIP. The

chapter is therefore organized to present an overview of the school improvement

literature, then MSIP's evolution followed by the irnmediate context within which this

research was sitLrated. The chapter ends with my reflection on the role of 'critical friend'.

The Context of School Improvement

It is important to consider the evolution of school improvernent theory and

practice because the present is inforrned by the past. Over time, the way in which

educators have facilitated school improvement within the education system has evolved.

The eras of edLrcational change history of "adoption (1960's), irnplernentation failure
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(1970-77), implementation success (1978-82) and intensification vs. re-structuring (1983-

90)" (Fullan & Stiegelbaver, 1992, p. 5) provide insight into how change was facilitated

within edLrcation and the successes and failures that were experienced as a result. In

addition to this historical perspective of educational change, research by Hargeaves and

Fu llan in the early I 990's identified strategies that cou ld be used to facilitate scliool

improvement processes. These two scholars are not only leading researchers in the field

of school improvement, but also were two of the pioneers whose work influenced the

mission and mandate of MSIP.

Sittrating MSIP wÌth Hargreaves and Fullan

As previoLrsly stated, the larger context within which this research is situated is the

school improvement literature. Scholars within the field of school improvement, Andy

Hargreaves and Michael FLrllan, respectively, were the first two chairs of the EdLrcation

Advisory Committee (EAC), the advisory body of MSIP. Their research influenced the

relationship between MSIP, an intermediary school improvement organization and public

secondary schools in the early 1990's. It is therefore important to identify their research

as paft of the historical context of this stLrdy.

In their examination of school improvement through Íhe ílhat'.s u,orthrtghüngfor

trilogy (Fullan, 1988; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991:-1996; Hargreaves & FLrllan, 1998),

systems thinking was used to examine the role of teachers and principals and their

relationship with students and the community within the context of school improvement.

The irnportance of teachers engaging in professional collaboration and the need f-or

teachers to become change agents was identified as necessary to school improvement

processes (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991). Examining the different roles within the context
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of schooling and the focus on collaborative relationships both within schools and between

school and community is evident in the lï¡hat'.s worthfightingfor trilogy. ln Change

Force.s (1993), chaos theory was used to acknowledge and examine the interplay of

networks engaged in school improvement processes. As suggested by Overman (1996),

new sciences such as "chaos theory. . .will unqLrestionably have an impact on the new

administrative sciences" (p. 491). Using chaos and complexity theory, Fullan (1992a,

1992b, 1993) wrote extensively aboLrt educational organizational thinking. As expanded

on below, this was a focus of his research as he examined school improvement using

systems thinking.

FLrllan viewed the challenge of the 1990's as dealing with "changes that affect the

culture and structure of schools, [and] restructuring roles and reorganizing

responsibilities" (Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1992, p.29).Culture (FLrllan, 1993, 1995; FLrllan

& Stiegelbauer,1992; Stager & Fr,rllan, 1992) and structure (FLrllan, 1993; Fullart, Bennet,

& Rolheiser- Bennet, 1990;Fullan & Hargreaves, 1996;Fullan & Stiegelbauer,T992)are

dominant themes in his research. FLrllan "use[d] structure in the sociological sense to

include organizational arrangements, roles, finance and governance, and formal policies

that explicitly build in working conditions that. . . support and press for improvement"

(FLrllan & Stiegelbater,7992, p. 88). FIe examined change at all levels of the education

system from the classroom to departments of education, from the role of the teacher to the

role of the sr"rperintendent (Fr-rllan, 2001,2003,2005b; Fullan & Hargreaves, l99l; Fullan

& Stiegelbauer,1992). This cornprehensive review allowed for the examination of roles

in relationships to each other, and the influence of change in one part of the system on

another.
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"Culture is a structural phenomenon: [as] it describes those ideational and

institutional structures that enable social co-operation" (Ney & Molenaers, 1999, p.492).

Moral purpose and change agentry (Fullarr, 19931 Stager & FLrlllan, 1992) are two

concepts that inform a conceptualization of culture within school improvement. Within

this conceptualization of school improvement culture, one without the other is ineffectLlal.

Understanding the change process, described by FLrllan (Fullan, 1993) as having change

agentry, without examining the "why" of change, which is encompassed in examining

one's moral purpose, can lead to futile and inconsequential ends. It is for these reasons

that moral purpose and change agentry need to work together (FLrllan, 1993). The process

of doing so informs an organization's culture.

As identified above, the school improvement research in the 1990's as identified

in the work of Hargreaves and Fullan (Fullan, 1997; FLrllan & Hargreaves, 1991 ;

Hargreaves & Fullan, 1998), focused on the system of education. Studying the roles and

relationships relevant to schooling was a primary focus. Studying the how and what of

change within the roles and relationships was also impoftant. It was this focus that

informed the work of MSIP and as identified below, it was this focus that situates the

mission and mandate of MSIP within school improvement research.

School efrectivenes.s, school improvetnenl and refornt

At the start, the work of MSIP was shaped by both the schooleffectiveness and

school improvement research (Earl. L., Torrance, N., Sutherland. S., Fullan, M., & Ali.

4.S., 2003; Earl et al., 2005). While school effectiveness and school improvement have

as a commonality the betterment of sclrools, there are significant differences as to what

the two bodies of research examine. It is therefore imporlant to identify the differences



between the two. In addition to school effectiveness and school improvement, the work

associated with the partnership between the school division and MSIP was inforrned by

the school reform literature. A brief overview of school effèctiveness, school

inrprovement and school reform are presented in the following sections.

School elJèctiveness

As identified in the International Institute for Educational Planning (Scheerens,

2000) school effectiveness "refers to the performance of the organizational Lrnit called

'school"'(p. 18). lnthisbodyofresearchtheschool istheunitofchangeandtheresearch

seeks to identify what it is that effective schools are doing. The pr-rrsuit of school

effectiveness researchers is to identify what makes schools more effective (Creerners, &

Reezigt, 2005; Earl et al., 2005).

In the school effectiveness research, teaching and learning are identified as the

primary purpose of schooling. Therefore, measuring success is done through the

rnonitoring of student outcornes. What schools measure reflects what is valLred and

impoilant to student learning (Lezotte & Bancroft, I 985). Through his research , LezoIIe

( I 991) identified seven correlates that many schools have used in their efforts to become

more effective. The correlates are: safe and orderly environment, climate of high

expectations for success, instructional leadership, clear and focr-rsed mission, opportunity

to learn and student time on task, frequent monitoring of stLrdent progress and home-

school relations (Lezolle,199l). It was argued that these correlates are critical because

"they represent the leading organizational and contextual indicators that have been shown

to influence student learning" (Lezotte, n.d., p. 4).
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In the early days of this research, it was assumed that if one applies what the

effectiveness research has shown works, it would result in school improvenrent (Creemers

& Reezigt, 2005). While the school effectiveness research describes what to do, it does

not describe how to do it. A limitation of this research is therefore that it does not

describe the organizational process of becoming effective (Scheerens & Demeuse,2005).

This is a focus of the school inrprovement literatLrre as described in the next section.

School irnproventent

School improvement research is based on the belief that schools need to find their

own solutions for the problems and challenges they face, within their own context

(Creemers & ReeziS, 2005). ldentifoing factors that make schools effective and

assuming that those factors wor-rld allow all schools to be successful, is a simplistic view

of change. Having a toolbox of strategies or a list of correlates will not guarantee that

schools will experience success in their change efforts.

Based on the research of Earlet al., (2005) school improvement can be defined as

"a systematic, sustained effort aimed at change in learning conditions and other related

internal conditions in one or more schools, with the ultimate aim of accornplishing

educationalgoalseffectively"(p. 155).Assr-rggestedbyLee(1999)thishastobedone

using a variety of methods and strategies. Cousins and Earl (1995), cited in Lee (1999)

suggest that "the purpose of school improvement is to enhance organizational Iearning

capacity and generative and adaptive knowledge bases" (p. 158). Tliis reqLrires a focus on

process and on learning for all those involved.

School improvement researchers examine how change is facilitated and problems

are solved within educational practice (Creemers & Reezigt, 2005). This body of research
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examines "what actually happens as people in schools try to make serious changes in how

they operate, how they relate to one another and their students, and how they teach" (Earl

et al., 2005, p. 156). School improvement researchers are therefore interested in the

processes and influences of those processes when schools and entire systems undergo

improvement efforts. It is focr,rsed on whether or not schools are managing change

sr-rccessfully (Creemers & Reezigt, 2005). In addition to the school improvement research,

school reform initiatives have contributed to the edLrcational improvement literature. The

next section describes the differences within the reform literature and how that body of

literature informed the work associated with the school division parlnership with MSIP.

School reþrnt

In addition to the school improvement and the school effectiveness research, the

school reform research informed MSIP's partnership with the school division in which

this research was situated. As suggested by Young and Levin (1999), the term 'reform'

has numerous definitions. It is found in the educational change literatLrre to describe work

at the school, district and government levels (Barber & Fullan, 2005; Fullan,2005a).

There are also government mandated and directed reforms that are political in nature,

meaning they are "driven by the political apparatus of government rather than by

educators or bureaucrats" (Young & Levin, 1999, Origins of reform section, fl l).

There are a number of examples of large-scale reform strategies that have been

politically motivated. They include but are not limited to the N¿w Directions reform

mandate in Manitoba by the conservative government initiated in 1994 (Young & Levin,

1999); National Numeracy and Literacy Strategy in England, introduced in 1991 (Earl &.

Fullan, 2003;Leithwood, JanIzi, Earl, Watson, Levin & FLrllan, 2004); AlbeÍa's
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education reform nrovernent that began in 1994 corresponding with the election of

Premier Ralph Klein (Young & Levin, 1999), Secondary School Reform (SSR) in Ontario

that began in 1997 (Earl & Fullan 2003) and more recently the Ontario government's

strategy to improve literacy and numeracy which began in 2003 (Canrpbell & Fr:llan,

2006). All of these relorm initiatives were politically motivated and had a significant

influence on the culture of education within their politicaljurisdiction.

As an intermediary school improvement organization, the influence of MSIP is

not that of government-mandated reforms such as those identified above. The partnership

between MSIP and the large urban school division was informed however, by some of the

research that came from the examination of these reform initiatives. In particular, the

school division partnership with MSIP was influenced by the research on leadership

(Fr,rllan, 2004;Leithwood et al.,2004),lateral capacity building and vertical relationships

between schools and the school division (Fullan, 2005d). This is evident within the

overview of the history of MSIP and the description of the school division/MSIP

partnership discussed later in this chapter.

Suntmaty oJ school effectìveness, school improventent and school refornt

As discussed above, there are differences between school effectiveness and school

irnprovement research. School effectiveness researchers are interested in the factors or the

correlates (Lezotte, l99l) that makes schools effective. The criticisrn of this research is

that consideration is not given to the process of making a school rnore effective

(Scheerens & Demeuse, 2005). School irnprovement researchers (Earl ef a|.,2005; FLrllan

& Hargreaves, l99l ; Hargreaves & Fullan, 1998) recognizing the limitations of the

school effectiveness research are interested in the organizational change process. How do
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schools go about changing? What are the processes involved and how do they irnpact

people?

While the school effectiveness and the school improvement research inflLrenced

the engagernent of MSIP with schools in the early 1990s, it was the process of

improvement that became the focus of the organization. As stated by FLrllan ( 1998) in the

preface to the 1998 Evaluation of the Manitoba School Improvement Program (Earl &

Lee, I 998);

Despite a good deal of research describing effective schools once They have

irrproved there is surprisingly little known abouT hou,to get there. Over the past

seven years the Manitoba School Improvement Program (MSIP) has been engaged

in exactly that qr-restion. Using external stimulus and support, MSIP has invited

teachers and others at the school level to join in a collaborative effort to make

changes that benefit stLrdents. (p. i)

ln addition to the school effectiveness and the school improvement literature, the

school reform literature influenced the partnership between the school division and MSIP

in which this research occurred. In particLrlar, the references to leadership (Fullan, 2004;

Leithwood ef a|.,2004), and lateral and vertical capacity building (Fr,rllan, 2005d)

provided a focus for school improvement effofts within the school division parlnership

with MSIP. One of the ways in which this was addressed was through the role of 'critical

friend'. The engagement of secondary school teachers and administrators and school

division personnel in the 'critical friend' process spanned three networks within the

system. The role of 'critical friend' enabled the facilitation of conversations not only

across a network but also across rnultiple networks within the system. It is the role of
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'critical fiiend' as enacted through the three networks within a school division that is the

focus of examination in this study.

MSIP - Follou,ing the InÍensification ver.vu:; Re-struclw"ing Erct

The exarrination of school improvernent by Fullan during the I 990s with a focus

on culture (FLrllan, 1993,1995; FLrllan & Stiegelbauer,1992; Stager & Fullan, 1992;) and

structure (Fr-rllan, 1993; Fullan, Bennet, & Rolheiser- Bennet, 1990;FLrllan & Hargreaves,

1996; FLrllan & Stiegelbauer, 1992) was informed by the research from the intensification

and re-structLrring era. Insights from this era include the need to pay attention to how

change is initiated, the need f,or both pressure and support during the process ofchange,

that individuals often need to experience a change in behaviour before they experience

change in beliefs and that ownership will increase as the process evolves (Furllan, 1992).

These insights informed a culture of change (FLrllan, 1993,1995; Fullan & Stiegelbauer,

1992; Slager & Fullan, 1992) that influenced the work of MSIP. This cultLrre of change

identified educators as learners (Fr,rllan, 1993,19951 Fullan, Bennet, & Rolheiser-Bennet,

1990). The ability for individuals to afticulate the cornplexities of change and to then

move through change requires the personal capacity to explore and to ask qr"restions. As in

the process of transformational learning, examining one's moral pLrrpose in education

requires the engagement in critical self-reflection through which "an individual revises

old or develops new assumptions, beliefs or ways of seeing the world" (Cranton, 1994, p.

4).

The role of educators as learners is a factor in the school improvement process.

The ability to be inquiry-minded is an aspect of the cultLrre of change (Fullan, 1993,1995:-

Fullan, Bennet, & Rolheiser-Bennet, 1990). The ability for school personnel to
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collaborate, to provide opportLrnities to be inquiry-rninded and to identify and work

towards a comrron vision is found throLrghout the school improvement literature (DuFour

& Eaker, 1998; Eaker', DuFour, & DuFour,2002; FLrllan,1993;, Lambert, 1998; Mitchell

& Sackney, 2000; Stager & Fullan, 1993; Stoll et al.,2003). When teachers model

learning for each other and for students, the lil<elihood of a school community becoming a

learning community is enhanced. As described by Mitchell and Sackney (2000) " a

learning community consists in a groLrp of people who take an active, reflective,

collaborative, Iearning-oriented, and growth-prornoting approach toward the mysteries,

problems and perplexities of teaching and learning" (p. 9).

Schools and districts have used the work of DuFoLrr and Eaker ( I 998), and Eaker,

DuFour, & DuFour (2002) as a recipe for creating comrnon visions and plans that gLride

their work. The aLrthors argue that professional learning communities are "Ihe mo.yt

promising slrategv for sLrstained, substantive school improvement" (DuFour & Eaker,

1998, p. xi). The ideology of a professional learning community is premised on

collaborative learning and shared ownership for creating and fulfilling the vision, mission

and goals of a school (DuFour & Eaker, I998). This is a departure from the traditional,

top-down management strllcture within which schools have worked for a long time.

Transitioning to the collaborative rnodel of a learning community requires deliberate

effortand an a\¡/areness of the shift in roles and responsibilities of everyone involved.

In their examination, Mitchell and Sackney (2000) identify three spheres in a

learning community. The three spheres are personal, interpersonal and organizational

capacity. The first sphere, personal capacity, is in reference to the active and reflective

construction of knowledge. This isthe work individLrals engage in as learners. The second

sphere, interpersonal capacity, refers to collegial relations and collective practice. These
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relations and practice are informed by and inforrn the culture and structures within a

school. The third sphere, organizational capacity is "concerned with bLrilding structures

that create and rnaintain sustainable organizational processes" (p. l4). Organizational

capacity not only enables organizational learning it is also necessary to sustain the

practices within which learning cornmunities engage. The authors suggest the three

spheres are nested, mutual and recursive. Operating within these three spheres require that

educators lrave an openness to change and a willingness to learn within the context of

these spheres.

The work of Stoll, Fink and Earl (2003) also references the importance of inqLriry

and learning within the process of school improvement. Their work describes schools as

situated within nested systems. The importance of educational leaders'ability to see the

interconnection between the levels of the system in order to facilitate ongoing

improvement in their school is essential. The ability o1'school leaders to assist their staff

in conceptualizing and moving throLrgh the complexity of change is required if schools

are to continually improve. This requires educators to be inquiry-rninded learners.

School intproventent hisÍoty inþrming MSIP

The roots of MSIP are deeply embedded in the work of Fullan and Hargreaves

(FLrllan, 1997; Fullan & Hargreaves, l99l ; Hargreaves & Fullan, l99B). While the school

effectiveness and reform research inflLlenced the work of MSIP in the early stages as an

intermediary school improvement organization, it was the process of school improvement

that became the work within which MSIP staff engaged. As identified in the previous

section, within the process of school improvement, adult learning is fundamental (Fullan,

1993,1995; Fullan, Bennet, & Rolheiser'-Bennet, 1990). The engagement of educators in
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the process of inqLriry and collaborative learning is well documented in the field of school

improvement research (DuFour & E,aker, 1998; Eaker, DuFour, & DuFour, 2002; FLrllan,

1993; Larnbert, 1998; Mitchell &Sackney,2000; Stager&Fullan, 1993; Stoll etal.,

2003). It is this process of school improvement, paying attention to collaborative

processes and adult learning, that has remained constant within the work of MSIP and

schools. While with whom MSIP consultants have worked in the school system has

evolved over tirne, as identified below, the processes of inquiry and collaboration have

remained constant.

The Context of MSIP

In 1991, the Walter and Duncan Gordon FoLrndation (WDGF), a Canadian

charitable foLrndation located in Toronto, Ontario, invested in secondary school

improvement. This sr"rpported their mission, as found on the homepage of their website of

supporling public policies that are "designed to foster the continuing evolution of a

dynarnic and independent Canada" (Walter and Duncan Gordon FoLrndation). In

sLrpporting secondary school improvement, the Foundation wanted to find a province in

which they coLrld influence the education of stLrdents who were at risk of not succeeding

in school, where educators were open to the involvement of the Foundation and would

help support their efforts, and where the FoLrndation felt this would be manageable within

the budget they had allocated (Earl &. Lee, 1998). They found this in Manitoba at a time

where the province was governed by a Conservative government that as Henley and

Young (2001) arglre, was creating a neo-liberal market democracy undoing much of the

work in previous years, which had worked towards creating a plLrralist moral democracy.

Some of the defining factors of a neo-liberal market democracy being "efficiency,
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accoLrntability and choice" (l'lenley & Young, 2001, p. 309) were contrary to the ideals of

school improvement and the cornnrunity development approach of MSIP.

The work began with a srnall staff consisting of a fulltime coordinator and a part

time evaluation consultant. An Education Advisory Committee (EAC), which included

representatives fì'om the WDGF, Manitoba EdLrcation and Training and leading

researchers in the field of school improvement, was formed to direct the work. The first

EAC chair was Andy l-largreaves followed in 1993 by Michael Fullan.

Engagement with schools began when middle schools and secondary schools

within Winnipeg, were invited to submit proposals with a project focirs that they felt had

the potentialto impactthe learning experiences and outcomes of all students, with a

particular focus on students 'at risk'. Funding was approved primarily to support

professional development opportunities, release time to provide the oppoftunity for

teachers to collaborate and funds for materials such as professional books. Along with

grants, consultative support was provided from the coordinator and the evaluation

consultant.

A mission statement was developed. It was to "improve the learning experiences

and outcomes of secondary school students, particLrlarly those at risk, by bLrilding

schools' capacities to engage students actively in their learning: (MSIP, 1998, p. l). In

2005 the mission statement was revised. The revised mission statement reads, "MSIP

promotes educational equity and socialjustice by collaborating with public secondary

schools and school divisions to build their capacity to improve student learning and

engagement (MSIP, 2005).

The organization evolved. In 1997, MSIP incorporated as an independent, non-

profit, non-governmental intermediary organization. The WDGF funding diminished and
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the organization was forced to find alternative rneans of funding. At the time ofthis

study, funding is comprised of grants from the Manitoba Department of Education,

Citizenship and Youth, matched fLrnding from schools and school divisions, foLrndation

grants, corporate dollars and anonymous donors.

The organizational structure also evolved. At the time of incorporation came the

need for a Board. The MSIP Board membership inclLrdes representatives from the K-12

pLrblic education systerr, comrnunity organizations and business. Board responsibilities

include the financial well being of the organization and policy development. The work of

the Board sLrpporls the organization along with the work of the EAC. The primary

function of the EAC is to provide direction to the programnring MSIP provides. That is,

how and with whom MSIP staff works to fulfill the organization's mission.

All school submissions and school division parlnership agreements are reviewed

by the EAC for the purpose of providing feedback to schools and school divisions and to

make decisions on grant requests. It shoLrld be noted that the EAC membership has

changed over time. At the time of this study, the EAC mernbership consists of

representatives of the K-12 education systern and community representatives from

Manitoba. The EAC membership does not include representatives fì'om the V/DGF or

educational organizations outside tlre province.

The staff cornpliment has changed and increased. At the time of incorporation in

1997, MSIP hired a full time Executive Director. At the time of this study, an Executive

Director who reports to the Board of Directors and works collaboratively with staff to

fulfill the organization's mission leads the organization. The evaluation consultant

continues to provide evaluation suppoÍ althoLrgh this role has changed to become a

snpport to the organization and not directly to funded schools. Schools receive
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consultative services from a small group of MSIP consultants. As has been identified in

the evaluation of MSIP, MSIP consultants provide'pressure and support' (Earl & Lee,

1998; Earl et al.,2003) to schools. They do so throLrgh their role as a'critical friend' (Earl

& Lee, 1998; Earl et al., 2003).

Evaluations of the work of MSIP were corrmissioned by the WDGF. The initial

repoft, Le,ssons Iearned: the Maniroba school improventetlt program (Fullan, Lee &.

Kilcher, 1995) was followed by the 1998 Overall Evaluation conducted by Earl and Lee

(1998). Earl, Torrance, Sutherland, FLrllan and Ali (2003) conducted the Final Evah-ration

Report, which was released in 2003. Throughor-rt the evaluation process, student learning

data such as graduation rates and English and Math provincial exam results were

collected. Perceptual data was gathered throLrgh surveying teachers and students.

Interviews were conducted with the principal or key informant and foctrs grolrps were

conducted with teachers and students (Earl et al., 2003).

The findings from the 1995 evaluation were categorized into a ten-point school

improvement framework. The ten points are: to f-ocus on student learning, curriculum and

instruction, to reach out and mobilize the involvement of teachers, students, parents and

community, to connect to the world outside the school and to broaden leadership. The

final points of the framework are to look in and engage in ongoing inquiry and reflection,

work towards creating coherence and integration among school goals and initiatives and

increase the school's internal capacity for change (Fullan et al., 1995). MSIP's School

Improvement Framework continues to act as a guide for the work MSIP consultants

engage in with schools and school divisions.

I-low and with whom MSIP staff work has evolved over time. As noted earlier, the

EAC initially approved funding of multi-year school projects. As the organization
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evolved, the EAC approved proposals that focLrsed on the whole school. This began the

transition from schools submitting project proposals, to schools sLrbrnitting their school

plans. Further to that, consideration was also given to the consideration of working with

not only individual schools but also working with schools within their divisional context.

In response to this new perspective, during the I 996-1 997 school year, a tri-

divisional initiativewas struck. This initiative involved a network of three urban school

divisions. It provided the opportunity for superintendents and high school personnel from

the three school divisions to network about their school improvement work. This

initiative was not sustainable as it became difficult to manage the tensions involved when

working with three school divisions each with a distinct culture (Earl et al., 2003). Each

of the three school divisions continued to express interest in paftnering with MSIP, which

resulted in the approval of three individLral school division partnerships. This was a shift

in the work of MSIP as MSIP consultants were now engaging with school division

personnel in addition to personnel in the high schools.

From the initial granting of school projects, to supporting school plans to

sr,rpporting school plans within a context of school division partnerships, the intent of the

work of MSIP evolved "to go deeper around issues such as student voice, inqLriry-

mindedness, strategic planning and dealing with the challenges of sLrpporting schools

throrrgh the change process" (MSIP, 2004). This evolution was informed by the

consultant's work in the field, the MSIP OverallEvaluation (Earl et a1.,2003), and the

Going to Scale Literature Review (Proactive Information Services, 2003). At the time this

research was conducted, MSIP partnerships involved five school divisions and a few high

schools independent of a school division partnership. The partnerships are cost-shared

between the school division and MSIP. Each partnership is unique in terms of MSIP
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conslrltative support. The MSIP consultative support to a paftnership is dependent upon

the focus of the partnership, the internal capacity of the school division to support this

work and the focus of the work. Within school division partnerships the MSIP consultants

support work atthe schooland schooldivision level forthe benefit of all students and

their learning. An overview of the partnership involved in this research is described in the

next section.

This research was conducted within the context of a MSIP school division

partnership from 2002-2007. The partnership began during the initial year of this newly

amalgamated school division. Previor¡s to 2002, one of the two school divisions had had a

partnership with MSIP. This meant that some of the high schools had had been engaged

with MSIP previous 1o2002 and some had not.

As found on the website for the school division, in November 2006 divisional

staff in this large urban school division include a chief sr-rperintendent, four assistant

superintendents, directors, supervisors, and consultants. The organizational chart

illustrates the hierarchy using five levels. (Appendix A - School Division Organizational

Chart). At the top is the Board of Trustees. Reporting directly to them is the Chief

Superintendent and CEO of schools. Situated in the third level down are the assistant

superintendents followed by the directors at the foLrfth level. The supervisors and

consultants are at the fifth level together with school administrators.

School division personnel serve eight high schools and thirty-one elementary

schools that in turn serve just over 15,000 students. The demographics within the school

division are varied. There are schools situated in middle and Lrpper middle class

The Context of the Partnership between MSIP and the School Division
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neighborhoods as well as schools situated in neighborhoods with a lower socioeconomic

statlrs. Students who have English as an additional langLrage (EAL) and an Aboriginal

student popr"rlation contribLrte to the membership of the school communities. EAL needs

are a result of both refugee and immigrant popr-rlations. The school division provides

opportunities for learning in both English and French immersion settings.

priorities. First, I as the MSIP consultant worked directly with high schools to assist them

in school planning processes. Second, I worked with student services and curriculum

consultants to support their work with schools. Although there were two priorities, more

of my time was spent working directly with schools. My involvement with stLrdent

services and curriculum consultants involved their engagement as part of the Critical

Friends Team (CFT).

The partnership agreement between the school division and MSIP had two

The bLrdget for this partnership had both a cost-sharing component and a fee for

service component. The cost-shared component of the partnership agreement involved

grants to the high schools and a central budget line. The school grants were intended to

sLrpporl school teams as they created, implemented and reflected upon their work in

relation to their schoolplan. The grants were less than $10,000.00 per school and were

primarily used to sr"rpport professional development fees and substitute costs to cover time

spent collaborating with school-based colleagues as well as networking opportLrnities

within and outside the school division. The central budget line supported the networking

opportunities among the high schools as well as centrally based evaluation of the

partnership. The fee for service cornponent of the bLrdget paid for the MSIP consultant

time to the high schools and the school division.
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The partnership had foLrr key components. The fìrst partnership cornponent was

rny sLrpport to schools, facilitated through my role as an MSIP Consultant. The second

component was the Critical Friends Teanr (CFT) which consisted of school division

personnel and I. The third component was the High School Teams Meetings (FISTM), a

networking opportunity which took place three times a school year. The fourth

component was a Book Club, a networking opportr,rnity where people gathered to talk

aboLrt educational change and school improvement research. The for-rr components of the

parlnership are discussed below.

Role of MSIP Consultant within the Partnership

My role as the MSIP consultant within this school division partnership was one of

providing 'pressure and supporl' as a 'critical friend'. Time was spent working with

individual high schools as they created and implernented their schools plans. This

involved working collaboratively with schoolteams to plan and facilitate conversations,

staff workshops or retreats, providing feedback on surveys or focus group discussion

guides, reviewing data with schools, problem solving with formal and informal leaders

and providing research and literature related to their school priorities or to fäcilitating

change. The role of 'critical friend' was facilitated by the CFT for four years of the fìve-

year partnership. During that time, I worked closely with school division personnel to

assist them in developing their skills as a 'critical friend' and to plan and facilitate the

'critical friends' meetings with schools. In addition to that, it was my role to plan and

facilitate the HSTM and the Book Club. The planning was informed by feedback from the

high schoolteams.
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In many ways, I was the gatekeeper for school improvement processes for the

high schools in this school division due to my role in initiating and facilitating not only

the 'critical friend' process but also the larger networking opportunities among the eight

high schools. All of this was possible due to the access I had in the school division made

possible due to rny working relationship with one of the assistant superintendents. This

assistant sr-rperintendent and I met regularly to talk about the progress of the school

improvement initiatives with high schools in the school division.

Critical Friends Team (CFT) - A Component of the Partnership

From September 2002 until June 2006,1worked with school division personnel to

organize and facilitate the CFT meetings with high schools. Over time, the CFT grew in

rnembership to include up to eight school division personnel in the 2005-2006 school

year. This affected rny role in that I was now working with a group of seven school

division personnel that inclLrded consultants, supervisors and directors. It also meant that

instead of the consLrltant, supervisor and myself visiting all eight high schools two times a

year, as lrad occurred in the previous three years, there were three CFT sub teams that met

with a maximum of three high schools two times ayear.l was a member of allthree CFT

sub teams and therefore continued to visit all eight high schools.

The CFT met with high school teams two times a year to engage in a reflective

conversation about the school's work in relation to the school plan. This required the CFT

to meet throughoLrt the year to talk about their role. ln addition to talking about their role

as 'critical friends', time was required to plan the CFT meetings with the high schools.

During those meetings members of the CFT reviewed the school plans and identified

questions they felt might assist schools in celebrating their successes as well as probe
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knew it was making a difference.

High School Teant.s Meeting ØSfM - A Contponent oJ'the Partnership

I-{igh school teams met three times a year aI the HSTM. The purpose of the HSTM

was to develop a professional learning community in which formal and informal leaders

from each of the high schools could talk with one another about the work they were doing

in their schools in relation to their school plan. Meetings occured during the afternoon at

the school division offìce. Each session began with lunch, which was paid for from the

central budget line of the school division/MSIP parlnership. Schools were encoLrraged to

bring students as paft of their teams, which occurred occasionally. It was strongly

recommended that one administrator from each high school attend the session. ln most

IISTM there was at least one administrator from each of the high schools in attendance.

The meetings began each year with the opportunity for school teams to share their

school plans and talk about the work associated with their plans. There were often

commonalties across the school plans and the issues schools faced. These commonalties

informed the agenda for the remaining two meetings. Meeting topics included but were

not limited to, how to Llse data, leadership challenges, involving community in your

school and examining school culture.

The HSTM were coordinated and facilitated by myself and at times members of

the CFT. While there was a professional development component, equally as important

was the opportunity for school teams to talk with each other, as well as have time together

as a team to discuss issues and to plan. The school team format that existed in each high
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school was one way to broaden leadership within the high schools and the HSTM were

one way to support it.

Book Club - A Contponent of the Partnership

The Book Club was an informal networking opportunity that had an open

invitation to all high schools and the'critical friends'. The opporlunity to engage in

professional reading can provide accessto research and ideasthatcan be used in the

classroom and in the school (Stoll et al., 2003). V/hen the high schoolteams were asked

at a HSTM in the fall of 2004 if there was interest in forming a Book Club, there were

approximately seventeen teachers, administrators and school division personnel who

signed up. Over time the Book Club membership grew to a maximum of approximately

twenty-five people. While not everyone could attend each meeting, everyone on the Book

ClLrb list received the books. I choose the books in consultation with members of the CFT

and the Book Club. The books were paid for through the central budget line of the

parlnership. The Book Club read authors such as Dufour, Dufour, Eaker and Karhanek

Q00Ð; Stoll, Fink and Earl (2003); Kohn (1999); and Hargreaves and Fink (2006).

Using the Reform Lileratm"e to Frame the Partner.ship

26

The school improvement work in this school division was well sr.rpported at the

high school level from 2002 to 2007. This inclLrded my support to schools as the MSIP

consultant, the 'critical friend' process facilitated through the CFT, the HSTM, and the

Book Club. All of these processes provided'pressure and support'for high schools to talk

about and reflect upon what they were doing and how they were doing it. These supports

were used to assist high school educators to strengthen their 'change agentry' (Stager &
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Fullan, 1992).'Change agentry' defined as being self-conscious about the nature of

change, as being appreciative of its semi-Lrnpredictable and volatile character and as

explicitly being concerned with the pLrrsLrit of ideas and competencies for coping with and

influencing more and more aspects of the process toward some desired set of ends (Stager

& Fullan, 1992).

'Change agentry' as defined by FLrllan (FLrllan, 1993; Stager &Fullan,1992)

identifies f-our core capacities evident in the processes facilitated through the school

division/MSIP partnership. They are personal vision bLrilding, inquiry, mastery and

collaboration. The process of teachers developing a personal vision (Fullan, 1993; Stager

& FLrllan, 1992) which requires them to reflect upon and articulate why they do what they

do was sr,rpported throLrgh the supports offered through the school division/MSIP

partnership. In addition to that, the CFT rneetings and the dialogue that occurred at the

FISTM provided processes by which teachers, administrators and school division

personnel could bring to a conscious level the values, beliefs and habits each person

possesses. This, together with an exarnination of the changes occurring in the world

beyond the school, were examined as opportunities were provided for formal and

informal high school leaders to engage in inquiry.

Learning does not necessarily result in a change in behaviour (Stager & Fullan,

1992). Mastery is the action that stems fi'om personal vision building and inquiry. The

ongoing meetings with the 'critical friends' and the sharing that occurred during the

HSTM provided sorne 'pressure' for individuals and teams to put into action what they

had learned through the process of developing a personalvision and the inquiry process.

Knowing there would be conversations in which teachers and administrators could talk
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about the work with which they were engaged was a sorrrce of nrotivation to ltrllow

throLrgh with plans amidst the bLrsy schedules that schools endure.

Collaboration occurred within schools and across schools through the processes

facilitated as a result of the school division/MSIP partnership. Collaboration requires

deterrnined eff-ort. lf time spent collaborating is not seen as helpful it can block clrange

(FLrllan, Bennet & Rolheiser'-Bennet, 1990). Consideration of how collaboration is used

and who is collaborating is therefore irnportant. During the school division/MSIP

partnership attention was paid to how collaboration was facilitated. As the findings show,

while there \vere slrggestions f,or improving the processes, the HSTM and the Book Club

were described as valuable collaborative processes.

A focus of this school division/MSlP partnership was paying attention to issues of

leadership (Fr-rllan,2004;Leithwood et a|.,2004),lateral capacity building and vertical

relationships between schools and the school division (Fullan, 2005d) as identifìed in the

reform research. The CFT process broLrght together not only school division and school

personnel (vertical relationships) it also brought together school personnel within a school

and across schools (lateral relationships). WithoLrt having first worked together as a

school tearn, it would be difficLrlt for a school team to engage in the CFT conversations as

well as the conversations with edLrcators from other schools. Without the involvement of

school division personnel in the CFT process, the scope of the conversations about sclrool

improvement and school planning would have been lirnited. The influence of the reform

Iiterature and in particular the examination of 'change agentry' (Fullan, 1993; Stager &

Fullan, 1992) informed the processes L¡sed within this school division to sLrpport the

school improvement work within which the high schools were engaged.



One of the issues in relation to school improvement is sustainability. Asthe school

division plans for the sLrstainability of the work associated with the MSIP partnership it is

important to learn fiom what has been accomplished or in some cases not acconlplished.

One of the criticisrns regarding the CFT process has been that some of the CFT nrembers

have found that the CFT process is separate from their roles and responsibilities within

the school division. Therefore, the question is, how can the 'critical friend' process

become sLrstainable within the school division? Is it possible for the role of 'critical

friend' to become part of the roles and responsibilities of school division personnel?

ThroLrgh the duration of the partnership, data was collected about the CFT

process. In June 2004 a focus group was conducted with representatives from the high

schools to talk about the strengths ofthe process, the benefit ofthe process, and ways the

process could be enhanced. This was facilitated by Proactive Information Services, an

independent research fìrm. In spring 2005, high school principals and vice-principals

were asked to complete an anonymous survey to provide feedback on the CFT process

and the HSTMs. I created this survey and with the help of the administrative support at

the school division office, the responses were kept confidential. Reflective conversations

were also facilitated by me with lead teachers and administrators from the schools to

inform the service the CFT was providing and how the CFT process could be more

effective.

The school division/MSIP partnership has been participatory action research

(PAR). Throughor"rt the partnership, there was ongoing feedback from the high schools

and the school division personnel aboLrt the processes that were used to assist high

Su,stainability of School Intproventenl Beyond the ParÍnership
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schools in their school planning and school improvement efforts. This research, a formal

research project conducted by me, the MSIP consultant, to complete my Masters of

Edr-rcation degree, is a continuation into the process of inqLriry that has become integralto

tlre school inrprovement work within this school division. V/ith the conclusion of the

school division/MSlP partnership in JLrne 2007, this research will provide the basis of a

report I will write for the school division. The f-ocLrs of the report will be the role of

'critical friend' and how that role could be facilitated within the school division beyond

its partnership with MSIP. The school division personnel may consider this report as they

examine their continued school improvement and school planning initiatives.

The Researcher's Context - A Reflection on my Role as 'Critical Friend'

My reflection on the role of 'critical friend' completes the context for this

research. Examining the role of 'critical friend'has been both an academic and personal

process. During this research process, I have worked towards rnoving frorn rny lived

experience as a'critical friend' to a researcher of the role of 'critical friend'. By sharing

my reflection on the role of 'critical friend' it allows me to not only to contribLrte to the

context of this research, it has bror-rght to a conscions level, the need to objectifu the role

of 'critical friend' in order to str-rdy it. It is no longer me living it but "sensing" and

"presencing" (Senge, Schanner, Jaworski and Flowers,2004) it. It has been a

transformational learning process.

Learning through an Apprenlice.ship in 'Critical Friencl'

ln 1997, rny second year as a MSIP consultant, I became a 'critical f iend'. I

began working with two high schools in an urban school division as their 'critical friend'
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I did not know a lot aboLrt being a'critical f iend'. Having come from an MSìP network

school, my experience was that of receiving 'critical friend' feedback.

I learned throLrgh watching and doing. My training as a 'critical fiiend' inclL¡ded

joining the MSIP Program Coordinator in school meetings and paying attention to how

she probed and listened. After each session, there was always a de-briefing session,

r.rsually dLrring the car ride on the way back to the ofïce. While those de-briefing sessions

were worthwhile, learning to become a 'critical f iend' continued to be a struggle. Exactly

what was it that a 'critical friend' does? Since there was no course to attend and the

literature on 'critical friend' was limited, the only option was to learn through an

apprenticeship in critical friendship.

It was early in my career. In rny mid 20s, I was conscious of my age and the fact

that I did not have a Bachelor of Education degree. I wondered about rny credibility with

teachers, administrators and superintendents. My "meaning scheme, the constellation of

concept[s], beliet judgment and feeling" (Mezirow, 1994, p.223) which shaped my

understanding of edr-rcation included my perceived expectation that in order to be credible

by teachers one must be a teacher.

While I was not a teacher, I had worked in a high school for six years, the last

three of those six years as the school improvement coordinator. In becorning a 'critical

friend' I relied on what I had leamed during this time which was practical, school-based

experience about school improvement and ways in which to facilitate change within a

school. Prominent in the research at that time was the concept of 'ready, fire, aim'

(FLrllan, 1993).lt is not always possible to know how the strategies one employs will

influence the context and the people within that context. Therefore, learn as much as you
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can about what it is yoLr want to achieve, try it, learn frorn it and then refine it. That is

what ì did within my term as a school-based school improvement coordinator.

As a result of my experience as a school-based school improvement coordinator

and rny interest in adult learningwithin that process, I pursued and completed a

Certificate in AdLrlt and ContinLring Education (C.A.C.E.) throLrgh ContinLring EdLrcation

at the University of Manitoba. This experience provided opportunities to consider how

school improvement and adult learning intersect. As Merriam and Clark (1991) suggest,

supported by the work Boyd and Myers (1988); Mezirow (1990);and Daloz (1986);

"adult learning is characterized by the îrattdorntation of experience rather than the

accumulation of knowledge" (p. 46). The idea of adult learning being transfonnative was

important on two levels. First, rny role as a 'critical friend' with high schools was to assist

them in engaging in school improvement, which included collecting data to identify

needs, establish strategies to try and address those needs and assisting thern in evalr"rating

their efforts. ThroLrgh this process, opportunities for dialogr,re and professional

deve lopment cou ld faci I itate transform ative learn i n g experiences.

Second, if adult learning is transformative learning based on experience, it would

be irnportant to consider how I facilitated transformative experiences for others as I

worked with them through the process of school improvement. Facilitating an

environment in which Iearners can engage in critical reflection, stimr-llating

transformative learning through challenge and sr-rpport and encouraging and assisting

adult learners, the three critical aspects of transformational learning (Cranton, 1994)

would need to be considered in my role as a'critical friend'. The responsibility of being a

facilitator within the transformative learning process, through the role of 'critical fi'iend'

placed me in a position of power and trLrst. I therefore needed to consider the complexities
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of that. As Cranton (1991) suggests, one's "role in transformative learning is a cornplex

and sensitive one" (p. 198). This realization of complexity and sensitivity reqLrired me to

think aboL¡t what I was doing and why.

As my experience as a 'critical friend' continued, my understanding of school

organization, the politics of schooling and school improvement processes grew. As this

occurred, I became more purposeful aboutthequestions I asked and what I listened for

during 'critical friend' conversations with school teams. I became more purposeful as I

became more aware of tlie fact that a lot of what I did as a 'critical f iend' was assist

people in identifying and examining their assumptions and beliefs about student learning

and about the purpose of education. I came to understand that it was not necessarily about

what I could "tell" people, but it was about the questions I asked that probed their

thinking. What I was doing was engaging in and facilitating transfbrmative learning in

others. As Brookfield (1987) argued as found in Cranton (1991), "skilled critical

questioning is the most effective means thror"rgh which engrained assumptions can be

externalized" (p. 197). This is what I was attempting to do, engage in critical qLrestioning

as people entrusted me with their time, their beliefs and their assurnptions in relation to

learning, education and their practice.

Learning through nty Participation in a Critical Friends Teant.s (CFf)

In 1999, myjourney began as a'criticalfriend'alongside school division

personnel. I was to be tlie MSIP consultant on a three person 'critical friends' team. The

school division personnel I was to work alongside were experienced edLrcators. They

were passionate and knowledgeable and I was to be the one who was providing leadership

in the 'critical friend' process.
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Again, I was unsure about rny credibility. I had not worked as a divisional

employee before and therefore did not have that lens throLrgh which to operate. I did have

knowledge and experience to share and that is what I did. I took the lead on developing

the questions that we asked the high school teams during our semi-annual visits. I chaired

the rneetings with the schooldivision personnelwhen we met as'critical friends'as well

as the meetings we had with school teams. As we learned how to be a 'critical friends'

team the school teams reported that the 'critical friend' team conversations were useful,

and my fellow 'critical friends' shared with me that this was a learning process for them.

It was a learning process for me as well. My knowledge of the dynanrics of the 'critical

friend' conversations grew. I experienced increased confidence and knowledge aboLrt the

issues schools were fàcing, school improvement processes and the relationship between a

'critical friends' team and a school. This transformative experience continued to shape

my development as a'critical friend'.

From2002lo2007,l was involved with a Critical Friends Teams (CFT) that grew

from three people to nine people including rnyself. It is through the structure of this CFT

that this research took shape. The learning acquired throLrgh people's experiences of the

CFT process in this large urban school division, identified throLrgh this research, will

continue to inf-orrn my learning about the role of 'critical f iend'. It will inform what I had

learned frorn my previor,rs experience which will be shared in the next section.

Lesson,s Learned

In reflecting back on my role as 'critical friend', I have brought to a conscious

level some of the lessons I have learned about the role of 'critical friend'. They will be

shared in this section and include the following: I have experienced that the 'critical
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f iend' process can be transformational; I have come fo realize that relationships are key;

central to relationships is trust; and the last one, the 'critical friend' must be credible.

The'crilical friend' process is Íransformational

The 'critical fi'iend' process can be a transformational learning experience.

Facilitating conversations in which adults articulate their knowledge, beliefs and values

about learning, about their practice and about education, and challenging them to think

beyond that which they already know, can result in dissonance, change and growth.

However, learners need to be willing participants within this process. The context must

enable individuals to risk talking openly about their values, beliefs and assumptions

without the fear of negative consequences for themselves, professionally or personally.

Relationships are key

Relationships are a key in the 'critical friend' process. As a 'critical friend', yor-r

must earn the trust of those around the table in order to engage in celebration and

exploration aboLrt the work that they do on a daily basis. Teaching is a solitary pursuit and

the 'critical friend' process shatters that perception and invites people into relationship

and dialogue about their craft. People cannot do that if they are not in a relationship of

trust.

Building relationships involves valuing others' work. It is not necessarily about

understanding the specifics of the curriculum someone is teaching or the specific

challenges they have in the classroom. It is more about understanding that teaching young

people is a challenging responsibility. Educating yoLrng people who have diverse

experiences, abilities and needs requires skill, knowledge and time. Recognizing this
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while encouraging sotreone to be critical about his or her own work is not only important

but also necessary. People need to know that as their 'critical friend' you understand their

situation.

Tru,sl is non-ne gotiabl e

One cannot be a 'critical friend' without earning the trust of those to whom yoLr

are a'critical friend'. Within a schooldivision context, a'critical friend'works with

teachers, administrators and superintendents. The 'critical friend' must be conscior-ls

about what information she shares with whom. The 'critical friend' is not a conduit for

information between levels in the system. The ability for a 'critical friend' to navigate

within and between levels within a system requires trust. V/ithout trust, a 'critical friend'

cannot firnction successful ly.

Times when trust can be an issue is when the 'critical friend' finds herself "in the

middle". Meaning, when a teacher or group of teachers talk with the 'critical friend' about

a situation in their school and the 'critical friend' is left with the decision as to whether or

not this inforrnation needs to be shared with the administration and if so, how to do that.

This can be difficLrlt, as the 'critical friend' needs to maintain those relationships of trust.

At the same time, it may be imporlant to share that information. In these situations the

'critical friend' should try to think about the objectives she is working towards and do

what she can to stay true to those. The best option is when a 'critical friend' can

encourage people to share information with the respective person or groLlp so that it is not

the 'critical friend' breaking trust but people having conversations that often need to take

place.



Trust is irnportant if the role of 'critical friend' is to encourage people to reflect

Lrpon their "meaning schemes" (Mezirow, 1994). EdLrcators have defined expectations

and beliefs about what schools do and why they exist. Their activity within schools is

inflLrenced by their "rneaning scheme". The role of 'critical friend' within a trusted

relationslrip can begin to disrupt a person's "meaning scheme" of education, which can

result in discomfoft in the adult learner.

The 'crif.icalJriend' ntusl be credible

A 'critical friend' is more credible if she can speak from experience or give

examples by way of school stories. People value information and ideas from oLrtside their

classroom and their school. They want to know that the 'critical friend' knows about high

schools and the issues they face. They also want to know that the 'critical friend' knows

the research and can assist them as they need assistance, or can find someone who can.

Providing that for people begins to connect thern with the larger system of their school

division, of educators in the province and sometirnes beyond that.

Man aging I h e c onvers at ion
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When working with school teams, 'critical friends' often facilitate and manage

conversations. One aspect of facilitating 'critical friend' conversations with school teams

is to know when not to ask a question. The 'critical friend' may notice that someone came

unprepared and is not easily participating in the conversation. There may be tensions

within the group or between certain individuals. At those times the 'critical fi'iend' needs

to rely on her experience with groups. Asking the 'wrong' question can expose someone

to the group. This may be exposing someone's lack of skill, lack of action, lack of
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knowledge. or lack of trust, either of others or the process. While there are times when

asking the 'wrong' question may assist an individual or the group in moving forward in

their understanding of the changes they are experiencing in their school, sometimes it can

resLrlt in tensions within the gror-rp. The 'critical friend' then needs to assist the group in

working throLrgh the tensions either by diverting the topic elsewhere or to someone else,

or by acknowledging the discomfofl and talking through it.

Conclusions

Being a 'critical friend' is a humbling experience. As now a researchel'of the role

of 'critical friend', I realize there is still a lot to learn about it. Having been a 'critical

friend' for almost a decade,l have had a lot of practice being a'criticalfriend'. Butthat

does not mean I have a conrplete understanding of it. Through this research,l have had

the privilege of working with my colleagues in this large r-rrban school division in an

effort to better understand the role of 'critical friend'. Through this transformational

process, I have attempted to peel back the layers in seeking a deeper understanding of a

role I have had for a long time.

Professional Significance of this StLrdy

This research contributes to the literature on school improvement and adult

learning. It does so by introducing salient elements and contextual factors not found

within the 'critical friend' models described in Chapter Two (DLrnne et al., 2000; MSIP,

2005b; StiegelbaLrer et al., 2005; Swaffield,2002).ln addition to that, examining the role

of 'critical firiend' within 'spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) introduced another lens

through which to understand the 'critical friend' process.
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IdenliJiting ImporÍant EIement.s ctncl ConlexÍual Factors.for the Elfective Enactment of îhe

Role of 'Critical Friencl'

This research informs the school improvement research in relation to the role of

'critical friend'. This research f,urther examined the contextl¡al factors and imporlant

elements that are required for the effective enactment of the role of 'critical friend' and

compared thern to the contextual factors and important elements as identified in four

'critical fi'iend' models (Dr-rnne et al., 2000; MSIP, 2005b; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005;

Swaffield, 2002).ln doing so, themes were found within the four'critical friend' models

and themes were also identified thror-rgh the research. The identification of themes

throLrgh this research provides additional considerations of the salient elements and the

contextual factors in which the role of 'critical friend' is facilitated.

Inlroduction of the Role of 'Critical Friend'v,iÍhin 'Spaces of Influence' (Green, 2005)

In addition to the introduction of salient elements and contextual factors, this

research introduces the parallel characteristics of the role of 'critical friend'and the role

of inflLrential other'(Green,2005). The'spaces of influence'(Green,2005) in which a

'critical friend' operates were explored. While this exploration is not cornplete, it does

introduce another lens thror-rgh which to examine the role of 'critical friend'.

Conceptualizing tlre role of 'critical friend' as operating within 'spaces of influence'

provides another way to define and examine the 'life process' (Capra, 1996) of it.

Chapter Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to provide the research context. In an effoft to

provide the nested layers of context, the chapter began with an overview of school
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improvement research in the 1990s based primarily on the work of Fullan (Fullan, 1988;

FLrllan & Hargreaves, 1991 ,1996; Hargreaves & Fullan, 1998). This provided an

overview of a systems approach to school inrprovement with a focus on structure and

culture. The evolution of MSIP was then provided to situate the present day partnership

between MSIP and the school division within which this research occurred. In an effoft to

understand the immediate context of this study, an overview of the rnain tenets ofthe

parlnership between MSIP and the large urban school division were described. To

cornplete the context, my reflection on the role of 'critical friend' was shared. Premised

on the role of 'critical f iend'facilitating transformational learning foreducators, I shared

my transformational experience as part of the reflective process of being.

In pLrrsLring the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend' through the

examination of the important elements and the contextual factors required for the

effective enactrnent of the role of 'critical friend', this research further examined issues

relevant to culture and structure within the context of school improvement. In an effort to

understand what the research is presently saying about the role of 'critical friend' it was

important to look at other models of 'critical friend' to find out how this role is

rnanifested in other contexts and what the research has said aboLrt it. Chapter Two

therefore provides an overview of three models of 'critical f iend'(DLrnne et al.,2000;

Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffi el'd,2002) and the MSIP model of 'critical friend' (MSIP,

2005b) which includes a more detailed review of the model involved in this research.

Following this, Chapter Two describes the conceptual rnodel providing the theoretical

frame Lrpon which this research rests.
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CI-IAPTER TWO: MODELS AND A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter defines 'critical fi'iend' (Costa & Kallick, 1995; Earl &. Lee, 1998;

Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield, 2005) and provides an overview of four diverse

'critical friend' models within the context of school improvement (Dunne et al.,2000;

MSIP, 2005b; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffi eld,2002). The purpose of engaging the

foLrr models of 'critical friend' is to demonstrate how this role performs in the school

improvement literature (Dunne, Nave, & Lewis, 2000; Earl & Lee, 1998; Steigelbauer et.

al.,2005; Swaffìeld, 2002). A detailed examination of the role illLrstrates that this role

facilitates adult learning in school improvement (Costa & Kallick, 1995;Earl &Lee,

1998; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield, 2005). Following the overview of the four

diverse models of 'critical fì'iend', the conceptual framework f-or this research is

presented.

Defining'Critical Friend'

Costa and Kallick (1995) have penned a definition of 'critical friend' commonly

found in the school improvement literature. The definition states that a 'critical friend' is

a trusted person who asks provocative questions, provides a different perspective

on data to be examined, and offers critiqLre as a friend to the person's work. A

critical friend is prepared to take the time to fully understand the context of the

work and the outcomes that a colleague is working toward. A critical friend is an

advocate for the success of that work (Costa & Kallick, 1995, p. 154).

Based on this definition, a 'critical friend' could be someone with whom a person

works, such as a colleague in the same school. It coLrld also be someone external to the

school that assumes this role with an individLral or a team of people. This definition
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asslrmes an investment of time with the intended purpose of sLrpporting and challenging

another person's work. It does not take into accolrnt whether or not it is a vohlntary role

or a paid service.

Defining, 'critical friend', Swafïeld (2004,2005) drar,vs on the definitions of

Costa and Kallick (1995), the work of McDonald (1989), Stoll and Thomson (1996) as

well as BrighoLrse and Woods (1999). The resulting definition refers to someone external

to the school, who assists educators in thinking throLrgh their work. 'Critical friends'

assLlme the role of "helping schools make sound decisions, challenging expectations,

patiently playing a role that is interpretative and catalytic, helping shape outcomes but

never determining them, and alerting the school to issues often only half perceived" (p.

44). As suggested by Swaffìeld (2005) the "primary airn of a critical friend is seen as

supporling improvement through empowerrnent, dernonstrating positive regard for people

and providing an informed critique of processes and practices" (p. 45).

StiegelbaLrer et al., (2005) cite Costa and Kallick's (1995) defìnition as well as the

work of Gordon (1999). They define'critical friends'as "experienced volunteers from

outside the school who lend their experlise, gather data, provide feedback, ask tough

questions, and critiqr"re the effoft" (Gordon, 1999, p.5l found in Steigelbauer et al., 2005,

p. 5). This defìnition is similar to those above bLrt adds the dimension of volunteerism to

the role.

The role of 'critical friend' within the context of MSIP is commonly associated

with the term "pressure and support" (Earl & Lee, 1998; Earl et a1.,2003; Fullan, 1992;

Swaffield, 2003). Providing both 'pressure and support' when facilitating school

improvement is important (Fullan, 1992). As suggested in the work of Fullan and
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StiegelbaLrer (1992), "presslrre withoL¡t support leads to resistance and alienation; support

without pressure leads to drift or waste of resoLrrces" (p. 9l).

The 1998 Overall Evaluation of MSIP provided a description of what the MSIP

'critical friends'did. The definition is similarto that found above. lt states that'critical

friends' "provided an outsider's eye, ofïered advice, asked tough questions, reinforced

and praised good practice, lent a syrnpathetic ear, arranged training, supplied resollrces,

and were there. . .when the schools needed them" (Earl & Lee, 1998, p. 90). By doing so,

'critical friends' provided both 'pressure and support' to schools.

"Critical friends are both critical (challenging critics) and critical (essential)" (Earl

etal'.,2005, p. 168). The Prograrn Coordinator and an Evaluation Consultant who were

the first MSIP 'critical friends' characterized their role as providing a service by

"giving genuine, long-term support to schools struggling to change; helping

teachers stay aware of professional literature and best practice; offering

professional and technical skills when schools needed them; asking diffìcLrlt

questions, such as "How will you know you've been successfill?"; empathizing at

moments of discouragement; prodding at moments of inertia; and celebrating at

times of success" (Zimmerman & Lee, 1998, p.26).

There are commonalties arnong the definitions described above. The

characteristics of the role of 'critical friend'as found in the literatlrre, are categorized in

Table 1. This synopsis contributes to a social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' in

school improvement.



Table I : Characteristics of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

Who are 'critical friends'?

A 'critical friend' may be

o a colleague

o external to the school

What characteristics
and expertise do

'critical friends' have?

The 'critical friend' role

may be

o a voluntary role

. a paid service

Trustworthy

Patient

Able to offer

critique

Empathetic

Knowledgeable of

educational issues,

practice and

research

What do 'critical fiiends' do?

Ask provocative questions

Provide a different

perspective

Offer critique

Take time to understand the

context
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Advocate (for the work)

Assist schools in rnaking

decisions

Challenge expectations

Play a role that is

interpretative and catalytic

Assist in shaping outcomes

but not determining them

Aleft the school to issues

they may not perceive

Mirror back to others

Lend their expertise

Gather data

Provide feedback



Table l: Characteristics of the Role of,'Critical Friend' (contínLred)

Who are 'critical friends'? What characteristics
and experlise do

'critical fi'iends' have?

What do 'critical friends' do?

Ask tough questions

Provide pressure and support

Provide an outsider's eye

Offer advice

Reinforce and praise good

practice

Lend a sympathetic ear

Arrange training

Supply resources

Provide genuine long-term

support

Provide professional

literature

Empathize

Prod

Celebrate
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The role of 'critical friend within the context of school improvement. is therefbre

one of inviting educators into dialogue to observe and afticulate their own beliefs, biases

and assumptions in reference to their work and the larger context of edLrcation. 'Critical

friends' assist others in identifying and articulating the work that needs to occur and assist

in the development and facilitation of a plan to achieve that. 'Critical friends' offer

practicalassistance in the process of school improvement. They do so by providing

assistance in the areas of research, data collection, facilitation and planning.

The aspect of articulation as part of the role of 'critical friend' is not unlike Theory

U as discussed in Senge, Scharrrer, Jaworski and Flowers (200a). Theory U identifies

three aspects that are required in the change process. The aspects are sensing, presencing

and realizing (Senge eta|.,2004). Sensing is the process of observing.'Critical friends'

assist others in the process of observing. They assist educators to observe that which they

are doing and the influence that their work is having within the system of the school and

on the larger system within which the school resides. As they engage in this process,

'critical friends' assist others in illLrminating strengths and successes to be celebrated.

Challenges can also be 'sensed' and by taking time to talk aboLrt the challenges, educators

may acquire a greater degree of clarity.

Presencing requires time to "retreat and reflect" (Senge etal,.,2004) upon that

which has been observed.'Critical friends'assist educators in the process of presencing.

Through the process of reflecting on that, which has been observed, possibilities may

emerge that educators may not have previoLrsly recognized. As Senge et al. (2004)

suggest, "[w]hen we are presencing, it moves further, to arise from the highest future

46
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possibility that connects self with whole. The real change . . .lies not in its abstractness

but in the subtlety ofthe experience" (p. 87).

"Realizing" (Senge eT al,.,2004) is the point ol'decision rnaking. After having done

the work of 'sensing'and'presencing', one is so in tLlne with the present and with the

whofe, that the decision that needs to be made is very obvioLrs (Senge ef a1.,2004). It is as

if there is no other decision because after taking time to 'sense' and to 'presence', the

answer is there. It is this work and these endpoints on which the role of 'critical friend'

can have a powerful influence.

Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

The role of 'critical friend' as conceptualized within the field of school

improvement is practiced through different models. A Google search on October 20,2006

of the World Wide Web for "Critical Friends School Improvement" resulted in 7, 050,000

hits, which is a demonstration of the interest in and concern with this concept. The

websites foLrnd in the search include those of the National Staff Development Council,

Northwest Educational Leadership Library, National School Reform Faculty, Annenberg

Institute, and various authors who have published articles on the topic of 'critical friend'.

ln congruence with the definitions as listed above, the websites refer to various rnodels of

'critical friendship' that assist educators in their improvement efforts. They include peer

to peer, external consultant to school and Critical Friend Groups. In an effoft to better

understand how the various models inform the social paradigm of the role of 'critical

friend', this chapter describes four diverse models of 'critical friend' (Dunne et al., 2000;

MSIP, 2005b; StiegelbaLrer et al., 2005; Swaffield,2002).
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Two of the four models presented in this chapter are practiced within the United

States (U.S.) public education system (Dunne et al., 2000; StiegelbaLrer et al., 2005).

Another model is practiced in the British education system (Swaffield, 2002). And the

last model described is practiced in the public edLrcation system within Manitoba, Canada

(MSIP, 2005b) and is where this research is sitLrated. The first of the two models found in

the U.S. is the National School Reform FacLrlty (NSRF) Critical Friends Groups (CFG)

(Dunne et al., 2000). This model originated from the Annenberg Institute of School

Reform in 1995 and continues to be used as a professional development process within

the U.S. education system in which peers become 'critical friends' to one another. The

second of the two models found in the U.S. is the National Center for School

Improvement (NCSI) - graduate student as 'critical friend' (Stiegelbauer et al., 2005).

This model is sitLrated at Texas State University, San Marcos. It provides doctoral

students with the opportunity to work directly with schools as 'critical friends' supporling

schools in their school improvement work. The model situated in Britain is the Local

Education Authority (LEA) as 'critical friend' (Swaffield, 2002). The work of the LEA

assists public schools in rneeting LEA standards and supports their school irnprovement

work. The for-rrth model found in Manitoba, Canada is the MSIP Consultant as 'critical

friend' (MSIP, 2005b). This model is one of an intermediary school improvement

organization working with public secondary schools providing 'critical friend' sLrpporl to

schools who have received MSIP funding for school improvement. Each of these four

models will be discussed below. The descriptions of the NSRF, NCSI and MSìP models

are organized by context, conceptlralization, operationalizaTion, irnpact and sunrmary.

Context, conceptualizafion and summary organize the overview of the LEA model.



The NSRF model is the only model of the four presented in this chapter in which

teachers are 'critical fì'iends' to one another. This section describes the context of this

model, how it is conceptualized and operationalized. A slrmmary of the irnpact of the

CFG model as reported by Key (2006) suggests that while there is evidence of this model

infìLrencing professional learning, the evidence of its influence on student learning is still

in question. The review of the CFG model begins with the context.

Context

NSR-tr Model - Critical Friend Groups (CFG)

The NSRF Critical Friends Groups (CFG) originated in 1995 at the Annenberg

Institute for School Reform (AISR) at Brown University. The CFG process was created in

response to the dissatisfaction of traditional professional development practices such as

pre-planned workshops and motivational presentations that do not necessarily address

specifìc participant needs. The desire was to identify a professional development practice

that would focus on the teacher as learner and woLrld give teachers the opportunity to

define what they believed would improve student learning (Dunne et al., 2000). The

development of the CFG was supported by Mclaughlin and Talbert's Stanford Study of

the Context of Secondary School Teaching as well as Newman and Wehlage's research

on school restructuring (Dunne et al., 2000) .ln 2002, when the AISR funding had ended,

NSRF was moved to the l-larmony Education Center. Over the years, a growing national

network of educators "has worked to deepen and sLrstain the impact of CFG on student

learning, teacher practice and school culture" (National Reform Faculty - History).

49
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L'utce¡:t trulized

Äs identifìed above. CFG lvere cleated in response to a dissatisfaction of

profèssional developrnent activities. As identified on the NSRF rvebsite

(http://wrvw.harmonyscltool.org/nsrfTdciault.html)- CF-G ar.e premised on the prolèssional

learning corrmLrnity ¡deology where people share their vision, their belieiìs and their

practice with one another ìn an efïort to in]prove student learning outcontes. Ìt ìs a

process of making one's placfices public r.vithin a collaborative cLrlture ofinquiry. The

intended resuìt oflhe CFG model is to improve teaching and lear.ning (National School

Ref'orrn Faculty - Frequently Asked Questions, 2006).

As or¡tlined above, CFG provide an oppollunity lor educatot.s to conìe together on

a regular basis, u,ith a trrrsted group ofpeers for the purpose of exarrining theiÌ. work and

the student u,olk that results flom it (Bambino.2002; CLrshman. 1996). The process

provìdes the opportunity to make whar is implicit, explicit (Swaffield, 2002). The intent is

that this in lurn will inìpact stì.tdcnt lcarning and engagenrent.

0peralìonuli:ed

CFC are conducted with the facilitation ofa trained fàcilitator or coach who

undelstands groLtp nÕnrs and the process ofdialogue. The CFG coach or fàciìitator is

chosen by the group and is a tlusted peer'.'l.he l'acilitator is trained through the NSRF

network to assist the group in reviewing student and teacher work and providing feedback

1o one another (National School Refornr Faculty - Frequcntly Asked Questions. 2006).

'l'he training not only provides the oppoftunity to learn the art ol fàcilitation. it crcatcs an

awareness ol othel groups and enablcs the 1àcilìfator to provide resources and networking
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opportunities for the CFG rnernbers within theír gror,rp (lrlational School Reform Faculty -

Program Description, 2006).

Irr rnontlrly meetings, CFG establish learning goals for their stLrdents.

Subsequently, groLrp members work together to develop more effective teaching

strategies, examine student work and the curriculum. They consider school culture and

issues concerning equity that may have an irnpact on student achievement. Parlicipating

in peer observation on a regular basis is part of the process after trust has been established

between grolrp members (National School Reform Faculty - Program Description ,2006).

CFG are found throughout the United States. They have varying mernberships and

foci. It appears from the literature that while rnembership varies, the constant is the

process of inqLriry that is central to the CFG process. As stated by Emrn (2005), "CFG

work has always been about taking an inquiry stance" (p.2).lt "is not defined by who is

in it, but by the work the group is engaged in" (Emm,2005, p. 19).

Based on inqr,riry the CFG process can be used to examine any aspect of one's

practice whether it is instructional, administrative or consultative. It is based on

cooperative adult learning with processes that contain "elements of careful description,

enforced thoughtful listening, and then questioning feedback" (Critical Friends: A process

built on reflection, 2006). There are three processes that define the work of a CFG. They

are peer observations, the Tuning Process, the purpose of which is to "tLlne a teaching

artifact" and the Consultancy Process, the purpose of which is to present a problem or

issue and ask for ideas, opinions and possible solLrtions. (Critical Friends: A process built

on reflection, 2006).

As previoLrsly stated, CFG can be found throLrghout the United States with varying

memberships and purposes. For example, in New York, this process is Llsed to create
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professional learning conrmunities of principals and assistant principals (Lehman, 2005).

ln Chattanooga. Tennessee, 17 assistant principals met together on a regular basis to talk

aboLrt their role as instructional leaders (Anderson, 2003).In Los Angeles, the CFG

process includes teaclrers, principals and district personnel. While perhaps not referred to

as CFG, the work involved "consistently focuses on building the capacity of site

principals, teachers and schools to reflect r"rpon their practices to improve student learning

by Lrsing the collaborative strategies and tools" (Quinn, 2002). The work of teacher

inqLriry through the CFG process is sr"rpported in Florida (Emm, 2005) and in Texas

(National School Refonn Faculty - Texas, 2006) by local universities.

CFC may also have a particular curricular focus. For example, as part of,the

Literacy Network in Colorado, the Colorado Public Schools provided training for CFG

that included a focus on literacy (Shanklin & Quate, 2005). In Utah, instead of CFG

coaches, literacy and numeracy coaches work with schools and grade-level teams

(National School Reform Faculty - Utah, 2006).

Impact of CFG ntodel

The research on CFG is limited. In a literature review by Key (2006), she found

only "sixteen research and evaluation studies pertaining to the impact that CFG (or the

luse of protocols) have had on schools, teachers, or students" (p.l).From the research that

has been conducted, Keys for,rnd that CFG do have an impact on a school's ability to

create a culture of collaboration and cooperation. She also found that CFG have an impact

on teacher comnrunity and the developrnent of an individual's sense of professionalism.

The research was not as defìnitive when looking at the irnpact of CFG on teacher practice.

Studies showed a broad range of impact from minimal to great.
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In reviewing the studies to identify what factors contribute to the success of CFG,

Key (2006) foLrnd that school culture, the irnplementation process and the characteristics

of gror-rp nrembers and their ability to develop trusting relationships were irnpoftant

factors. As sLrpported by the research of DLrnne and Honts (1998); Murphy (2001); and

Arnrstrong (2003), Key (2006) found thattrusting relationships and a sense of personal

responsibility are critical and "contribute to a CFG's ability to trr-rly engage in the work of

asking one another challenging qLrestions and critically examining work samples" (Key,

2006, p.6). The research showed that the CFG coach played a significant role in the CFG

process.

Sumntary of NSRF ntodel

In summary, CFG are a form of professional development that promotes inqLriry

and reflection on one's practice. The CFG process can be used within a school or across

schools. CFG membership can vary and include teachers, administrators and district

personnel. The intent of the CFG process is to influence practice, the intent of which is

that in turn positively influences student learning. As has been identified above, the

research is limited and shows that while CF-G inflr-rence professional culture and teacher

learning, the influence on student learning is still in question.

The CFG model is the only model of the four presented in this chapter that defines

'critical friends' within a group, peer to peer relationship. The following three models

identify the 'critical friend' as someone external to the school who works with teachers

and administrators in the school improvement process. In these models, the 'critical

friend' is in a position to provide "pressure and support" in an effort to move school

improvernent processes further along the change continuum.



The NCSI rnodel is the second of the two models for¡nd within the U.S. pLrblic

education system. It is the only rnodel presented here that involves a university-school

partnership. Of the foLlr models, the role of doctoral students and university professors as

'critical friends'to schools ís unique in this model. The overview of theNCSI rnodel

begins by describing the context within which these'critical friends'facilitate school

improvement.

Conlext

NCSI Model- Graduote Stuclents as 'Critical Friends'

The NCSI model of 'critical friend' originated and is housed at Texas State

University- San Marcos. In this model, a smallgrolrp of doctoral students and r-rniversity

professors took on the role of 'critical friend' to schools undergoing school improvement

projects. The 'critical friend' initiative was parl of a larger school-university partnership

that involved nine schools including elementary, middle and high schools. Each school

was paired with either a factrlty member or a doctoral student that was in the advanced

stage of their program. This person acted as a school's 'critical l'riend' during the course

of the school's school improvement project (StiegelbaLrer et al., 2005).

Conceptualized
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The NCSI model reflects the evolution of the role of 'critical friend'. As presented

in their paper at the 2005 AERA conference, Stiegelbauer et al. (2005) from Texas State -

San Marcos, suggested that the conceptualizalion of 'critical fiiend' has grown beyond

that of the CFG conceived by the NSRF. They suggested the defìnition has broadened "to

include more externalfacilitation and leadership team facilitation throLrgh some of the
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same activities (mentoring, facilitating, supporting. focLrsing) while adding others, such as

the use of graduate stLrdents as aides. or providing profèssional development"

(SteigelbaLrer,2005, p.2). They cite Banh (1990);Rust and Friedas (2001); and

Stiegelbauer, Gordon and McGhee (2005); to suggest that this role has been emerging as

a significant way to support "capacity building and reflective practice" (SteigelbaLrer et

a|.,2005, p.2).

Tlrrough a case study approach, Steigelbauer et al. (2005) identified the key

components of the role of 'critical friend'as experienced by the doctoral stLrdents while

working with schools. One of the key contributors to the success of the role of 'critical

friend' was identified as that of earning trust and developing relationships with school

personnel. Paying attention to entry points in which to establish relationships was also

identified as impoftant. Without the ability to earn trust and develop relationships, the

work of the 'critical friend' becomes difficult. As was evident through the research, when

identifuing partnerships between graduate students and schools that were not successful,

it was "difficult to sometimes find the 'right match' for school tearrs" (SteigelbaLrer et al.

2005, p. 44) due to personalities or required expeftise.

Operaf ionalìzed

The work of Steigelbauer et al. (2005) predominately identifies behaviors of the

'critical f iend'. The behaviors can be categorized as involvement in and supporl with the

school planning process; data collection; action research; writing (grants and

pLrblications); leadership development and initiating change. Within these activities, the

'critical friend' has the opportunity to assist schools in talking with and listening to each

other as colleagues and with students and parents as paftners in the education process. In
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reference to systems thinking, this is a focus on trying to understand the whole (the

school) and seeking to engage and understand the parts witlrin the whole (teachers.

parents and stLrdents).

Another type of activity of the role of 'critical friend' identified in the work of

Steigelbauer et al. (2005) is that of Iinking schools with other graduate students and with

other external supports. The 'critical friend' cor-rld sLrpport schools by parlnering schools

with other graduate students forthe purpose of providing assistance in the action research

process. Both schools and graduate students benefited from this arrangement. Schools

received assistance with the action research process and gradLrate students were provided

with a learning opporlLrnity within the field. The 'critical friend' acted as a bridge

between the schools and the external resoLrrces from which the schools could benefit

(SteigelbaLrer et al., 2005). Again, in relation to systems thinking, the role of 'critical

friend' assisted schools to merge with the larger system of which they are a part as the

schools worked to meet the needs of their students.

Intpctct of NCSI model

Based on the research of Steigelbauer et al. (2005) it is evident that a 'critical

fi'iend' has the potential to significantly influence the way the school as an organizafion

operates. As 'critical friends' work with school administrators and teachers to determine

school priorities, assist them in working towards the priorities, and collect data to assist in

determining the impact of their work, they have the potential to influence teachers and

administrators to shape how a school functions. The issue of developing trust is

pararnount while relationship building.
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In the research conducted by NCSI (Stiegelbauer et al., 2005) the gradLrate

students identified contributions they made to the schools in tlreir role as'critical f,riend'.

This inclLrded the opportunity to provide schoolteams with ideas and resources, assisting

with action research projects and providing professional development. The 'critical

friends' also had the opporlLrnity to assist formal and informal leaders in the school in

identifying what the school leaders had learned throLrgh the improvement process and

then coaching them to share their learning with colleagues in their school. The purpose of

school leaders sharing their learning with others was to try and build the capacity of more

people to do the work.

Many of the 'critical friends' "followed the model of 'pressure and support"'

(StiegelbaLrer et al., 2005, p.40). Providing services, such as the ones listed above,

alleviated the workload and the time pressures for the school teams. This was one way for

the 'critical fiiends' to provide sr.rpporl to the schools. It also provided some pressure as

the expectation was that the team would then act on the information. Working with the

teams to develop leadership capacity was another way to provide pressure and support.

As they supported leaders in their professional developrnent, the expectation was that the

informal and formal leaders would then themselves facilitate school improvement

activities in the school.

The 'critical friends' met with varied success in terms of their engagement with a

school and the school's progress. As suggested by Steigelbauer et al. (2005) the most

effective 'critical friends' were those who "worked with the school and its team regularly,

intentionally and intirnately" (p. 40). In order to do this, the 'critical friends' needed to

have a relationship of trust with the schools.



Summcuy of NSCI ntodel

Learning was central to the NCSI model, both forthe individLrals in the schools

and also for the 'critical friends'. As stated by Steigelbauer et al. (2005), "to be a critical

f iend is to be a facilitator of change, a listener, an organizational consultant, a resource

aide, a pLrblic speaker, an evaluator and many other things, not the least of which is a

"learner" (p. a3). This supporls the premise stated in Chapter One, that adult learning is a

factor in school improvernent. For schools to engage in the improvement process.

educators must be willing to learn. In the case of the NCSI model, learning occurred for

both those engaged in the role of 'critical friend'and those who participated with 'critical

friends'.

The Local Education Authority (LEA) as 'critical friend' model is found in

England. In this model, government workers are 'critical friends' to schools. This rnodel

has been researched by Swaffield (2002,2003,2004,2005) providing data that inform the

context, individLral characteristics and relationships that inflLrence the role of 'critical

friend. This examination of the role conduct of 'critical friend' is found in the following

sections.

Local Educalion Authoritie.s (LEA) as 'Critical Friend,y" Model

58

Context

The LEA as 'critical friends' model is well documented in the work of Swaffield

(Swaffield, 2002,2003,2004,2005). Her research includes but is not limited to an

overview of the history of 'critical friend' within the context of school improvement

(Swaffield, 2002); the LEA as a 'critical friend' (Swaffield, 2003); 'critical friends' as
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part of the Leadership for Learning projects in Britain (Swaffield, 2004; Swaffield &

MacBeath, 2006); the relationship between 'critical fiiends' and head teachers (Swaffìeld,

2005); and the role of 'critical friend' and school self evaluation (Swaffìeld & MacBeath,

2005). This model is different from the models previoLrsly presented. In this model

government employees assume the role of 'critical f iend' to schools as part of their work

as a LEA.

Education Authority can be characterized as one of high pressure. The school inspection

process is characteristic of how the British government monitors the progress of schools.

Changes have been made to the process since 2004 to try and diminish the stress that

schools experience from the inspection process. However, the government is still able to

close schools that have been identified as needing to improve student achievement levels

and have not been able to make the necessary changes that result in increased student

slrccess. The pressure that accompanies the British inspection process is Lrnlike the

relationship that schools and governments have in Canada and the United States. North

American schools do not receive inspections from the government and are not under

pressL¡re to n'ìeet government standards in order to keep their doors open. This is

important to note as the LEA working as 'critical friends' to schools within the British

context bares stresses that would not be found in the North American context.

It is important to note that the relationship between schools and the British

The research on the role of a 'critical friend' within the British context, identifies

three important elements of the process of 'critical friend' (Swaffield, 2004). These three

elements inform tlie conceptLralization of the role of 'critical friend'. The three elements

Concepttnlized
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are the context in which the role of 'critical f iend'operates, the individualcharacteristics

of the'critical friend', and the relationships as associated with the role of 'critical friend

(Swaffield, 2004). They are discr-rssed below.

Conlexl.

Context is one element identified by Swaffield (2004) as impofiant when

conceptualizing the role of 'critical f iend'. No two schools are the same. People, history,

location, culture and resources defìne a school's context. Swaffield (2004) cites Morrison

(2002, p. 5) to emphasize that "none of us can exist independent of our relationship with

each other. . .an organism interacts dynamically with its environment, influencing and, in

turn, being influenced by its environment". To understand the role of 'critical friend'one

must consider the context in which the 'critical friend' operates.

Within the research on the LEA as 'critical friend' model, context is described at

two levels (Swaffìeld, 2003,2005). The first is the larger context of edLrcation. As

described by Barber (2001) in Swaffield (2003) the context within which the LEA

advisors work with schools is one of "high challenge, high sLrpport" (p.3).Their focLrs is

to assist "schools to raise standards, through support and challenge, rnirroring the national

agenda... . Success is rewarded,.. [and] failure challenged" (Swaffield,2003, p.4). The

agenda of the LEA is that of the government which, as Bottery (2002) suggests as found

in Swaffield (2003), stems from a "neo-liberal ideology"'(p. 3).

The second dimension of context is in relation to the individual school. Swaffield

(2005) identified aspects of context in relation to the individual school that are irnportant

to consider. They include the familiarity of the 'critical friend' to the school and/or

district. ls the 'critical friend' known and what is his/her track record? The credibility and
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history of the administrator is also important. How long has the administrator been at the

schooland what is his/her record? The relationship between the'critical f iend'and the

administrator also needs to be considered. What is the working relationship between the

'critical friend' and the school administrator or school Íeam? The culture and climate of

the school also needs consideration. What is the school's reputation? What are the

schools' characteristics?

Both the larger context and the local context need to be taken into consideration

when conceptualizing the role of 'critical friend'. Understanding context is important to

understanding the 'role taking' within which 'critical friends' engage. 'Role taking', the

act of irnagining how others perceive us and then trying to mirror that, is based on the

work of Turner (1962,1985) as found in Williams (1989). The context in which the

'critical friend' operates is therefore an imporlant consideration when trying to

understand the role of 'critical friend'as the context will influence how a'critical friend'

perce ives h imlherself.

The characteristics and experiences of the 'critical friend' are another fundamental

element to consider when conceptualizing the role of 'critical friend'. When the role has

been clearly articulated, it is possible to identify the characteristics and experiences that

would assist an individual in becorning an effective'criticalfriend'. Swaffield (2005)

identified five aspects of the role of ' critical friend' using the work of Winkley ( 1985);

Miles et al. (1988); Ross and Reagan (1990); Ainscow and Southworth (l 996); and

MacBeath et al. (2000). The five aspects include the particr,rlar functions or the roles that

a 'critical friend' fulfìlls, the specific behaviours that a 'critical friend' does, the

In cli v idual C harac ter is t ic s.
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knowledge or experience that a 'critical fì'iend' has, the skills or techniques the 'critical

friend' uses and the personal qualities that assist someone in their role as 'critical fi'iend'

(p. 45)

In addition to this, a list of characteristics and activities describes the role of

'critical friend' (Swaffield, 2002,2004). They can be summarized as follows. A 'critical

fì'iend' must have permission to help. Because a 'critical friend' is external to the

situation, a school must be willing to engage with the 'critical friend' in order for the

'critical friend' to work effectively, meaning the school needs to "give" the 'critical

friend' "permission" to engage with them (Swaffield, 2002,2004).

As in the NCSI research, the work of Swaffield (2002) identified the importance

of building relationships premised on trust.ln orderto assist schools, the'criticalfriend'

must have a working knowledge of educational change and school improvement

processes. The 'critical friend' must be focused on the work at hand and while doing so,

act as an advocate for the work within which the school is engaged. The role of 'critical

friend' is a facilitative role, working with others by providing research and skill expeftise

as needed. Similar to the NCSI reference to using presslrre and support, balancing

"friendship and critique, through personal support and professional challenge" is essential

to the role conduct of the role of 'critical friend' (Swaffield, 2002, p. 5).

The research on the LEA as 'critical friend' model provides a focus on the role

conduct of the 'critical friend' as opposed to the activities within which a 'critical friend'

engages. Examples from the research regarding the role conduct of 'critical friend' are

found in phrases such as "seeks to enable", "is an advocate", "is facilitative" and "

motivates and reassures" (Swaffie1d,2003,2004). The ability to enable, advocate,

facilitate and motivate requires a well-developed self-awareness. To assist others in their
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own work, the 'critical friend' would need to pay attention to not only their expert

knowledge and the delivery of tasks, but also to how they are relating to others when

using their knowledge. This adds another dimension to the understanding of the role of

'critical friend'. As identified in the previous section, the NSCI research has as its focus

the activities within which a 'critical friend' engages. The NCSI model together with the

LEA rnodel provide activities and role conduct, which can inform a social paradigm of

the role of 'critical friend'.

The individual characteristics of the 'critical friend' (Swaffield, 2002,2004) allow

the 'critical friend' in assisting others in what Freud referred to as "raising consciousness"

(Swaffield & MacBeath,2006, p.4). Working with others to bring to a conscious level

what they believe and understand to be true about learning, teaching and the purpose of

school, and then to share that with others, is illustrated by the Johari Window, illustrated

in Figr-rre l, as found in Swaffield (2002).

Figure l: Johari Window

Known to others

Not known to others

The 'critical friend' as someone external to a school, can assist others in critiquing

that which is in the "open"; bring to the surface that which is "hidden"; assist in creating

the conditions so that people may realize that to which they are "blind"; and together

explore the "unknown". 'Critical friends' do this as they listen, qr-restion and assist others

Known to self

Open

Hidden

Not known to self

Blind

Unknown
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in re-framing. The ability to assist others in raising their level of consciousness so that

they have a greater awareness to the issues around them and how they contribute and

react to them reqLrires skill and experience. Winkley's (1985) "listening ear' and

MacBeath and Myers (1999) "tuning in" are cited as aspects ofthe role (Swaffield &

MacBeath, 2006, p.5). Bohnan and Deal's ( l99l ) re-framing, promotes the activities of

the 'critical friends' as assisting others in "seeing the familiar in a new light" (Swaffield,

2004, p.3).

The research on the LEA as'critical friend' modelcompares the role of 'critical

friend' to the role of consultant. ln examining the characteristics and experiences of,a

'critical friend', what was determined was that while 'critical friends' could also be

Consrrltants, not all Consultants coLrld be considered 'critical friends' (Swaffield, 2004).

In cornparirrg 'critical friends' to Consultants, it was determined that

Critical Friends were more process than task oriented; transformative than

transactional; tend to be engaged for a longer period of time; operate within a

clear set of values, and work with people who are open to fundamental change

rather than sirnply seeking a solution to a specific problem. (Swaffield, 2004, p.4)

The work of a 'critical friend' being transformative and working towards

lundamental change is that of emancipatory learning. As suggested by Cranton (1991),

ollr "emancipatory interests come from our desire to grow, develop and increase our selÊ

awareness" (p. 191). As adults engage in criticalreflection, Mezirow (1991) as found in

Cranton ( l99l) suggests they may examine the content of the problem, the process of

how things came to be the way they are and/or they may question the problem itself.

Critical reflection often leads to transformative learning (Cranton, 1991). This describes
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the work olthe role of the 'critical friend' as demonstrated in the research on the LEA as

' critical f iend' ( Swaff reld, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005).

As the research on the LEA as 'critical friend' model sr-rggests there is much to

consider when conceptLralizing the role of 'critical friend'. Understanding what it is a

'critical friend'does, how that is dilferent from the work of a Consultant, and the

characteristics and knowledge that one must have to be a 'critical friend' are impoftant

considerations. The ability for the role of 'critical friend' to engage others in

transformative learning is an irnportant aspect of the work of the 'critical friend'. This,

together with an understanding of context further defines a social paradigm of the role of

'critical friend'-

The third element of the role of 'critical friend' as identified in the research is the

relationship between the 'critical friend' and school colleagues (Swaffield, 2004). "Trust,

values, purpose and personal qLralities, communication and practical action" (Swaffìeld,

2005, p. 49) are qualities that contribLrted to a positive relationship. Trust is essential and

was described by Swaffìeld (2005) as the "bedrock of critical friendship" (p. 13). As

sLrggested thror-rgh the research "credibility increases as the critical friend becomes more

informed as to the issues in the school and the context in which the school exists"

(Swaffield, 2005, p. 45).

One of the challenges in the relationship between the'criticalfriend'and the

school is that of differing perceptions of the role (Swaffield, 2003). Swaffìeld (2003) cites

Fuller and Fisher (2000);McKenna (1991);and MLrsella (1998);who have looked at "the

importance of 'role clarification', and the objectives of the interaction being understood

Relalionships.
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and agreed upon when external support is Lrsed to assist schools" (p. l5). Unclear

expectations as to the role and function of the'critical friend'will negatively influence

the relationship between the 'critical fì'iend' and the school and the work that needs to be

accomplished.

The research on the LEA as'critical f iend' model (Swaffìeld, 2002,2004) also

considered the continuirm of critic and friend. Using the work of Harnpden and Turner

(2002), it is sLrg-uested by Swaffield (2004) that "an increase in one element does not

necessarily mean a decrease in the other" (p. 6).She r-rsed the three dimensions of time,

critic and friend to illustrate that over time, as the relationship develops, the potential for

critic increases (Swaffìe1d,2004, p. 6). An increase in friendship and critique as is an

impoftant consideration in relation to the action of critiquing. As sr-rggested by Harrison

(1995) as foLrnd in Swaffield (2003) "...when we are underpressure...it is hardest for us

to do things differently, and yet this is the very time when that divergent and creative

responseismostataprerniurn(giventhatpreviouspracticehasnotworked)"(p. 1l).The

ability to accept critiqr-re is often more palatable when received by an individLral whom we

know understands our work and the challenges we face and advocates for the work we are

doing. A base of friendship developed over time would seem to be necessary for critique

to have a positive role in the transformative learning process of critical friendship.

Summary of Swaffield'.s conceptualization o.f the role of 'criticalfriend'

The research on the LEA as 'critical friend' model identifies the complex role and

filnction of a'critical friend'. Examining the relationships, the context and an individual's

characteristics arnplifies the role of 'critical friend' and illuminates its complexity. There

are many considerations when identifying who should be a 'critical fiiend', how this role
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is practiced, and the factors inflLrencing successfìl practice. In the British model, there is

a significant dif-ference between LEA fìrnctioning as 'critical friends' as compared to the

NCSI model (Stiegelbauer et al.. 2005) in which university prof,essors and doctoral

students acted as 'critical friends' to schools, or in the CFG model (Dunne et al., 2000) in

which colleagues act as 'critical lriends' to one another. LEA, as government employees,

work for the organization that has the polver to provide rewards and punishments to the

schools with whom they work if the schools are not meeting the standards set out for

them by the government. This is a dirnension that is not found in the two models

previously discussed.

MSIP Model- MSIP Consuhanl as 'Critical Friend'

The fourth and fìnal model is the MSIP model of 'critical friend'. As described in

the following sections, there are variations of 'critical friend' models within the MSIP

rnodel. One of those variations is the model examined in this research.

Contexl

The fourth and final model presented in this chapter is the MSIP model of the role

of 'critical friend'. This model is operationalwithin Manitoba, Canada. As identified in

Chapter One, since its inception in 1991, MSIP, a non-profit, intermediary organization

has provided funding and consultative support to secondary sclrools and school divisions

to "promote educational equity and socialjustice by collaborating with pLrblic secondary

schools and school divisions to build their capacity to improve student learning and

engagement" (MSIP, 2005a). One way in which the mandate of MSIP has been fLrlfilled

is throLrgh the facilitation of the role of 'critical f iend' by MSIP consultants. As'critical
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friends', MSIP staff "provide non-aligned, sincere support cornbined with honest critique

and probing questions" (Lee, 1998, p.7). The purpose of doing so is to assist schools in

rneeting the needs of all stLrdents, with particular attention to those students who are not

experiencing success.

As was stated in Chaptel One, the mandate of MSIP at the time of this study is

firlfilled primarily through MSIP consultants working systernically. This requires MSIP

consultants to work with high schools within a school division as well as with school

division personnel. As each school division has a unique culture, the services of MSIP to

each school division are unique. This has also precipitated a change in who are MSIP

consultants.

There are two types of MSIP consLrltants. Some MSIP consultants work solely for

MSIP. They are MSIP employees. Their role in schools and school divisions is as an

external consultant. There are also consultants who are seconded from their school

division by MSIP. These consultants work primarily in their school division and with a

few additional schools in the MSIP Network of Schools. The work that seconded

consultants provide within their school division, which includes the role of 'critical

friend', is done within a context that is known to them. They are internal.

The lens through which an external MSIP consultant works and the lens through

which an internal MSIP consultant works are different. This is an important consideration

within the context of the MSIP model of the role of 'critical f}iend'. For example, an

internal 'critical friend'may know the context betterthan an external 'critical friend', but

this may mean that they are less fi'ee to ask cefiain questions. While an external 'critical

friend' may be more free to ask tough questions, they need time to learn the context of the
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school and school division and therefore it may take longer for them to uncover the

Lrnderlying issues that need to be addressed.

Althou-eh there are difïerent models of 'critical friend' within MSIP their

conceptualization of the role of 'critical friend' is constant. The role of 'critical I'riend' is

to know a school's work, enabling one to provide an informed opinion of what the school

is doing, provide support to the school in their efforts and establish relationships so that

the 'critical friend' can ask probing questions and assist school personnel in the process of

transformational learning. While context differs lrom school to school and from an

internal to external consultant, the basic conceptualizalion of the role of 'critical friend

remains the same.

Conceptualized

ln the 1998 Overall Evaluation of MSIP (Earl & Lee, 1998), MSIP staff is

described as taking on the role of 'critical friend' to the schools engaged in the MSIP

Network of Schools. They were identified as being "knowledgeable and supportive as

well as demanding and challenging" (Earl & Lee, 1998, p.90). Schools who were

identified through the Overall Evaluation as experiencing success in their improvement

efforls, viewed the'critical f iends' as "indispensable" (Earl &. Lee, p. 9l).

The role of 'critical f iend' within MSIP evolved as MSIP staff worked with

schools and in so doing, learned more about school improvement and how to facilitate

change. They identified their role of 'critical friend'as slrppofting "teachers in the risks

they were taking to do things diffèrently" (Zimmerman & Lee, 1998, p. 26)They did this

through listening, asking questions, celebrating successes, and providing resources and

training as needed by the schools (Earl et a1.,2003).
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As identified above, the research conducted on the role of MSIPwithin schools

and schooldivisions (Earl & Lee, 1998; Earl et aI.,20031, Fullan, Kilcher, & Lee. 1995)

identified some of the behaviours and role conduct of MSIP consultants as 'critical

friends'. This is not unlike the work of Steigelbauer et al. (2005) which describes the role

and activity of the role of 'critical friend'and the work of Swaffield (2002,2003,2004)

which provides an indepth analysis of the conceptr,ralization of the role of 'critical f iend'.

However, the conceptualization of the role of 'critical friend' within the context of MSIP

requires further study. This research contributes to the research base of MSIP and adds to

the understanding and conceptualizalion of a role that MSIP consultants have been

engaged in for over a decade,

OperaÍionalized

As stated by Earl et al. (2003) in the 2003 Overall Evaluation of MSIP "the role of

MSIP evolved into one of "critical friends" providing both pressure (asking difficult

questions, encouraging evaluation, reqLriring clear and coherent documentation of

progress) and support (consultation for planning and implementation, professional

development opportr,rnities)"(p. 5). MSIP staff continues to act as 'critical friends' to

individual schools and also participate in 'critical friend' teams consisting of both school

division staff and an MSIP consultant (Earlet a1.,2003). While the premise of 'critical

friend' service by MSIP to schools remains constant, the way in which the service is

delivered varies.

As MSIP consultants difler in their perspective, in that they are internal or

external, the way in which they deliver 'critical friend' service within school division

partnerships also differs. The three types of 'critical friend' service facilitated by MSIP
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are discussed below. They inclLrde that of an individLral MSIP consultant working with an

individual high schoolasthat high school's'criticalf iend'(MSIP consultant- School

Concentration Model), an MSIP consultant working with high school adrninistrators and

teachers to build their capacity to be 'critical friends' to one another (MSIP consultant -

Capacity BLrilding of School Personnel), and an MSIP consultant working with school

division personnel to build tlreir capacity to be 'critical friends' to the high schools in

their school division (MSIP consultant - Capacity Building of School Division

Personnel).

The MSIP ConsLrltant - School Concentration model involves an MSIP consultant

providing the 'critical friend' service to a school, on her own, by assisting the school team

with the planning and irnplernentation of their school plan. The consultant may meet with

the school team once or twice a year in a 'critical friend' meeting at which time she

would assist the school team in reflection, celebration and problem solving. The MSIP

consultant would also provide 'pressure and support' to schools beyond the 'critical

friend' meetings as she assists schools in executing their school plan. She rnay do so by

providing assistance with data collection and analysis, facilitation, providing research and

working directly with groups of teachers and/or students. Within this model, the MSIP

consultant may also work at the school division level to assist school division personnel

in their work with schools. However, the MSIP consultant's time woLrld be concentrated

at the school level.

The MSIP Consultant - Capacity Building of School Personnel model focuses on

developing the skills of school personnel to be'critical friends'to each other. This would

involve providing 'critical friend' training to a gror-rp of teachers and administrators.

Together with the MSIP consultant, this group woLrld then visit each other's school to
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have 'critical fi'iend' conversations. This model provides teachers and administrators with

the opportunity to practice being a 'critical friend' to one another while at the same time,

gaining a better understanding of another schools' work. Beyond the 'critical friend'

conversations, the MSIP consultant would continue to work with schools providing many

of the same services as in the MSIP consultant - School Concentration Model. The MSIP

consultant would also work at the school division level to assist school division personnel

in their work with schools.

The MSIP Consultant - Capacity Building of Division Personnel is the third

model. In this model, a 'critical friends' team (CFT) facilitates the role of 'critical friend'.

An MSIP consultant works with school division personnel to define and learn the 'critical

friend' process. The MSIP consultant, together with school division personnel, becomes

the CFT. This team visits the high schools in the school division two times a year to have

a reflective conversation about the school plan. The MSIP consultant also works with

individual high schools within the school division to supporl the school's work in relation

to their school plan. It is the work related to this last model that was examined through

this research.

The 'critical friend' service provided by MSIP consultants, regardless of the

model, can be summarized as found in the partnership agreement written collaboratively

between MSIP and the partnering school division within which this research took place

(MSIP,2005b). The 'critical friend' responsibilities include that of supporting schools in

the school division by:

tr Coordinating assistance with the school planning process;
a Providing feedback on the implementation of the school plan;
tr Identifring and locating resources for school irnprovement; facilitate their

initiatives;
B Connecting schools to other schools and organizations;



tr Working with school tearns in developing processes to fàcilitate their
initiatives;

a Speaking with staff members individually and collectively;
o Meeting with schools, division administration and school board;
tr Providing research and literature; and

D Sharing ideas and successful models from others.

'Critical friends' also work with schools as they build their capacity for future direction in
best practices by:

tr Assisting in collecting and interpreting data and inforrnation on clrn'ent
programming around issues and programs identifìed by the schools and school
division in their improvement initiatives; and

tr Assisting in developing skills in program assessment and evaluation.

'Critical f iends' provide support for individual and organizational improvernent by:

D Providing the opportunities for individual improvement through a professional
gro\¡/th model, ind iv idual professional development, school professional
development and networking opportunities; and

tr Focusing organizational improvement in building skills to change the capacity
of the organizal.ion to do its work.

The points above refer to tlie tasks that 'critical friends' do. It is similar to the

NCSI list in that it refers to responsibilities that 'critical friends' have and identifies what

'critical friends' should do. What is absent from this list is a description of the way in

which the 'critical f iends' approach their role, or rather the role conduct of a 'critical

friend' as discLrssed in the research on the LEA as 'critical friend' model (Swaffreld,

2002,2004).

Intpact of MSIP ntodel

aaIJ

As demonstrated above, schools who experienced success in their improvement

efforts as indicated in the 1998 Overall Evaluation, identified the role of 'critical friend'

as vital to the success of the school (Earl &. Lee, 1998). The concept of providing both

pressure (asking tough questions, holding schools accountable through reports and data
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collection) and support (listening to and problern solving with schools, providing

resources) was one of the key findings in the 1998 OverallEvaluation (Earl &. Lee, 1998).

It was also identifìed in the 2003 Overall Evaluation as one of the irnportant services

provided by MSIP to schools (Earl et al.,2003). The role of 'critical friend' is to provide

that pressure and support.

Swnntary of MSIP ntodel

researched. Overall evaluations of MSIP have identified tasks that the 'critical friends'

did. They were identified in this chapter. The overall evaluations have also identified that

schools value the role of 'critical friend'. ln terms of context, relationships and individual

characteristics as identified in the work of Swaffield (2004), the role of 'critical fiiend' as

facilitated by MSIP has not been well researched or documented. This study will inform

the ongoing conceptLralization of the role of 'criticalfriend'as enacted through the

context of MSIP.

Suntntary of the Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

The role of 'critical friend' within the context of MSIP has not been well

ln an effort to sr-rmmarize the four models identified in this section. a chaft

illustrating the imporlant elements that define the role of 'critical friend' and the

contextual factors required forthe effective enactmentof the role of 'critical friend can be

found in Table 2. From this overview, it is evident that the four models are fairly specific

and congruent in respect to the underlying premise of the role of 'critical fì'iend'. These

woLrld include the irnportant elements of reflection, ce lebration, inquiry, support and

challenge. The common contextual factor is that of trust.
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In the three models (NCSI, LEA and MSIP) in which the 'critical fì'iend' is

facilitated by someone external to the school, common elements that define the role of

'critical friend'are those of listening, questioning, facilitating, assisting in data collection

and analysis, assisting in planning, providing resources, and leadership development. The

role of 'critical friend' providing both pressure and support is also found throLrghor-rt the

three models. The research on the role of 'critical friend' within the LEA model provides

the most information in terms of the role conduct of the 'critical lriend'. This research

identifies the qualities and characteristics of empathy, enthusiasm, respect, confidence

and genuineness as important.



Table 2: Surnrnary of Four Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

Model

NSRF rrodel

Context

United States public

education system

Who is the'critical friend'?

Peer to peer

Teachers

Administrators

School district consultants

lmportant elements
defining the role of

'critical friend'
Inquiry and reflectiorr

Dialogue

Cooperative adult

learning

Listening

Questioning feedback

Critical examination of

practice

Peer observation

Problem solving

Gror"rp nonrs

Collaboration

Contextual factors
required for the role of

'critical friend'

76

Trust

Professional Iearning

community ideology



Table 2: Sumrnary of Four Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend' (continued)

Model

NCSI model

Context

Texas State

University - San

Marcos doctoral

students working as

'critical friends' to

public schools

within Texas as part

of a university-

school partnership.

Who is the 'critical friend'?

Doctoral students in the

advanced stage oftheir

program.

University professors

lmportant elements
defining the role of

'critical friend'
Mentoring

Facilitation

Faci I itating refl ective

practice

Supporting the process

of school planning

Data collection

Action research

Writing (grants and

publications)

Leadersh ip development

Contextual factors
required for the role of

'critical friencl'
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Trust



Table 2: Summary of Four Models of tlie Role of 'Critical Friend'(continued)

Model

NCSI niodel
continued

Context

Texas State

University - San

Marcos doctoral

students working as

'critical friends' to

public schools

within Texas as part

of a university-

school partnership.

Who is the 'critical friend'?

Doctoral students in the

advanced stage oftheir

prograr-n.

University professors

Important elements defining
the role of 'critical friend'

Assisting in the process of

change

Linking schools with other

graduate students to

support action research

Assisting educators to

identify their own learning

Pressure and support

78

Contextual factors
required for the role
of 'critical friend'



Table 2: Summary of Four Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend' (continued)

Model

LEA rnodel

Context

British education

system - high

pressure

Who is the 'critical friend'?

Local Education Autlrorities

(LEAs) - Government

ernployees working with

schools

lmportant elements
defining the role of

'critical friend'
Facilitation

Listening

Questioning

Reflecting

Providing feedbacl<

Summarizirrg

Re-framirrg

Knowledge of edLrcation

system, the orgarrization

ofschools, change

process, student and

adult learning

Contextual factors
required for the role of

'critical friend'
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Knowledge of tlre

school and/or district

Credibility and

liistory of the school

adnrinistrator

Relatiorrship of the

'critical friend' with

the scliool

administrator



Table 2: Summary of Four Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend' (continued)

Model

LEA rnodel
continued

Context

British education

system - high

pressure

Who is the 'critical friend'?

Local Education Authorities

(LEAs) - Government

ernployees working with

schools

lmportant elements
defining the role of

'critical friend'
Interpersonal slcills

Data skills

Respectful

Ernpathetic

GenLrine

Confident

Enthusiastic

Pressure arrd support

Contextual factors
required for the role of

'critical friendo

80

Degree of permission

tlie 'Critical friend'

has to lielp the

scliool

Ability to be

politically neutral

Cornnron and clear

expectations of the

role of 'critical

friend'

Trulst



Table 2: Summary of Four Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend' (continued)

Model

MSIP rnodel

Context

Manitoba, Canada

High schools

engaged in the MSIP

network of schools

Who is the 'critical friend'?

MSIP Consultants

High school administrators and

teacliers

lm portant elements defin in g
the role of 'critical friend'

School division personnel

Non-aligned, sincere

suppoft

Honest critique

Probing questions

Listening

Providing feedback

Pressure and suppoft

Assisting in tlre process of

school planning

Assisting irr the

irnplementatiorr of school

plans

8t

Contextual factors
required for the role
of 'critical friend'

Trust



Table 2: Sumnrary of Four Models of the Role of 'Critical Friend'(contirrued)

Model

MSIP model
continued

Context

Manitoba, Canada

High schools

engaged in the MSIP

network of schools

Who is the 'critical friend'?

MSIP Consultants

High school administrators and

teachers

lmportant elements defi ning
the role of 'critical friend'

School division personnel

Provid ing professional

development opportun ities

Assisting in data collection

and analysis

Facilitation

Providing researclr

Providing'critical friend'

training

Corrnecting schools to

other organizations

Networking opportunities

82

Contextual factors
required for the role
of 'critical friend'
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The f,our nrodels provide a social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend'. While

each model presented in this chapter has its unique qualities and context, the

commonalties among the models provide cornmon fèatures of the role of 'critical friend'

across different contexts. The literatLrre of the four diverse models of 'critical friend'

(Dr-rnne et a1.,2000;MSIP,2005b; SteigelbaLrer et aI.,2005; Swaffield,2002) contribute

to an emerging social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend'. The social paradigrn is

expanded through this research prernised on the conceptual f,ramework as described in the

next section.

A Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework provides organizing principles to assist in the

examination of the data gathered throLrgh this research. Organizing the research process

and then analyzing the data reqLrired a framework that informed how data was collected,

how it was organized and how the findings were disclrssed. As this study pursued the

research question, what isthe social paradigm oftlre role of 'critical friend', the

conceptual model provided a lens through which to answer the research question. The

conceptual framework is described in the following sections.

Devel oping lhe Analytical Framework

A systems approach (Capra, 1996; Senge, 1990) and social constructivism

(CLrllen, 1999;Gergen,2001;Green,2005; Hir1le,1996; Jones & Brader-Araje,2002)

was used as the basis for the conceptual framework for this research. To understand the

role of 'criticalfriend'requires an orientation to this role within the greater system in

which it operates. This is supported by systems thinking in which to "understand things
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systematically, Iiterally means to put them into a context. to establish the nature of their

relationships" (Capra, 1996,p.25). The work of Capra(1996) and Senge (1990) was used

to develop this aspect of the conceptLral fì'amework.

While exploring the role of 'critical fi'iend' through a framework developed from

systems thinking is necessary it is not necessarily sLrfficient. Consideration must also be

given to the creation of knowledge as a product of the role of 'critical friend'. As

sLrggested by Cullen (1999), 'social constructivist interpretations, which focus specifically

on social origins of knowledge, appear to have direct relevance to learning in

organizational settings" (p. 45). The inclusion of social constructivism in the conceptual

framework and its outcomes provide the opportLrnity for the examination of the social

construction of knowledge that is facilitated through the role of 'critical friend'. Within

the social constructivism fì'arne, this research considered 'spaces of influence' (Green,

2005) in the 'critical f iend' process.

Conceptualized - Front Scientifc Paratlignt to Social Paradigttr (Capra)

The philosophical context for the conceptual framework is found in the work of

Capra (1996). A physicist who received his doctorate in theoretical physics, describes the

new paradigm as viewing the world as a whole of inter-related parts. FIis work examines

the shift away from the Newtonian perspective driven by the beliefs of absolute truths,

uniformity, cefiainty and simplicity (Zohar,1997, found in Fris &.Lazaridou,2006),

towards a "rrore holistic, ecological view" (Capra, 1996, p.5) of science. Moving away

from the Newtonian concepts of functional parts existing within a vacLllrrn, the whole is

explained as the sum of its parts (Fris & Lazaridou, 2006). A systems view is that of

nested systems that are connected and in relationship with one another (Capra,l996). As
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a result of the relationships within the system, one tnust engage in contextual thinking,

and not analyticalthinking because "properties of the pails. . .can be Lrnderstood only

within the context of the largel whole" (Capra, p.37). A shift from atomistic to holistic

(Fris & Lazaridou, 2006) science describes the shift from scientific paradigm to social

paradigrn (Capra, 1996).

Social paradigm can be defined as "a constellation ofconcepts, values,

perceptions, and practices shared by a community, which forms a particular vision of

reality that is the basis for the way the community organizes itself ' (Capra, 1996, p.6).lt

was the examination ofthe social paradigrn of the role of 'critical fì'iend'that was the

intent of this research. The three key criteria of a living system as found in lleb of Life

(Capra, 1996)providedthethreeframesthroughwhichthisresearchorganizedthesystem

in which the role of 'critical friend' was studied. The three key criteria of a living system

are 'pattern of organization', 'structure' and 'life process'.

P at î ern of Organ izat ion

'Pattern of organization' is defined as the "configuration of relationships that

determines the system's essential characteristics' (Capra, 1996,p.l6l). The'pattern of

organization' are those relationships that must be evident for "something to be

recognized" as itself (Capra, 1996, p. 158). To exanrine the role of 'critical friend' via the

CFT model, consideration was given to the pattern of relationships that had been

characteristic of the role within the context of the school division in which this research

took place. As was discussed earlier in this chapter, there were rnr,rltiple pafties involved

in the CFT process. They included myself as the MSIP Consultant, the eight school

division personnel, the eight high schools teams, and the assistant superintendent who
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supported this initiative thror-rgh budget allocations and by chanrpioning the work with the

senior administration team in the school division. This was the web of relationships

associated with the role of 'critical fì'iend'.

The "pattern of organization" is related to the CFT process and involves nested

networks (Capra, 1996). One of the networks was the relationship I, as the MSIP

consultant had with the assistant superintendent who prornoted and supported this

initiative. This relationship made other relationships possible because the Assistant

Sr-rperintendent gave me access to operate within the school division. The relationship of

the MSIP consultant with divisional staff who were members of the CFT was another

network. This network was made possible because of the network of the assistant

superintendent and the MSIP consultant. A third network was the relationship between

the network called the CFT and each of the high school teams. The network of the CFT

and the high school teams was increasingly more complex from the first two networks, as

there were more system parts involved.

Structure

The second key criterion of a living system is "structure". "The structure of a

system is the physical embodirnent of its pattern of organization" (Capra, 1996, p. l5B).

The 'pattern of organization' as described above, is a series of nested networks. The

physical embodiment or'structure' resulting from this series of nested networks was the

CFT. As suggested above, the structure of the CFT was possible because of the

relationship of the assistant superintendent and I as the MSIP consultant. This relationship

allowed me to engage with school division personnel and provide leadership in the

'critical friend' process. It also gave school division personnel the perrnission to engage



in the CFT process as the school division personnel were asked by the assistant

superintendent to become 'critical f iends'.

The 'structure' of the CFT was the mechanisrn through which the role of 'critical

friend'was facilitated in the school division. The CFT, at its maximum membership was

a team of eight divisional stafïthat spanned three levels of the organizalional chart and

myself as the MSIP consultant. This team of nine created three sub tearns. These three

sub teams visited high schools and met with their school plan teams, two times ayear.

School plan teams consisted of school administration and lead teachers who provided

leadership in the planning and implementation process of the school plan.

Life Process

"Life process is the activity involved in the continual embodiment of the system's

pattern of organization" (Capra , 7996, p. I 6l ). It is what links the pattern of organization

and structure (Capra, 1996). Capra used the bicycle to describe the relationships between

'pattern of organization','structlrre,'and'life process'. In the case ofthe bicycle, the

designer's sketches of the bicycle represent the 'pattern of organization'. The bicycle is

the 'structure'. The 'life process,' which is the link between the sketch and the bicycle, "is

inthemindofthedesigner"(Capra,1996,p. 160).The'lifeprocess'relevanttotherole

of 'critical friend' exists within the minds of those engaged in and with the role. The 'life

process'therefore exists within the minds of those engaged as'critical friends' in the CFT

as well as in the minds of those who engaged with'criticalfriends'. Through the focLrs

groups, the'life process'of the role of 'criticalfriend'allowed forthe revelation of

network participants'social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend'.
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The conceptual framework consisting of 'pattern of organizatJon' ,'structure' and

'life process'of the role of 'criticalfiiend is graphically represented in Figure 2:

Conceptual Framework-'Pattern of Organization','Structure'and'Life Process'of the

Role of 'Critical Friend' based on the three key criteria of a living system (Capra, 1996).

The nested circles represent the "pattern of organization" or the three nested networks of

relationships associated with this modelof the role of 'critical friend'. As already

identified, the three nested relationships are those of myself as the MSIP consultant with

the assistant superintendent, myself and school division personnel as the CFT, and the

CFT with each of the eight high schools teams. The bold line around the outside circle of

the CFT is meant to de¡nonstrate the 'structure' of the relationships that enacted the role

of 'critical friend'. The shaded areas are meant to identify the 'life process'.

Graphic Representation of Conceptual Frantework
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Figure 2: Conceptual Framework -'Pattern of Organization', 'Structure' and 'Life

Process' of the Role of 'Critical Friend'
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"Learning organizations" can be defined as places where "people continr-rally

expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive

patterns of thinking are nuftured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people

are continually learning how to learn together" (Senge, 1990, p. 3). Recognizing that

organizations never arrive at the point where they are consistently meeting their goals

Operationalized - The "Learning Organization" (Senge)
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eff,ectively over tirne, Senge (1990) presented a model which illustrates how

organizations learn and grow as tl-ìey are influenced by the outside influences and

demands placed upon thern. It is within the context of a "learning organization" that five

required disciplines are identified (Senge, 1990). Through the five disciplines of systems

thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building a shared vision and team learning

(Senge, 1990) the conceptual fiamework for this study is operationalized.

System.s Thinking

As suggested by Senge (1990), human endeavors "are bound by invisible fabrics

of interrelated actions, which often take years to fully play out their effects on each other"

(p. 7). For organizations to become 'learning organizations' attention needs to be given to

the interrelated actions and the influence that they have on each other. Seeking

understanding Lrsing systems thinking requires discipline and patience. It requires that

people perceive knowledge as approximate, that people acknowledge and value the

process of questioning and that people are prepared to engage in process thinking (Capra,

1996). Within the conceptualization of this study using systems thinking the remaining

foLrr d iscipl ines of a' learning organization' are operationalized.

Personal Mastery

Personal mastery is the discipline "of continually clarifying and deepening our

personal vision, of focusing our energies, of developing patience, and of seeing reality

objectively" (Senge, 1990, p. 7). The ability for individuals to do this is linked to the

growth or learning of an organizalion (Senge, 1990). This research provided myself and

those within the school division who had been engaged with the 'critical friend' process
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with the opportunity to learn more about the role of 'critical friend'. In an effort to

identify the important elements that define the role of 'critical friend' and the contextual

factors required for the efTective enactment of the role, this research provided the

opportLrnity for many individuals to grow in their personal mastery of the role of 'critical

f iend'. According to the discipline of personal mastery, this research should then also

contribLrte to the learning of the organizations involved, which are the school division and

MSIP.

Menîal Model.s

Mental rnodels, as defined by Senge (1990) are "deeply engrained assumptions,

generalizations or even pictures or images that influence how we understand the world

and how we take action" (p. 8). Pan of the process of learning, is the ability to examine

our own mental models, the assumptions, values, perceptions and beliefs that shape the

way in which we view the world. Within a learning organization, people share their

mental rnodels with one another. By rnaking our mental models public, therein lies the

opportunity for people to influence each other. The discipline of mental models takes

personal mastery to a deeper level and invites others into the process.

ThroLrgh this research, an effort was made to identify people's mental model of

the role of 'critical friend'. Exarnining individLrals' assumptions, values and beliefs about

the role of 'criticalft'iend', people's mental models of 'critical f iend'began to surface.

This informed the irnportant elements that define the role of 'critical friend' and the

contextual factors required for the effective enactment of the role of 'critical friend'. The

separation of teacher, administrator and school division personnel by focus group

rnembership provided the opportr,rnity for ernerging properties to present themselves. This
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is consistent with systems thinking that sr-rggests that the whole consists of nested

networks with varying levels of complexity. "At each level the observed phenomenon

exhibit properlies that do not exist at lower levels. The systemic properties of a particular

level are called "emergent" propefties, since they emerge at that particular level" (Capra,

1996, p.37).

Shared Vi.sit¡n

A fourtli discipline that a 'learning organization' engages in is bLrilding a shared

vision. As argued by Senge (1990) successful organizations work towards a cornmon

vision that has been created and committed to by those within lhe organization. The

research process had the potential to act as a catalyst by which the school division could

begin to build a shared vision ofthe role of 'critical friend'. As people engaged in

personal mastery and mental model activity, opportunity was given for individuals to

begin articulating acommon vision of the role of 'critical friend'forthe future. The data

may also be used within other networks in the edLrcational system such as MSIP and other

edLrcational organizations in Manitoba to further the scope within which the role of

'critical friend' is practiced.

Team Learning

The fifth discipline presented by Senge (1990) is team learning. He argued that

when teams are learning they are more effective and productive. Within a team

environment, "individLral members are growing more rapidly than could have occurred

otherwise" (Senge, 1990, p. l0). A critical component of team learning is the ability for a

team to engage in dialogue (Senge, 1990). The pr"rrpose of dialogue is to provide the
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opportunity fbr ideas to converge for the purpose of creating understanding and

identifying the best possible olrtconìe. The process of dialogue requires team members to

"suspend assumptions and enter into a genuine thinking together" (Senge, 1990, p. l0)-

This qualitative PAR, using focus grolrps as the method for obtaining data, provided the

oppoftLrnity for individuals to contribLrte to team learning.

Suntmaty of Senge's Five Disciplines

As outlined above, the five disciplines of a 'learning organization' of systems

thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building a shared vision and team learning

provided a way to operationalize the study of the role of 'critical friend' conceptualized

through 'pattern of organization', 'structure' and 'lif-e process' (Capra, 1996).

Consideration in the research process to the five disciplines (Senge, 1990) provided the

opportr,rnity to explore the 'life process' of the role of 'critical friend' and in so doing,

presented the opportr-rnity to furlher organizational learning on the part of both the school

division and MSIP. As stated in the introduction to the conceptual frarnework, using

systems thinking is not sufficient. Because of the focus on adult learning within the social

context of the 'critical friend' process, it was irnporlant to also consider social

constructivist thought. The following section provides a rationale and overview of social

constructivism as used in this stLrdy.

Social Consfruclion of Knov,ledge through the Research Process

This research is fiamed using a systems approach (Capra, 1996; Senge, 1990) and

social constructivism theory (CLrllen, 1999; Gergen,2001; Green, 2005; Hirtle, 1996;
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Jones & Brader-Araje,2002: Phillips, 1997). Within the theory of constructivism there

are many permutations. As summarized by Jones and Brader-Araje (2002)

"[w]ithin educational contexts there are philosophical rneanings of constructivism,

as well as personal construrctivism as described by Piaget (1967), social

constructivism outlined by Vygotsky (1978), radicalconstructivism advocated by

von Glasersfeld ( 1995), constrr-rctivist episternologies, and educational

constructivism (Matthews, 1998)" (Defining constructivism section, '11 l).

Social constructivism was used in the conceptual framework because both the

'critical friend' process and this qualitative research process provided the opportunity for

meaning to be socially constructed. As sLrpported by Cullen (1999), "social dialogLre is an

important cornponent of learning, and . . .cultural tools (beliefs, artifacts, systems) are

accessed and acquire meaning in social contexts" (p.46). PLrrsLring the beliefs and

systems associated with the'critical friend'process, assists in the formation of a social

paradigm of the role of 'critical friend'. As systems thinking allows for a

conceptualizaTion and operationalization of the role of 'critical friend' within the system

in which it lives, social constructivism provides a frame throLrgh which to examine the

creation of meaning and knowledge in the'critical friend'process. The social

construction of knowledge in the'criticalf iend'process is operationalized throLrgh

'spaces of influence' (Green, 2005). This is discLrssed in the next section.

Social ConstructÌon of Knowledge through Green's 'Space.s of Influence'

'Spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) is an elaboration of Vygotsky's zone of

proximal developmenr. (ZPD).ln ZPD, it is assumed that the teacher or "expert partner in

the process already knows" (Green, 2005, p. 295).In'spaces of influence', the
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'influential other' who could also be referred to as the'expert partner'. does not

necessarily know. Rather, the'influential other' is prepared to work collaboratively with

the learner recognizing that the future is unknown. ". . .the'influential other'takes

learning not only to spaces beyond that which the learner might traverse alone (hence the

ZPD notion), bLrt to spaces where the joLrrney itself is unknown to everyone" (Green,

2005, p.295).

'Spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) open Lrp the possibility for new learning and

the consideration of potential influences in the learning process. They are dynamic, where

opportunities and meaning are negotiated. There are also rnLrltiple entry points for

influence.

In an effort to understand the role of 'critical friend', attention must be given to

the space in which that role functions. Aligning the role of influential other' with the role

of 'critical f iend', one would then need to examine'critical friends'as active listeners

who "collaborate in their problem-solving to find effective ways of working, and derive

fresh viewpoints" (Green, 2005, p.296). As suggested by Green (2005) "within these

spaces of influence individuals and collectivities can engage in learning for an unknown

futnre" (p.296). The five spaces,'spaces of action','spaces of explicit discourse'.'spaces

of learning', 'spaces of practice development', and 'spaces of trust' (Green, 2005)

provided a framework to examine how learning has been socially constructed through the

'critical f iend' process within the context of this study.

Spoces ofaclion.

'Spaces of action' (Green, 2005) are opportunities when learners are in the

position to deterrnine how they will engage in a particular challenge. Learners recognize
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there is as challenge that needs to be addressed and they have the powerto determine how

they will do so. This rnay occur when a schoolteam identifies a particular challenge and

are able to determine how they will address that challenge withoLrt tlre intervention fi'orr

other networks within the system. Through the examination of the role of 'critical fì'iend',

what are the 'spaces ofaction' that are present for educators?

Spaces of explicit discourse.

In schools and school divisions 'spaces of explicit discourse' are the opportunities

where educators are engaged in reflection and inquiry that enable them to clearly identify

the "critical elements of a given problem or learning context" (Green, 2005, p.302). To

examine the role of the 'critical friend' one needs to examine its role in the 'space of

explicit discourse'. Questions to consider would then include, how do the 'critical friends'

engage in explicit discourse among themselves and how do they facilitate explicit

discourse with school teams? What is it that the 'critical friend' does when engaging with

schools who are in a 'space of explicit discourse'? This research provided the opporlLrnity

for individLrals engaged in the'critical friend' process to identify how the role of 'critical

f iend' facilitated critical reflection and inquiry, which is the activity of explicit discourse.

Space.s of learning.

'Spaces of learning'arethe times in which learners engage with the "content

knowledge relevant to their learning" (Green, 2005, p.302). As sr-rggested by Green

(2005) 'spaces of learning' are dynamic and flexible. Chaos is welcorned. While the

'influential other' knows there is a solution, they may not know what the solLrtion is. Only

that he or she will support the learners in their quest to find the solution. This research
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provided the opportLrnity for individuals engaged in the 'critical f iend' process to identify

how the process facilitated and/or sLrpported 'spaces of learning'.

Spaces of practice devel opnrenî.

'Spaces of practice developrnent'are "spaces in which process occurs. ..and that

arrticipation of need is critical" (Green, 2005, p.302). As suggested by Green (2005)

process and plactice may vary among communities of learners. The'space of practice

development' is relevant to the school division personnel who were 'critical friends'.

They needed to engage in practice developrnent as they learned the role. The research

process provided an opportunity for the researcher and the school division personnel who

were'critical friends'to schools, to reflect upon how they developed as a'critical friend'.

In so doing, it provided the opportunity to explore the'space of practice development' in

relation to becoming a 'critical friend'.

Spaces of trust.

'Spaces of trust'are those times in which learners feelthey can take risks without

being criticized if the results are not favorable. Learners take risks with the intent that the

process will inform their ongoing learning. 'Spaces of trust'can also occur when the

'influential other' hands over responsibility and trusts that the learner will "launch into

the task at hand" (Green, 2005, p. 304). 'Spaces of trust' are a consideration when

forrnulating the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend'. As identified in the

literature as discussed earlier in this chapter, trust is essential to critical friendship

(Swaffield, 2005).
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Sttmmarl, of Social Conslruclion of Knou,ledge a.s Relatecl to this Study

InclLrding social constrLrctivism in the conceptual framework allowed for the

consideration of the role of 'critical friend' facilitating transformational learnirrg. As

suggested by Hirtle (1996) "when learners actively construct knowledge in a social

context - rnediated throLrgh language, situated in a framework of problern posing - it

provides not only an optimal learning environment, bLrt the potential of transforming the

learner's cultural reality" (p. 9l).The common activities of the role of 'critical friend'

found in the literature as identified earlier in this chapter provide the opportLrnity for the

'critical f iend'to engage in problern solving and conversation with others that would

allow forthe construction of meaning in a socialsetting. These activities are listening,

questioning, facilitating, assisting in data collection and analysis, assisting in planning,

providing resources, and leadership development.

The qLralities and characteristics of empathy, enthusiasm, respect, confidence and

genuineness (Swaffield, 2002,2003,2004,2005) have the potentialto facilitate a

relationship in which transformative learning can take place. As identified by Cranton

(1998) tlre role of edircator and, as this research suggests, the role of 'critical friend',

within the facilitation of transformative learning, must be one in which the individual in

this role "maintains personal power that has as its sources expertise, friendship, Ioyalty

and charisma" (p. 198). This requires'criticalfriends'to have emotional understanding

which as suggested by Stoll, Fink and Earl (2003), allow leaders to "lead their colleagues

into uncharted territory on the change journey through the'impassioned and critical

engagement or critique' of ideas, purposes and practices" (p. 108).
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It is the social process of dialogue and discussion that can facilitate the critique of,

assumptions, beliefs, valLres, and practices that is the'life process'of the role of 'critical

friend'. It was therefore important to include social constructivism in the conceptual

framework. The 'inflLrential other' and the "spaces of influence" (Green, 2005) in which

the 'influential other' operates, allowed for the operationalization of social

constructivism. This provided a lens through which to explore the role conduct of the role

of 'critical fliend'.

A ConceptLral Framework- Linking Systems Thinking and Social Constructivism

Systems thinking and social constructivism provided a lramework that considered

the conceptualization and operationalization of the role of 'critical friend' within a system

of nested networks. 'Pattern of organization', 'structure' and 'life process' (Capra, 1996)

provided a way to conceptualizelhe role of 'critical f iend'within the context of a living

system. Identifying those relationships that allowed for the role of 'critical friend' to

operate within the large urban school division was imporlant as the research context

involved multiple networks. It also illuminated the need to consider the contextual factors

reqLrired for the effective enactment of the role of 'critical friend'. Identifying the multiple

relationships allowed for the isolation of the relationships that created the CFT, the

structure through which the role of 'critical friend'was facilitated. It also enabled the

recognition of additional relationships that inflLrenced the role of 'critical friend' within

this model. Recognizing the activity or the 'life process' was impoftant. lt provided for

the consideration of the identification of the important elements that define the role of

'criticalfriend'.
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Using the five disciplines of systems thinking, personal mastery, mental nrodels,

shared vision and team learning (Senge, 1990) the research was operationalized. Through

the fìve disciplines, the research is described as a process for individLrals and

organizations (the school division and MSIP) to learn more aboutthe role of 'critical

friend'. The learning occurred as individL¡als, within the focr-ls groups, shared theirmental

models (Senge, 1990) of the role of 'critical friend'.

The process of individual and organizafional learning resulting from this research

parallels the process of individual and organizational learning that occurred within the

'critical friend' process. The interaction between the CFT and each high school tearn

provided opporlr-rnities for the social construction of rneaning within the context of each

high school. This learning occurred as individuals, in conversations with the CFT, shared

their mental models (Senge, 1990) of the work they were engaged in with their school. It

could therefore be argued that there were similarities of intent and purpose between the

CFT/school team l¡eetings and the focus group conversations that were part of the

research process.

consideration needed to be given to knowledge as contextual and not analytical and the

construction of knowledge as approximate and negotiable (Capra, 1996). Knowledge is

created through interaction. The creation of knowledge through interaction is supported

by social constrLrctivism. The conceptual framework therefore was not complete without

the consideration of social constructivism as a way of conceptualizing the 'life process' of

the role of 'critical friend'.

Incorporating the concept of a social paradigm (Capra, 1996) meant that

To operationalize social constructivism, 'spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) was

used to examine where knowledge is socially constructed through the role of 'critical
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fì'iend'. The 'spaces of action', 'explicit discourse', 'learning', 'practice development'

and 'trust' provided a map in which to explore the social construction of knowledge

throLrgh the 'critical friend' process. Consideration that the role of 'critical friend' may

operate within these spaces made the examination of social constructivism as part of the

role of 'critical friend' more manageable. Rather than the broad concept of social

constructivisrr, 'spaces of influence'(Green,2005) helped to define what that can look

like.

The analogies of "constellation" and "web" (Capra, 1996) sLrggest intricate

patterns of relationships. Capra (1996) references the work of organismic biologist Ross

Harrison who "identified configuration and relationship as two important aspects of

organization, which were subsequently unified in the concept of pattern" (p.27).To

pursue an understanding of pattern one must examine the connectedness and relationships

within the whole. To do this, one must continue the exploration as the patterns and

relationsh ips are ongoing.

A limitation of examining the connectedness and relationships within a system is

that to be true to systems thinking, one would need to continue examining the system to

truly understand it. Within this study, it is irnportant to note that while systems thinking is

used to frame the research, the scope of the research itself limits the exploration. This

study is confined to the exploration of the role of 'critical friend'within the context ofthe

CFT and the school teams who were involved in the process. Further connections such as

the influence of this role within the schools or the inflLrence on school division staff s

roles and responsibilities outside of the role of 'critical fì'iend', were not examined. Yet,

Limitations to Using Systems Thinking
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these further connections should be pursued.

Chapter SLrmmary

This chapter provided a summary of the literature in reference to the role of

'critical friend' within school improvernent. It did so by summarizing foLrr diverse models

of 'critical fi'iend' (Dunne et al., 2000; MSIP, 2005b; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield,

2002). ThroLrgh the examination of these models, a social paradigm of the role of 'critical

friend' was created. This stLrdy was conducted to contribute to the social paradigm of the

role of 'critical friend' and as will be discr"rssed later in Chapter Five, there were themes

identified in the data that were found in the literature and themes identified through this

str-rdy.

The conceptual framework was discussed to describe how the study was

organized. Using the three essential elements of a living system, 'pattern of organization',

'structure' and 'life process' (Capra, 1996) and learning organization theory (Senge,

1990) the research was conceptualized and operationalized. The work of Green (2005)

and the consideration of 'spaces of influence' provided a framework through which to

examine the social construction of knowledge through the role of 'critical friend'. This

made the addition of socialconstructivism to the conceptual framework manageable.

Chapter Three describes the rnethodology. It provides arafionalization for using

Participatory Action Research. Describing the organization of the focus groups and the

analysis of the data, the research process becomes transparent. What becomes evident

through the chapter is that the invitation to share their mental rnodels (Senge, 1990) of the

role of 'critical friend' provided the participants and the researcher with the opportunity
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to inflr¡ence the research context where the role of 'critical friend' had been facilitated

from2002-2007.
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This chapter describes the methodology used to answer the question, what is the

social paradigm of the role of 'critical fi'iend' in school improvernent? Firstthe research

question is de-constrLlcted. Second, the chapter describes how the operationalization of

systems thinking (Senge, 1990) and of social constructivism (Green, 2005) provided a

framework thror-rgh which to explore the research question. Third, it describes the

research process by discussing the epistemology, the operationalization of the conceptual

fì'amework, the methodology and the rnethods.

Deconstructing the Research Question

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

Systems thinking and social constructivism provided a frame in which to pursue

the research question "what is the social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend'? To

understand the research question, it is important to clarifu what the terms "social

paradigm", "role" and "critical friend" rlean. The following section therefore provides

definitions of the tenns "social paradigm", 'critical friend' and "role".

Social Paradignt
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A social paradigm is defined as "a constellation ofconcepts, values, perceptions

and practices shared by a community, which forms a particular vision of reality that is the

basis for the way the community organizes itself' (Capra, 1996, p.6). In reference to the

research question, this study pursued the concepts, perceptions, values, and practices of

individuals engaged with the role of 'critical friend'within the context of a school

improvement division partnership with an intermediary school improvernent organization.

The data collected through the research process informs the ongoing conceptualization of
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research process, this study provided the opportunity for individLrals within mLrltiple

networks in the systern to parlicipate in the pursuit of the research question.

'Critical Friend'

The tenn 'critical friend' while not well researched. is not unfamiliar to the field

of school improvement. It was therefore necessary to look to the literature for existing

definitions of the role. They were identified in Chapter Two (Costa & Kallick, 1995;Earl

&.Lee,1998; Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield, 2005). With consideration of these

definitions and my experience as a 'critical friend', this definition is used to define the

term. The role of 'critical friend', within the context of school improvement, is someone

who provides an external perspective that invites educators to observe and articulate their

own beliefs, biases and assunrptions. 'Critical friends' assist others in identifying and

arliculating the work that needs to occur and assist in developing and supporting a plan to

achieve that. 'Critical liiends' offer practical assistance in the process of school

improvement. They do so by providing assistance in the area of research, data collection,

lacilitation and planning.

Role
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Role is defined as "a bundle of norms and expectations-the behaviors expected

from and anticipated by one who occLrpies a position (or status) in a social structure "

(Baker and Faulkner, I 991 , p. 280-281 as found in Callero, 1994, p.23 I ). FLrrther to that,

roles can be conceptnalized as resollrces. As suggested by Callero (1994), roles "aid in

the construction of social action, a feature basic to the argument that roles are employed
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as resources" (p.232). The sociological conceptualization of role parallels the concept of

a social paradigm (Capra,1996). Both role and social paradigm are defined throLrgh a web

of concepts, expectations and definitions held by others.

Frarning the Research with Systerns Thinkin-e and Social Constructivism

To answer the research question. "what is the social paradigm of the role of

'critical friend' ", two questions were used. They were;

I . V/hat are the important elements that define the role of 'critical friend'?

2. What are the contextual factors required for the role of 'critical friend' to be

effective?

The elements are considered 'important' because participants were asked in the focus

groups, to identify important characteristics and skills that a 'critical friend' must have.

Elements inclLlde characteristics, skills and processes. The contextual factors refer to the

conditions required for the effective enactment of the role of 'critical fi'iend' in school

improvement. The responses to these questions contribute to a social paradigrn of the role

of 'critical friend. To assist in answering the qLrestions, as illustrated in Table 3,

consideration was given to the five disciplines of a learning organization (Senge, I 990)

and the 'spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) as discLrssed in Chapter Two.



Table 3: Framework for the Exploration of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

What is the social paradigm of,the role of 'critical f iend'?

What are the important elements that define the role of 'critical friend?

What are people's mental models of the role of 'critical friend'?

What do people envision as the role of 'critical friend'?

Within people's rnental models and vision of 'critical friend' what do they see as the

role of 'critical friend' within 'spaces of action', 'spaces of learning', 'spaces of

practice development', 'spaces of explicit discourse' (inqLriry and reflection),

and 'spaces oftrust'?

What are the contextual factors required lor the role of 'critical friend' to be effective?

What are the barriers, present or perceived related to the nested networks?

What are the strengths and lirnitations of the CFT structure as it existed?

How do 'critical friends' develop the trust necessary to do this work?
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In an effort to understand the irnportant elements of the role of 'critical friend' the

research soLrght to elicit participants' mental models (Senge, I 990) and vision of the role

of 'critical friend' in the school improvernent project. Within the focus groups,

individuals were given the opportLrnity to talk about what they had experienced through

the process, how they would describe the process to others, what they saw as necessary

forthe process to be successful and theirvision forthe role of 'critical friend'. Within the

analysis, attention was given to how the responses inform the role of 'critical friend'

within 'spaces of learning', 'spaces of practice development', 'spaces of elicit discourse'
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and 'spaces of trust' (Green,2005). By doing so, the data identified not only the

irnportant elernents of the role of 'critical friend' but informed how those elements

contribute to the social construction of knowledge.

In an effortto understand the contextual factors of the role of 'critical friend', it

was irnporlant to consider the interactions between the nested networks within the school

division. Dr-rring the focus groups. parlicipants were asked to identifl the strengths and

weaknesses of the CFT structure. This provided an opportr-rnity to identify some of the

strengths and limitations of a model that crossed boundaries within the nested network of

the school division. By organizing the focus groups according to role - high school

teacher, administrator, school division personnel, the opportunity was there for emerging

properties to present themselves.

The Research Process

The next section firrther describes the epistemology of social constructivism and

how the research process itself is a social construrction of knowledge. This is followed

with a synthesis of the operationalization of the conceptual framework. An overview of

the epistemology and the conceptual framework are important because they provide a

rationale for tlie rnethodology and the methods for this research as discLrssed in the second

half of this chapter.

Epistemolog,t

This research is premised on the epistemology of social constructivism (Cullen,

1999; Gergen,2001;Green,2005; Hift|e,1996; Jones & Brader-Araje,2002; Phillips,

1997). Social constructivism involves the development of understanding which "requires
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the learner actively engage in meaning making" (Jones, M.G. & Brader-Araje,L..2002).

As sLrch is based on theorizing as oflered by von Clasersfeld (1989) as found in Jones and

Brader-Araje (2002) in which "an individLral's knowledge of the world is boL¡nd to

personal experiences and is mediated thror,rgh interaction (language) with others" (Social

constructivism section,ll 7). The role of 'critical fì'iend'has involved individLrals and

teams of people from MSIP, high schools and the school division offìce. As individuals

from these areas of the school division and an external consultant have come together

around the process and prodr-rct of a high school plan, they have had the opportunity to

create meaning as they dialogLre, discuss, celebrate and question their work. The research

process continued the process of meaning making as individuals, within the social process

of a focus grolrp, shared their perceptions and understanding of the role of 'critical

friend'.

It is in the process of rneaning rnaking that "individuals interpret, assign meaning,

and create assumptions abor¡t themselves, other people and their environment that provide

the foundation for their knowledge of the world (Mo-Yee & Green, 1999, 11 3). This work

requires a spirit of reciprocity and respect. lt also requires that knowledge be viable. As

suggested by Jones and Brader-Araje (2002)

social constrLrctivists take von Glaserfeld's concept of viability, further defining

viability as that which fits not only the individual's scheme of the world, but also

fits into the larger social context. It is through checking out our understandings

and perspectives with others that we develop a sense of the viability of ideas

(Defìning Constructivism section, fl 6).

This research process, bringing together teachers, high school adrninistrators and

school division personnel to talk aboLrt their experiences in the 'critical friend' process
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provided the opportr"rnity to clreck whether or not people's individual knowledge of the

role of 'critical friend' was viable. As they talked within their network (high school

teacher, administrator and school division personnel) and as the knowledge generated as a

result of the nested networks was analyzed, what resulted was a viable defìnition of the

role of 'critical fiiend'. Examining the findings in comparison to the four diverse models

of 'critical friend' as summarized in Chapter Two (Dr,rnne et al., 2000; MSIP, 2005b'^

Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield,2002), provided a way to determine the salient

elements and the contextual factors of the role of 'critical friend' in addition to the

introduction of new salient elements and contextual factors. This contributes to the social

paradigm ofthe role of 'critical friend'.

Examining the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend' is well supported by

social constructivist theory. As tlie research process pursued an understanding of the

"constellation of concepts, values, perceptions and practices shared by a community,

which forms a particular vision of reality that is the basis for the way the community

organizes itself'(Capra, 1996, p.6), this occurred by asking others of their understanding

and perceptions of this role as a result of their participation with it. This process, while

providing the opportLrnity for people to create meaning about the role of 'critical friend',

also provided the opportunity for transformational learning as people reflected upon

processes with which they had engaged. The opportunity to de-construct a process that

people had engaged in over a period offouryears presented the opportunity for

individuals to understand the role of 'critical friend' in a way that they had not understood

it before. They did so within tlre confines of this study, premised on the belief that

meaning is created when people come together to talk about their values, perceptions and

beliefs.



A systems approach (Capra, 1996) was used to infonn the philosophical fi'ame for

this study. The 'pattern of organization', 'structure' and 'life process' (Capra, 1996),

provided a way to organize the role of 'critical fi'iend' in the school division. Identifying

three nested networks associated with the role of 'critical friend'did this. Identifying the

nested networks enabled the identification and isolation of the structLrre of the CFT

through which the role of 'critical fì'iend' was facilitated. It also allowed for the

identifìcation of the places of activity. The three essential characteristics of a living

system (Capra, 1996) were helpful as they provided a way to organize the parts of the

system in which this research was facilitated.

The work of Senge (1990) premised on systerns thinking, provided an

organizational frame for this str-rdy. By Lrsing the constructs of personal mastery, mental

models, team learning and shared vision (Senge, 1990), the research process v/as

organized to provide the opportunity for individuals to further their understanding of the

role of 'critical friend'. As schooldivision and school personnelengaged in the process,

mental models emerged as people created a shared understanding of the role of 'critical

friend'. The team learning that occurred may potentially influence organizational learning

as the results are shared with the school division. Through the research process, I also

developed my understanding of the role of 'critical friend'as the research process

allowed for the transition fi'om a subjective to a more objective understanding of the role

of 'critical friend'.

Operational izing lhe Conceplual Frantev,ork

lt I



The following section describes the methodology for this research. As previoLrsly

described, the work within this school division associated with the parlnership with MSIP

was PAR. The research process used to firfther pursue an understanding of,the role of

'critical f iend' is a continuation of past practice. It was therefore appropriate to use PAR

as the methodology for this researclr.

P art ic ip aÍo ry Ac r i on Re s e arc h

Methodolog,t

To identify why PAR was an appropriate methodology for this study, this section

provides a very brief overview of its history and scope- Action research is defined by

Gilmore, KranTz and Ramirez (1985), as found in O'Brien (2001, Definition section,'lf 1).

Action research . . .aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in

an immediate problematic situation and to furlher the goals of social science

simultaneously. ThLrs, there is a dual commitment in action research to study a

system and concurrently to collaborate with members of a system in changing it in

what is together regarded as a desirable direction. Accomplishing this twin goal

requires the active collaboration of researcher, client, and thus it stresses the

impoftance of co-learning as a prirnary aspect of the research process.

Kurl Lewin is considered the pioneer of action research (Berg, 2004; O'Brien,

2001; Warrican,2006). Action research is described by Berg (7004) based in Adelman's

(1993, p. 8) witness of Lewin, as a "process that gives credence to the development of

powers of reflective thought, disclrssion, decision and action by ordinary people

participating in collective research on 'private troubles' that they have in common" (p.

|2
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195). PAR provides a mechanisrn by which people can afticulate and define their

situation in an effort to better it. As sLrggested by O'Brien (2001), based on the rvork of

Lather (1986);and Morley (1991);neitherthe positivist nor interpretative paradigm "are

suffìcient epistemological structures under which to place action research" (O'Brien,

Situating action research section, !{3). Rather, it is the paradigrn of praxis, "the art of

acting upon the conditions one faces in order to change them" (O'Brien, 2001, Situating

action research section, I 3) that best describes the action research process. The reciprocal

process of knowledge and practice informing one another is a critical component of

action research (O'Brien, 2001).

As identified by Berg (2004), with reference to the work of William GoodenoLrgh

(1963); Elton Mayo (1933); and William Foote Whyte (9a3); the origins of action

research are "traced to anthropological- and sociological-based community research" (p.

196). Action research methodology is found in the feminist literature, in the field of

educational change and in nursing studies (Berg, 2004).lt is not surprising that

professions which have been identified as "helping professions" such as education and

nursing have used action research for as suggested by O'Brien (2001) "those who apply

this approach are practitioners who wish to improve understanding of their practice" (p.

6).

Rea.sons why PAR is an appropriate tnethodolog,,for lhi.s sludy

As found in Patten, Mitton and Donaldson (2006), Greenwood and Levin (1998)

describe, "PAR is a form of social research that blends knowledge generation with

organizational action and change" (p. I123). PAR is a "collaborative and participative

learning process" (Warrican, 2006, p.2) wherein the researcher and the client work
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together throughout the research process. It is often described as one way to promote and

supporl organizational learning and change (Berg,2004; Cousins & Earl, 1995; Patten et

al., 2006; Warrican, 2006).

PAR is an appropriate methodology for this research because of my involvement

in the research context. I-laving been a 'critical friend' for almost ten years, I have had an

opportLrnity throLrgh the research process to reflect on a role that has been parl of rny lived

experience. This allowed me to begin de-constructing my social paradigm of the role of

'critical friend'. My experience as a'critical friend'and my engagement in the process

within the school division is one reason why PAR is an appropriate methodology for this

research.

Fr-rrther to that, my role in facilitating the role of 'critical friend' in the context in

which the research occurred and then writing abor-rt it in an effort to inform the evolution

of the role within that system, is PAR. As the parlnership with MSIP ends in June 2007,

the school division will need to determine if and how it will continue to facilitate the role

of 'criticalfriend'. As more people in the school division become aware ofthe process

and would like access to the process, there is a need to identify how to best facilitate the

role of 'critical friend' on a wider scale. This need has been identifìed at the assistant

superintendent level. The need is to now create a better understanding of the role of

'criticalfriend'forthe purpose of inforrning a modelthatcan be used acrossthe school

division. Conducting this research should assist in this process.

Indicators of PAR would be the active participation of the researcher and

researched. The PAR process as a research methodology does not conceptualize research

as something that is done to participants, but rather sornething that is done in parlnership

with participants. The extent of parlicipant involvement can vary resr-rlting in a continuum
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of PAR. With reference to the work of Wortley (1996); as suggested by Turner (2002),

"at one end of the continuum, it is barely distinguishable from good planning practice"

(What is action research section, f l). At the other end of the continuum, "it can be a

move towards socialjustice, facilitating participation and ernpowerment of individuals

and groLrps who are traditionally less powerful" (Turner, 2002,What is action research

section, fl 2). This PAR falls closer to the continuurn of good planning practice.

With the end of the partnership with MSIP in June 2007,there is an understanding

that if the role of 'critical friend' is to continue in the schooldivision, it\n/ill be irnporlant

to have a cornmon understanding of the role. In many respects this research is a

continuation of the conversations that began during the2005-2006 school year amongst

members of the CFT. As the CFT reflected on its practice, questions began to surface as

to the purpose of the role of 'critical friend', how this role was or was not part of their

daily roles and responsibilities and the skillpeople need to be a'criticalfi'iend'. The

assistant superintendent who assisted the researcher in receiving permission from the

school division to conduct this research \vas present for two of those CFT conversations.

The qLrestions that have been raised and the response of the wider divisional community

to become involved in the 'critical friend' process speak to the need to continue the

conversation through PAR.

Levels of informed consent

Prior to conducting the field research, formal permission was granted from the

Sr-rperintendent and CEO of Schools. (Appendix B - Letter of Consent from the School

Division). The assistant superintendent, who assisted me in receiving approval from the

Superintendent and CEO of Schools, reviewed the research proposalto ensure it wor-rld
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meet the criteria of the school division. This process ensured that perrnission would be

granted from the Superintendent and CEO of Schools. The information in the research

proposal that was Lrsed to gain school division approval inclLrded the epistemology and

theoretical perspective framing the research, an overview of the PAR methodology and

the draft letters of invitation for focus grollp participation, consent forms and focus group

discr-rssion guides. The assistant superintendent had the opportr-rnity to review the draft

letters of invitation, consent forms and focus group discussion guides prior to submitting

them as part of the submission to the Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board

(ENREB). This was the first level of consent that needed to be obtained prior to

submitting the ethics protocol to ENREB.

Upon approval fiom ENREB, letters of invitation were sent to the high schools

and to school division personnel. High school and school division personnel were

informed prior to receiving the letters, that this research would occur in early 2007 and

that the Superintendent and CEO of Schools had given his perrnission for the research to

be conducted. The parlicipants that agreed to engage in the FocLrs Groups signed a letter

of consent and a letter of confidentiality prior to their participation. This was the second

Ievel ofconsent.

PAR - Politics and EthÌcs

PAR is a political research process. As suggested by Bolman and Deal (2003),

"the political frame views organizations as living, screaming political arenas that host a

complex web of individual and group interests" (p. 186). Collaborating with clients in the

research process, thereby increasing their control and decreasing the control ofthe

researcher, is a political process. As sr-rpported by Cousins and Earl (1995), ". . .the notion
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ofshared control ofthe research agenda and the research decision-making process as

distinct fiom researcher-controlled approaches. . .and practitioner controlled activities"

(p.172). distingLrishes participatory evaluation from other methodologies. It is for this

reason that I paid attention to certain ethical considerations.

As lound in O'Brien (2001), there are ethicalconsiderations associated with PAR

(Winters. 1996). SLrch considerations inclLrde the importance of ensuring that all those

who are involved or relevant to the research are consulted at the beginning of the process

and that everyone has an understanding of the work involved. Those who wish to be

involved and would like the opportunity to influence the work should be able to do so. As

noted above, the assistant superintendent and Superintendent and CEO ofSchools had an

opportLrnity to influence the research process at the proposal stage. Once formal

divisional approval had been given, school and school division personnel were informed

of the research. Upon approval fi'om ENREB, school and school division personnel were

invited, in writing, to participate in the focus groups. Only those who were willing and

able to participate did so. School and school division personnel were not involved in the

creation of the f-ocus gror-rp discussion guides.

Those who do not want to participate in the research process need to have that

option (Winters, I 996, as cited in O'Brien, 2001). It is for this reason that school and

school division personnel were given a letter of invitation from myself to participate in

the focus groups. People had the option of participating. No one was forced to participate.

Another consideration is that the development of the research process should be

transparent and the researcher should be open to suggestions from those involved in the

process. By involving the assistant superintendent and the Superintendent and CEO of

Schools in the process they had the opportunity to provide input into the letters of
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invitation and the fbcus group discr-rssion guides. The assistant superintendent did provide

revisions for those documents. The docr-rrnents were revised prior to sr,rbrnitting them to

ENREB. This was the extent to which those engaged in the process had an opportunity to

influence it. School and school division personnel who had been involved in the 'critical

fì'iend' process were not engaged in the development of the research protocol.

Lastly, the "researcher must take responsibility for maintaining confidentiality"

(O'Brien,200l, Ethical considerations section,I l). In an effort to do so, the school

division involved in the research is not identified. With reference to the focus groups,

individuals' names were not inclLrded anywhere in the thesis nor in tlie report to the

school division. All documentation such as letters of consent and letters of confidentiality

were destroyed upon completion of the research.

Further to Winter's (1996) recommendation of ethical considerations, as

suggested by O'Brien (2001), decision rnaking in the research process should be done

collectively among the researcher(s) and the participants. This was outlined above

through the description of the interaction between the assistant superintendent, the

Superintendent and CEO of Schools and rnyself. This was the extent to which school

division personnel were involved in decisions regarding the research process.

It is also irnportant that the researcher is "explicit about the nature of the research

process from the beginning, including all personal biases and interests" (O'Brien,2007,

Ethical considerations section,lf 2). From the beginning of the research project, I was

explicit about my desire to learn more about the role of 'critical f iend'. By using a

systems approach and social constructivism theory, my biases as a systems thinker who

believes that knowledge is socially constructed were presented. This was represented in
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the research proposal presented to the school division with the letter requesting approval

to conduct the research.

Another aspect of PAR is that participants have access to tlie infonnation that has

been generated throLrghout the process (O'Brien, 2001). This was addressed through

offering the assistant superintendent the opportunity to read through the draft findings and

discussion sections. A summary of the findings was shared with the focus group

participants. In addition to this, a summary of the findings was shared with the high

school teams at a High School Teams Meeting and time was provided for them to discuss

the fìndings.

Lastly, the "outside researcher and the design team must create a process that

maximizes the opportunities for involvement for all participants" (O'Brien, 2001, Ethical

Considerations section, fl 2). While the process that is being outlined is a PAR process,

placing it at the end of the continuum of good planning (Turner, 2002), it is not as far

down the continuum of participation as I would have preferred. To fuflher the

involvement of edLrcators within the school division, I would have preferred to work with

a committee to develop the focus group discr-rssion gr-rides and to later review the themes

in the data. What was agreed Lrpon with the assistant superintendent was the involvement

at the school division level in terms of decision making and approval of the researclr

project. As noted above, PAR is a political research process. Respecting the decisions of

those from the school division is an important paft of the process. In order to engage with

school and school division personnel in the design of the research, permission was

reqLrired from the Superintendent and CEO of Schools.



To identify and create a social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' in school

improvement, it was necessary to talk with those who have been engaged in the process.

It was irnportant to talk with those who were engaged as a 'critical friend'. It was also

important to talk with those who were engaged as recipients of the 'critical friend'

process. Listening to their experiences and perceptions as a result of their involvement

provided a way to firrther develop a social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend'.

Using a systems approach in this research reqLrired the pursLrit of knowledge from

mLrltiple participants from within the system. Using a PAR approach, the research process

evoked the mental rnodels and vision of the role of 'critical fi'iend' from personnel within

high schools, both administrators and teachers, and school division personnel who had

been 'critical friends' to schools. Through the triangulation of meaning rnaking involving

teachers, administrators and school division personnel, the 'pattern of organization',

'structure'and'life process'(Capra, 1996) of the role of 'critical friend'was explored.

In using a systems approach, it was impoftant to separate the high school

administrators, the teachers and the school division personnel when gathering data. Each

of the three groups is a network of its own nested within the larger network of the school

division. All three groups have distinct lenses and perspectives through which they view

the network called "school" and the larger network of the school division. By gathering

data within the smaller networks, the possibility was there for emerging properties to

present themselves.

Method.s
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Focus Grou¡ts

Focus groups were the method Lrsed in this research. Focus groups were used as

they are a qualitative tool that allows individLrals to share their mental rnodels and vision

of 'critical friend'. In many respects, the focLrs grollp process mirrorsthe actLral CFT

process, because it is a groLrp conversation that seeks to provide people with the

opporlunity to inquire and reflect. As sLrggested by Berg (2004), the intent of focLrs

groLrps is to emphasize sLrbjects'viewpoints. This is consistent with the intent of this

study, which was to solicit a social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend'.

The focus grolrp rnethod allowed the exploration of the concept of 'critical lriend'

with more individr-rals than would an interview rnethod. Recognizing that interviews may

provide more original ideas than focus groups (Fern, 1982 as cited in Berg, 2004), I was

prepared to accept that limitation of the focus group method. I wanted to involve as many

people as possible in the conversation. Through facilitating focus groups there was a

wider representation of views than would have resulted from a handful of interviews.

Focus groups allow people to engage in "bracketing" within a group setting.

Bracketing is when you "hold something up for close and careful inspection, when it is

removed from the natural world where it occurs and is then examined" (Berg, 2004, p.

128). Within the focLrs group format, I had the opportr,rnity to observe others as they

carefully inspected the role of 'critical friend'. People did so together, thereby providing

the opportunity for people to participate in a give-and-take conversation (Berg, 2004).

Again, this is not L¡nlike the CFT conversations where individLrals had the opportunity to

bracket their work with their colleagues and the 'critical l'riends'.
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P roce.ss and Docu nten I at iot't

Carefill attention was given to how the f-ocus groups were organized and

facilitated. It was important, due to my involvement in the research context that my

involvement not compromise the research process. The following section describes how

participants were invited into the process, the attention to equal representation fi'om the

three networks and the role of the facilitator and observer during the facilitation of the

focus groups.

Invitalion

Upon receiving approval from the school division, ENREB, and the thesis

committee, teachers, administrators and school division personnel were invited to

participate in the focus group process. This was facilitated throLrgh a letter of invitation.

To invite school personnel, a letter was sent to high school administrators explaining the

research process and inviting their participation. Together with this letter, they also

received two copies of the consent form; one for their records, a letter of confidentiality

and a self addressed stamped envelope. The signed consent forms were the basis of a list

of contacts that were used to schedule focus group sessions.
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High school administrators also received a letter asking them to present this

opportunity to their school teams inviting a maximum of two teachers from their team to

parlicipate in the teacher focus groups. Interested teachers were also required to complete

a consent form and return it to the researcher. School division personnel were also sent a

letter of invitation, requesting their participation in the process together with a consent



forrn they were required to sign and return to the researcher. (Appendix C - Letters of

lnvitation; Appendix D - Consent Form and Letter of Confidentiality).

Participation

In an efTort to provide an equal representation of voice from the three networks,

four fbcus groups were conducted. There were two teacher focus groups, one

administrator focus group and one focus group with school division personnel. The

maximum number of people who coLlld have participated was sixteen teachers, eight

administrators and eight school division personnel. Having had eight schools involved in

the 'critical friend' process, this would have allowed for two teachers from each school,

an administrator from each school and all the school division personnel who had been

involved in the 'critical friend' process.

The actual representation of teachers to administrators in the focus groups was

two to one. In each of the two teacher focus groups there were three participants and in

the administrator focus group there were three participants thereby providing greater

teacher representation. This was consistent with the 'critical f iend' process where more

teachers than administrators were involved in the process. At the school division level

three of the eight school division personnel parlicipated in that focus group. The focus

groups were conducted within the span of four days to try to ensure that all groups were

experiencing sirnilar conditions within the larger system.

Pre-foczt.s group que .stionnaire
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Prior to the actual Focus Group conversation, parlicipants received a short

questionnaire aboutthe role of 'critical friend'(Appendix D). The purpose of the pre-
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locus gror-rp questionnaire was to provide an opportunity lor participants to begin thinking

aboLrt the topic of 'critical friend' before talking about it. Participants had the option of

cornpleting tlre qr:estionnaire. Eleven of twelve participants chose to cornplete it. The

questionnaires were anonymous but were identified by participant group.

The first two questions that were asked invited participants to identify the

importance of the role of 'critical friend' in the process of school planning and the role of

'critical friend'in facilitating inqLriry and reflection. As both had been a f-ocLrs of the

'critical friend' process, the questionnaire provided an opportunity for parlicipants to

express whether or not they saw them as important lLlnctions of the role of 'critical

friend'. As well, the question about inquiry and reflection provided an opportunity for the

participants to identify whether or not the role of 'critical friend' facilitates a 'space of

explicit discourse' (Green, 2005). The third question provided an opportunity for

participants to respond as to whether or not the 'critical friend' conversations should

focus on specific instructional practices. While this had not been a focus of the process in

the past, there had been some conversation on the Critical Friends Team (CFT) as to

whether or not the conversations should include this. This could also inform the potential

for the role of 'critical friend' to facilitate a 'space of practice development' (Green,

2005). The founh question asked participants to identify to what degree trust is needed

for the 'critical friend' process to succeed. This question informed the degree to which

participants identified a 'space of trust' (Green, 2005) is needed to engage with a 'critical

friend'. The final open-ended question provided an opporlunity for individuals to express

any concerns orthoughts they had aboLrtthe role of 'critical friend' before engaging in the

focus group conversation.
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A five-point scale was used in the questionnaire. A five-point scale was used

because I felt that it was important to provide a "sonlewhat" or "sorlle focus" option

shoLrld there be someone who did not feel strongly about the question. While r-rsing a five

point scale does not force participants to commit to the greater or lesser response, it did

allow them to respond in such fashion that there shoLrld be "some" focus or attention to

that particular item in the'critical friend' process. The scale for qLrestions 1,2, and 4 read

as follows.

1:VeryLittle 3:Somewhat 5:Alot

The scale for qr-restion 3 read as follows:

I : Little focus 3 : Some focLrs 5 : Big focLrs

Upon completion of each f-ocus group, participants were invited to share fufther

thor-rghts with me via a phone interview. A time frame of five to seven days was provided

in which participants could contact me. No further response to the research topic was

received after the focus groups.

Facil itator and Observer

Together with my cornmittee, it was decided that it would be best if I observed the

focus groups while someone from outside the school division facilitated thern. I felt it was

better to observe the focLrs grolrps than facilitate them dLre to my involvement as a

'critical friend' with and to the participants in the focus groups. Facilitating the focus

groups would have been very similar to facilitating 'critical friend' conversations in

schools. It therefore did not seem appropriate for me to facilitate the fbcus group

conversations. I approached someone who worked in the area of school improvement to
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facilitate the focus groups. This individual was not associated with this large Lrrban school

division but was on staff at MSIP.

The facilitator that was scheduled to fàcilitate the focus groups became illjLrst

prior to the dates that the focus groups were schedr"rled. Fortr-rnately, I was able to find

another facilitator. A recent graduate of a doctoral prograrn in education agreed to

facilitate all four focus groups. Having the same facilitator for all four focus groups \¡/as

important so as to keep that variable consistent. This worked out well as the new

facilitator while knowing the context of the work due to her experience within the field of

education, was able to present a neutral and inviting approach to her facilitation. There

was no objection to having a facilitator other than the person identified in the letter of

invitation nor did I observe any perception of uneasiness from the participants because of

this change.

In Íerv ìew N ote s an d Tr ans cr ipt ion

Observing the focLrs grollps allowed me to observe the interactions of the

participants dr"rring the process. These observations were recorded. I also took notes as the

focus groups were facilitated. This provided me with a list of comments that I coLrld go

back to after coding the transcripts to see if what I had noted in my observations was

consistent with the coding. I also noted any perceived tensions that I observed during the

conversation and what was being discussed at that time.

A professional data transcriber was hired to transcribe the focus grolrp tapes. They

were transcribed verbatim. Prior to giving the transcriber the tapes, I listened to each tape

and made notes- The notes from the observations in the focus group and the notes that
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were taken while listening to the tapes were similar in terms of the comments and words

that resonated for me.

Content Analy.sis

The content analysis for this study was dialectic. As previoLrsly stated, the

research question is; what is the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend'. The two

questions that were used to inform the research qLrestion are; 1) what are the important

elements that define the role of 'critical friend', and2) what are the contextual factors

required for the role of 'critical friend' to be effective? In analyzingthe data, an effort

was made to deduce the mental models and vision participants had of the role of 'critical

friend'. The qr-restions that were asked in the focus groups provided information to answer

the research questions. (Appendix E - Pre-Focus Group Questionnaire and Moderator

Guides).

The content analysis was inductive as themes were derived f,rom the data and not

from a pre-identified list of themes based on the four diverse models of the role of

'critical friend'. The thernes ì¡/ere generated as the researcher read and re-read the

transcripts. The themes that were induced from the data were tlien used to deduce the

participants' mental models and vision of 'critical friend' in an effort to write further

about the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend'. While the examination of the

four diverse models of the role of 'critical friend' (Dunne et al., 2000; MSIP, 2005b;

Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield,2002) provided a list of characteristics and skills

required of a 'critical friend', it was the emergence of the themes that began to describe

what individuals in this school division believed are the impoftant elements and the
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contextual factors that are required for the effective enactrnent of the role of 'critical

friend'.

The content analysis began with open coding. Each transcript was read and a list

of generalthemes was created that I identified as emerging from the data. That list of

themes was reviewed and a shorter, more manageable list was created. This shorter list of

themes became the " higher order headings" (Burnard, 1991, p. 462). Following this, the

transcripts were read again and comments were assigned to every part of the transcript

excluding dross. The next day, to ensure that I felt confìdent about the way I had coded

the comments, all of the transcripts were re-read. ln that process some revisions were

made to the coding and a few additional higher order headings were added.

I then began axialcoding (Strauss, 1987,as cited in Berg,2004). Each transcript

was reviewed. Comments were cut out and grouped under the higher order heading

identified at the top of the page. This process provided another check to ensure I was

satisfied with the coding. A few minor revisions were made to the coding during this

process.

Once the axial coding was finished and the colnments were grouped r¡nder each

higher order heading, the findings section was written. This section was organized by

higher order heading. Each higher order heading had themes within it, which provided a

more detailed description of the data. While doing this, I had a copy of the transcripts in

their entirety as well as my field notes, should the need arise to re-confirm the context of

ceflain comments. As well, the research questions and the conceptual model were in front

of me on flipchañ paper. This was helpfLrl as it provided a constant reminder of the

framework in which this data was acquired. To ensure the themes were reliable, a

minimum of three quotes was used to support each finding. As a result of color coding the
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conlrîents according to participant group, the themes that were colrìmon to all three

groups and those themes that were common to two of three groups or only one group was

easily identifiable.

Chapter Summary

This research rnethod was considered to be PAR dLre to my involvement in the

research context and the research process. The engagement ofteachers, school

administrators and school division personnel in separate focus groups allowed for the data

to be analyzed using a systems lens. By color coding the transcripts based on participant

group, there was a visual representation as to how each group informed each theme.

Coding the data using higher order headings and then further breaking down those

headings into themes, provided a detailed and rich examination of the social paradigm of

the role of 'critical friend' based on the perceptions of twelve individuals within this large

urban school division.

Chapter Four presents the findings. As the chapter unfolds, the mental models and

vision of the role of 'critical friend' become evident. The research question begins to be

answered as the social paradigm of the role of 'critical f iend'within the context of the

school improvement work in one large urban school division is revealed.



In this chapter, the findings are reported. The findings are organized in three

sections. First, the results of the Pre-Focus GroLrp QLrestionnaire are reported. Second, a

definition of the role of 'criticalfiiend'based on this research is presented. Third, the

themes inforrning the important elements and the contextual factors of the role of 'critical

friend' are repofied. The themes are presented as they are informed by the data from the

three participant groups. In presenting the themes according to their representation in the

system, it allows for a systems analysis of the findings.

Findings

CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

The pre-focus group questionnaire results and the focus group transcripts

represent the experiences, perceptions and ideas of six teachers, three administrators and

three school division personnel. The data from their experience forms a social paradigrn

of the role of 'critical friend'as the school division in parlnership with an intermediary

school improvement organization facilitated it. As the participants reflected on the role of

'critical f iend', they shared not only their perceptions and beliefs about it, they also

shared their concerns about the evolution of the role as the school division disengages

with MSIP. The transition of the role of 'critical friend' from externally facilitated to

internally facilitated is unique to this model of 'critical friend', not found in the four

models as described in Chapter Two. The overview of the data begins with the results of

the Pre-Focus Group Questionnaire.
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The nLrmber of respondents that parlicipated in the f-ocLrs groups were as follows:

The results from the Pre-Focus Group QLrestionnaires are presented in this section.

Teachers, N : 6, Administrators, N :2, and School Division Personnel, N : 3. Eleven of

the twelve participants answered the first f'our of the five questions. Only one parlicipant

answered the final question. In using a fìve-point scale with one denoting "very little" and

five denoting "a lot", there were no responses given that were less than three. The

responses to the five questions are presentecl below.

P re - Focu.ç Gro t t¡t Que.s I i o nna ire Re rul l,s

QLrestion 1: To whctt extenl do yott believe the 'critical jliend' process should

support school teams in their school planning process? Teachers, administrator and

school division personnel all identified that the 'critical friend process should support

school teams in their school planning process. All responses were four or higher

indicating that all three groups identifìed this process as valuable to school planning.

Qr-restion 2: To what exlenl to ))ou believe the 'critical friend' process shonld

encourage andfacilitate inquiry and reflection? All three groups responded that the

'critical friend' process shoLrld encourage reflection and inqLriry. The teachers ranged in

their responses from "somewhat" to "a lot" with only one of the six teachers responding

"somewhat". The three school division personnel responded "a lot" which could suggest

that they saw their role of 'critical friend' as facilitating a process of reflection and

inquiry.

l3l

Question 3: To what oítent do yott believe the 'critical.friend'process should

foctt.s on disctt.ssing conlenl as relaletl Io your school plan? i.e. assessntent ,slralegies,

Íeaching slrategies, philosophies of practice? This question had the most diverse
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responses. The teachers responded either "sonrewhat" (3) or a little stronger (3.5) but not

as high as "a lot" (5). The administrators, while only two of them, responded sirnilarly to

the teachers. The school division personnel responses were split with all three of them

responding differently. The varied responses could be due to the fact that the 'critical

friend' conversations had not focused on content related issues and as this had not been

part of their experience with the role ol'critical f iend' individLrals were not sure whether

or not it should be.

Question 4'. To what extent do yor.t believe lrust is an important factor in the

criticalfriend'process? This qLrestion had the most concentrated responses with all but

two teachers responding "a lot". It is evident that all three groups identified trust as an

important factor in the 'critical friend' process. School personnel who received 'critical

friend' sLtpport and school division personnel who were 'critical friends' both identified

trust as important.

Question 5 asked for additional comments. One parlicipant responded from the

administrator focus group. The response read as follows.

Critical friend process has been vety .çLtpporlive and instruntenÍal to the school

irnprovemenl v,ork I have been involved vuith. Teachers felt more empowered to

conÍinue their y,ork.

To summarize fhe results of the eleven responses to the Pre-Focus Group

Questionnaire, participants identified that the 'critical friend' process was an important

part of the school planning process. Teachers, adrninistrators and school division

personnel identified that the 'critical friend' process should encourage and facilitate

inquiry and reflection and that trust is an important factor in the 'critical friend' process.

The qLrestion lelated to the 'critical friend' process having a focus on specific teaching
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and assessment strategies and classroom practice provided the most varied responses. Due

to the srrall sample size, fufther data collection would need to occur with a larger sarnple

to attain more inter-rater reliability. The next section provides a definition of the role of

'critical friend' based on this research and an overview of the themes that inform the

important elements and contextual factors for the effective enactrnent of the role of

'critical friend' in school irnprovement.

DeJinition of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

Based on the experiences of the twelve participants the social paradigm ofthe role

of 'critical friend'can be described as follows. A'critical friend'is a person who is

external to a school. The'critical fì'iend' has knowledge of school improvement processes

and research in addition to having a broad base of experience within education. The

'critical friend' works with a school to assist the school in its work in relation to the

school plan. The 'critical friend' is prepared to be a partner in learning, meaning the

'critical friend' engages with a school planning team and together, they explore the

school's successes and challenges. The'critical fiiend'can then assist the schoolteam in

identifying strategies to address the challenges. A 'critical friend' is trr,rstworthy. A

'critical friend' is not in a position of authority or serves an evaluative function over those

to whom they arethe'critical friend'. A'critical friend'engages in conversations with

school tean'ìs and in the process, listens and asks questions forthe purpose of facilitating

reflective dialogue. Through the process of reflective dialogue, the 'critical friend' can

encourage and celebrate with school teams and facilitate inqr-riry to assist educators to

achieve greater clarity aboLrt their work.



In this section. the focus grolrp findings are presented. First, the themes identified

in the data are presented according to their representation within the teacher,

administrator and school division personnel locus group data. Inviting participants to

share their mental models (Senge, 1990) of the role of 'critical friend' through individLral

focLrs groups of teachers, adrninistrators and school division personnel allowed for a

systems analysis of the data. Second, the themes are presented based on the synthesis of

the data into foLrr irnportant elements and foLrr contextual factors that inform the role of

'critical friend' within the context of school improvement. An important consideration

when reading through this section is that due to the small sample size, and the unique

context of this model, the results are not generalizable. They do however share the social

paradigm (Capra, 1996) of the role of 'critical friend' of twelve individLrals within the

context of a'critical friend'model facilitated in a large, urban school division in

partnership with an interrnediary school improvement organization.

Thentes identified in the data

Thenrcs Informing lhe hn¡torfanl Elements ancl Conlextual Factor.s
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Table 4 presents the themes identifìed in the data. The themes are presented

according to the participant group data that informed them, that is teachers, administrators

and school division personnel. There were sixteen themes common to teachers,

administrators and school division personnel. This suggests that within this research

context, both those individuals acting as 'critical friends' and those individLrals receiving

'critical friend' support identified many of,the same characteristics, skills, knowledge and

contextual factors that are required for the successful enactment of the role of 'critical
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friend'. There was one gror-rping of'four themes corrrrìon to the administrators and

teachers. This suggests that the responses fì'om the two networks within schools, while

having different roles and responsibilities had similarities not found in the data from the

school division personnel. There were three sets of two themes. One set was supported by

data from the school division personnel. The responsibilities and expectations as school

division staff who had been 'critical f iends' resulted in themes that represented their

experiences and expectations ofthe role of 'critical fi'iend'not found within the data frorn

the administrators and teachers. Another set of themes was supporled by data from the

school division personnel and teachers, and another pairing was supporled by data from

the administrators. There \¡/as one theme sr"rpported by the school division personnel and

adrninistrator data and one theme supported by the teacher data.



Table 4: Representation of Participant Group Data by Theme

School division personnel, administrator and teacher data informed the following

themes:

o External to the school

o Trustworthy

o Paftner in learning

o Knows school improvement

. Broad base of experience

. Reflection, celebration and encouraging

o Listens

. Focus on student learning

o Pressure and support

¡ Not enough pressure is a limitation to the process

" Using data

c Consistency

. 'Agendas'

o Relationship of trust between school personnel and 'critical friends'

. High School Team Meetings (HSTMs)

" Disengagement of the external facilitator ofthe role of 'criticalfriend'

S"

" School division and provincial priorities
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Table 4: Representation of Participant Group Data by Theme (continired)

School division personnel and teacher data informed the follorving themes:

o Impoftance of 'voice'

. Teachers as 'critical friends'

Administrator and teacher data informed the following themes:

o Not in a position of authority

n Facilitative not directive

' Follow-through on school plan

o Networking within MSIP Network

School division personnel data informed the following themes:

o Action Research

¡ Divisionalstructures

Administrator data informed the following themes:

o Leadershipdeveloprnent

. Processes at the school
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Teacher data informed the following themes:

o Facilitating reflection that can result in clarity

In grouping the themes foLrnd in Table 4 four important elements and four

contextual factors were identified. The four important elements are the position of the role

of 'critical friend', the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend', the knowledge

reqLrired for the role of 'critical friend' and the process of the role of 'critical f iend'. The

four contextual factors are the placement of the role of 'critical friend' within the system
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in which the role is enacted, supporting_processes forthe role of 'critical fi'iend', system

influences on the role of 'critical friend'and inflLrences the role of 'critical friend'had on

the systern. The foLrr important elements and the four contextual factors are discussed

below organized according to the networks in which the sLrpporting data was found. The

discussion begins with the irnportant elements of the role of 'criticalfriend'.

Intportont Ele¡nenls of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

This section begins by presenting the themes that inform the position of the role of

'critical friend', the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend', the knowledge reqLrired

for the role of 'critical friend' and the process of the role of 'critical fi'iend' as found in

the data from all three participants groups (see Table 5).
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Table 5: Important Elements - School Division Personnel, Administrators and Teachers

Themes informing important elements supported by data from all three participants

groups: school division personnel, administrator and teachers.

R.f.**l"g tl*

e External to the school

Referencing the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend'

o Trustwofthy

o Partner in learning

Referencing the knowledge required of the role of 'critical friend'

. Broad base ofexperience

. Knows school improvement

Referencing the process of the role of 'critical friend' . . .

o Asking questions and promoting reflection about the school plan

n Reflection, celebration and encouraging

. Listens

. Using data

o Pressure and sLrpport

c Not enough pressure is a limitation to the process

. FocLrs on student learning
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As demonstrated in Table 5 all three participant groups agreed that the position of

the role of 'critical f iend' is enacted by someone outside of the school. As one

administrator suggested, 'critical friends' are an exlernal or independent group. One of

the school division personnel identified the 'critical friends' tearn as a group coming in.

One teacher suggested that the 'critical friend' may also come from outside the school

division. Tlre'critical friend' is sonteone who is ozttside of the school, . . . outside of the

.school division. While the degree to which the 'critical friend' is external varies among

the three groups, allthree groups described the position of the role of 'critical friend'as

someone external to the school.

The characteristics of the role of 'critical friend' include that of being trustworlhy

and a learner. As one of the school division personnel shared, fhis is all about

relalionship building and trust. A teacher described the position of the role of 'critical

friend' in this way, suggesting a relationship based on trust.

Somebody who allo'¡t,s tts Ío speak very openly and very honesÍly about our
concerns and aboul our issues, aboul our fears, our directiotl. - Teacher

In addition to being trLrstworthy, the role of 'critical friend'requires someone who is

prepared to learn alongside the group. One administrator described the process as he had

experienced, in which the 'critical friend' was prepored to help youfind the answers

together so it was a joinl learning opporÍunìty. The characteristics of the role of 'critical

friend' based on this research include that of trustworthy and the willingness to learn

alongside the school team.

All three participant groups referenced the knowledge that a 'critical friend'

should have. This included a broad base ofexperience and an understanding ofschool

improvement research and theory. In reference to a broad base of experience, one teacher
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shared, Ithìnkit',çalsobeenreall,vhelpfultohm,esomeonev,ho'snotjxtstacritical

fi'iend to your .school but who y,orks with multiple ,schools. And as one of the school

division personnel described, you need to have sotneone with a bigger viev, y,ho can soy

"it seents like" or "l.feel like" or "I hear that" so that yozt geî that biggervoice.ln

addition to familiarity with many schoolcontexts, the participants identified the

imporlance of the 'critical friend' knowing school improvement. As one administrator

suggested, it shoLrld be someone v,ho Íruly understand.s school improvemenl. A teacher

suggested that the 'critical friend' should have dala . . .and research that they can bring

up and lhat they cen Lrse to help ¿rs. The knowledge that a 'critical friend' should have

inclLrdes an awareness of many educational settings and contexts and school improvement

theory and research.

The three participants groups referenced the process of the role of 'critical friend'.

This included the'criticalfriend'facilitating reflection and celebration in addition to

encouraging schoolteâms. The act of celebrating was identified as a valued part of the

process. As one administrator shared, it really is an additional sort of bonu,s because as a

.;chool comntunity you reflect and you celel:rate the work that yozt've accontplished. The

purpose of facilitating reflection is to not only to assist school teams in identifying tlrose

actions and results that require celebration but to assist the school team in identifying

issues and strategies to address them. A teacher described the 'critical friend' process as

one where lhe crilicalfriends are lhere to question and to help guide but they're not there

to give the ansv,ers specifically. This is supported by a qLrote from an administrator who

described the process in this way. They po.se que.stiotts . . .for more clarifcation and they

asksonte very good questions in rerms of how things are beingconducted. This is

possible because part of the process of the role of 'critical friend' is to listen. As one
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sclrool division personnel shared, v,e clo lot.s of listening. A statement from one of the

teachers describes the process in this way.They listen lowhatwe are discttssingand then

. . . sumntot"ize it and throw it l:ack at us and just make sure it's clearfor them. As these

quotes suggest, the role of 'critical friend' is a facilitative role.

The process of the role of 'critical friend' is to assist schools with data collection

and to real'linn the process of decision making based on data. As one of the teachers

shared, v,e hat e collected a lot of data and the critical friend might say 'so where do yott

gofr"ont there'? 'One of the schooldivision personnelsupported this by suggesting fhatin

my little experience v,ilh criticalfi"iends we talked about well, 'vvhat's lhe dala and v,hat

.sltpports that decision making?'The process of 'critical friend' includes that of assisting

school teams in the process of data collection f,or the purpose of decision rnaking.

The process of the role of 'critical friend' is also to provide pressure and support.

As one of the teachers shared, it seems like the purpose is to sltpport the group, but to

pressure ¿rs /o. This teacher suggested that the presslrre was important due to the busy

schedules that schools have. So we may need a litlle pressure. BuI it can'I be an

intimidating kind of pre.ssure. One of the school division personnel used the word

'challenge'.

It's to challenge \hent. The v,ord 'critical' îo me is Io reviev, their plans and to
weed through them and challenge thent in reflecÍing on lheir proces,\ lo gel to lhe
real heart o.f sntdenÍ learning so Íhat they can focu.ç on what is irnporÍant.

Related to the process of 'pressure and suppoft' the participants talked about a

deficit of the process being a lack of pressure. As one teacher suggested a,limitatÌon [isJ

if we don't feel pushed enough. This was supported by another teacher who shared, I have

trouble with it somelintes nol being as critical as it needs to be . . .r've need people to pull

us bock and.scty 'you're nol doingÍhal, You.ecryyolt're doingthat, butv,here',\yoLo'
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eyidence of that'?'This was sLrpported by one of the school division personnel who

described an r"rnhelpful process being, jttst letting the horse and pony shov, go on tt,iÍhoul

any probing at all. The process of the role of 'critical friend' is to provide 'pressure and

slrppoft' that enable schools to follow through on their work.

The process of the role of 'critical fì'iend'should focus on student learning. One of

the school division personnel talked about working with school teams as they reflected on

how their processes sLrpport student learning.

. . .tre are there as a leant lo assist thentwith their proces.s of school planning
and Ío guide then cmcl challenge thent in reflecÍing on their process lo geÍ lo the
real heart ofstudent learning.

This is supported by a statement by one of the teachers who described the process as one

Ío make .sure thal we are looking at how we're workingfor .students; what thi^y has to do

v,ith learning. One administrator sr-rggested that the role of 'critical friend' assists in

asking questions like, 'how do you ntove in a direction vvhere yott have sîudents ntore

involved'? Student learning should be a focus of the process of the role of 'critical friend'.

To summarize the data from teachers, administrators and school division

personnel as shared above, all three participant groups support the position ofthe role of

'critical friend' as external to a school. The characteristics of trulstworthiness and learner

and a knowledge base that includes a broad base of experience in education and knowing

school improvement theory and practice, according to the three participant groups, would

assist someone in facilitating the role of 'critical friend'. The process of the role of

'critical friend' inclLrdes that of facilitating reflection, celebration and encouraging. This

can occurwhen the'critical friend'engages in listening. To assist schoolteams in their

work, the'critical fi'iend' promotes the use of data. The'critical friend'process provides

pressure and support to schools. This is important as a lack of pressure was identified as a



limitation to the role.'fhrough all ofthe processes facilitated by the role of 'critical

friend', a f-ocus should be that of stLrdent learning.

There were irnportant elements identified by high school administrators and

teachers. those participants with a school lens. They inform the position of the role of

'critical friend'. the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend'and the process of the

role of 'critical f iend'. They are sumrnarized in Table 6.

Table 6: lmpoftant Elements - Administrators and Teachers

Themes informing important elements sr,rpported by data from two of the three

participants groups: high school administrators and teachers.

fì.f.*

o Not in a position of authority

Referencing

o Facilitati
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the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend'

Referencing the process of the role of 'critical

. Follow through on school plan

ve not directive

Table 6 identifies that those parlicipants sitL¡ated within a school, identified that

the position of the role of 'critical friend'should be someone who is not in a position of

authority. As one administrator shared, they would have to be somebody who was not

connected Io an evalualive proce.ss in the building. A teacher described it in this way,

friend' . . .
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somebodv |hat'.s nof in a po,silion of aulhorily so we're nol afr"aicl o/',sharing our ideas

v,ith thent. While all three participant groups identified the position of the role of 'critical

friend' as sorïeone external to the school, the data f,rorn the school personnel,

adrninistrators and teachers, adds to that to suggest that the position of the role of 'critical

friend' shoLrld not be a sitLlated in a power relationship.

The teachers and administrators talked about one of the characteristics of the role

of 'critical friend' being facilitative and not directive. As one teacher described iI, iÍ's

also.facilitating disctts.sion, notfacilitating us and nol expecting us jttst to Iisten to whaÍ

they ,say. A statement by one of the administrators supports ihis. People v,ill react to

what'.s being said v,hether it'.s top dov,n or il's someone parachuting in v,ith all of the

answers.sttpposedly.That'.snot goingtoworkveryv,ell. Panof being lacilitative is

allowing the needs of each school to be expressed and addressed. As one administrator

shared, the 'critical friend' should be able to go into buildings an¿l let the uniqueness of

each school come throttgh in those plans. The characteristics of the role of 'critical

friend' should include having a facilitative approach to their work with schools.

The process ofthe role of 'critical friend'assists schools in following through on

their sclrool plan. One administrator talked about 'critical friend' vtsits keep[ing] u.s on

track throughout the year. A teacher described it in this way, to make sure Íhat otrr plan

i.s aclually being implentenled. It's not.jusl something on paper, but it's someîhing that

we're consciotts of and u,e're in the proce.ss. The process of the role of 'critical fì'iend'

assists schools in not only creating but also irnplementing a school plan.

To summarize fhe important elements as identified by high school administrators

and teachers, school personnel suggested that the position ofthe role of'critical friend'

should not be filled by someone who is in a position of ar-rthority over those to whom they
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are the 'critical f iend'. The teachers in parlicLrlar ref-erenced their uneasiness in having a

reflective dialogue with someone how lras power over tlrem. While all three parlicipant

groups identified the process ofthe role of 'critical fi'iend'being one of reflection,

celebration and encouraging, the school personnel talked about the clraracteristics of the

role of 'critical friend' including that of a facilitative and not directive approach. The

process of the role of 'critical friend' assists schools in following through on their school

plan. This was identified by the school personnel as something that they valLred.

There was one irnporlant element identified fi'om the data frorn school division

personneland teachers. It referenced the process of the role of 'critical lriend'. It was the

suggestion that teachers could be 'critical fi'iends' to schools (see Table 7).

Table 7: Important Elements - School Division Personnel and Teachers

Themes informing important elements supported by data from two of the three

participants groups: school division personnel and teachers.

R.t"

. Teachers as 'critical friends' to one another

The data did not provide clear direction as to whether or not the participants

thoLrght that teachers could be 'critical friends' to schools. One teacher suggested thaf it

would be intere,sting lo see some teachers visit other ^çchools as critical friencls. Yel when

the school division personnel referenced the idea it was suggested that teachers were not

interested in engaging in that role. As one of the school division personnel stated, v,e've

.wggesÍecl that in the past, tvhetherwe could have îeachers review other school plans . . ..
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Anclthe leachers were rrever really keen on that.lt is therefbre unclear whether or not the

parlicipants felt that teachers cor-rld engage in the process of the role of 'critical friend'

and what that woLrld look like.

T'here was one important element identifìed in the data from the school division

personnel, which referenced the process of the role of 'critical friend'. It was action

research (see Table 8).

Table 8: Irnportant Elements - School Division Personnel

Themes informing important elements supported by data fi'om one of the participants

grollps: school division personnel.

Referencing the process of the role of 'critical friend' . - .

o Action research

In talking about the potential for the role of 'critical friend' into the future within

this school division, the school division personnel talked about a greater ernphasis of

action research in school plans. As one person stated, Lsee ,sonte real .school-l:a.sed

rel.evant action re.search vvell. done in order to infornt and lead v¡hat they're doing and

being able to do.ln addition to that, one of the school division personneltalked aboLlt

bridging theory and practice throLrgh action research. I would Iike to see criticalfr"iends

acnally bridge that . . . ctclionresecu"ch . . . theory and pracîic¿. As the idea of action

research was only discussed within the school division personnel focus group, further

inqr-riry would need to occur to determine how action research woLlld influence the

process of the role of the 'critical f iend' as the role evolves in this school division.
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There was one irnpoftant elenrent identified from the high school administrator

locus groLrp. It infonred the process of the role of 'critical fiiend'. As identifìed in Table

9, it is leadership development.

Table 9: Important E,lements - High School Administrators

Themes informing important elements sr-rpported by data fì'om one of the participarrts

groups: high school administrators.

Referencing the process of the role of 'critical friend' . . .

. Leadershipdevelopment

The high schooladministrators described the process of the role of 'critical friend'as

facilitating leadership development for teachers. One administrator described the process

as one that gives;

. . . people who are taking leadership roles with school improt entent work
an opportunity to shcu'e their vvork. . .. It gives thent an opporlunity to talk about
things in-depth . . . in a type oJ environment v,here the quesîions are designed.for
thent to add to their thinking.

Another administrator described it in this way.It's a. . . concrete v,ay of dentonstrating

their leadership. The professional development of teachers is enhanced through the

process of the role of 'critical friend' through collaboration and shared leader.shi¡t

(Adrninistrator). The administrators described the process of the role of 'critical friend' as

developing leadership capacity among teachers.

While teachers did not talk abor-rt their personal development as one of developing

leadership skills, they did talk aboLrt the process of the role of 'critical friend' facilitating

clarity (see Table l0).



Table l0: Important E,lements - Teachers

Themes informing important elements sr-rpported by data fi'onr one of the participants
groups: teachers.

Referencing the process of the role of 'critical friend' . . .

" Facilitating reflection which can result in clarity

One teacher described the process of the role of 'critical fi'iend' as a v,ayfot'all of

lhal Io l:e clear in our mind and ntake .gure thal yotr under,stand it corcectly. Another

teacher felt that the process facilitated teachers becorning clearer thinkers. Having to

articulate their thinking to the 'critical friend' is ittt¡tortant becau.çe then you don't ntake

any assuntpÍions about what vve're doing (Teacher). This increased clarity coLlld assist

teachers in developing leadership skills as identified by the administrators.

Table 1 1 identifìes the themes that inform the position of the role of 'critical

friend', the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend', the knowledge reqLrired of the

role of 'critical friend'and the process of the role of 'critical friend as discussed above.

As demonstrated in the table, of the eighteen themes, only seven themes were not

supporled by data from all three participant gror-rps. This indicates that while there were

themes unique to individual participant grolrps, there are similarities among the mental

models (Senge, 1990) of teachers, administrators and school division personnel. While

the sample size for this study was small, the data does present the mental models of

twelve individuals as they had experienced the role of 'critical friend' within their own

context.
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Table I I : Summary of the Important Elements of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

Important Blements
PosiÍíon of the role of 'criticul friend'
External to the school

Not in a position of aLrthority

Churucteristics of the role of 'critical frÌend'
Irustworthy
Partner in learning

Facilitative not directive

Knowledge of the role of 'critical friend'
Broad base of experience

Knows school improvement

Process of the role of 'critical friend'
Reflection, celebration and encouraging

Listens

Using data

T/AJSD

Pressure and sLrpporl

Not enough pressure is a limitation

X

Focus on student learning

T/A

Follow through on school plan

TiSD

t50

Ieachers as'critical friends'
Action research

X

SD

X

Leadersh io devel onment

X

A

Facilitatins reflection leadins to claritv

T

T: Teachers

X

Contextual Factor,s Requiredfor the Effective EnacÍntent of the Role of 'CriÍical Friend'

The four contextual factors required for the effective enactment of the role of

'critical friend' are the placement of the role of 'critical friend' within the system in

which the role is enacted, supporting processes forthe role of 'critical friend', system

influences on the role of 'critical friend' and influences the role of 'critical friend' had on

X

X

A : Adrninistrators

X

X

X

X

X

X

DP: Division Personnel

X

X

X

K

K
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the system. This section begins by presenting the themes that are sLrpported by data from

all three participant groups. This is summarized in Table 12.

Table l2: Contextual Factors - School Division Personnel, Administrators, Teachers

Themes infonning contextual factors sLrpported by data from all three participants

groups: school division personnel, administrator and teachers.

R.f.*

role is enacted . . .

o Consistency

. 'Agendas'

o Relationship of trLlst between school personnel and 'critical friends'

r Disengagement of the external facilitator of the role of 'critical friend'

Referencing supporting processes for the role of 'critical f iend' . .

o High SchoolTeam Meetings (HSTMs)

There were four themes identified in the data fi'om all three participant groups that

reference the placement of the role of 'criticalfriend' within the system in which the role

is enacted. The themes were consistency, 'agendas', relationships of trust between school

personnel and 'critical friends', and the disengagement of the external facilitator of the

role of 'critical friend'. The four themes are discussed below, beginning with consistency.
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Consistency in who the 'critical friend' is over time was identified as important.

As one administrator described, I think the consislency in criticalf"iend.s is key to the

success. A comment from one of the teachers suggests why.

There's a conlinuity thing I think as well becau^se they only happen tuyice a year
so iI's hardfor that personfrom year to year if they're not the same people Io
really have a good grasp of the perception, . . . the progre.ss of yom'plan.

A benefit to having the same 'critical friend' over time is the ability for the 'critical

fi'iend' to comment on change and growth within a school. As one teacher commented,

I like the idea of a long-term contmiîntent because even when Íhey were able to
say at a meeting, 'do you realize l-,ú)o years ago you were talking about aîtendance
and hov, to get your kid.s to class and now yolt're talking abouÍ acadentics?' . . .

u,e need to be rentinded of that . . .sontebody with histoty.

The school division personnel identified the importance of two meetings ayear so that

they could see hotu things had changed Consistency in who is the 'critical friend'

requires that the same person fillthe position of 'critical f iend'within the system over

time. The context would therefore need to allow for that to occur.

The placement of the role of 'critical friend' within the system informs the

'critical friend's' agenda. One of the school division personnel described the MSIP

const¡ltant as having an agenda and wondering what the agenda will become as the model

transitions from being externally facilitated to internally facilitated.

But [MSIP ConsultantJ has an agenda... . . /s aware of the
contexl; 'vvhere she's working and where ,she wanÍ.s to go. So there is power in lhe
selection. If thi.; becontes a.school division ¡:henomenon, my qttestion now
becontes . . . what's the agenda?

The school personnel talked about the agenda needing to be focused on the growth

and development of the school. One teacher identified that the agenda of the role of the

'critical friend'shoLrld be Ío ntove usfonuard. This is sLrpported by anotherstatement by a

teacher describing the process as one where there is a lack of agenda and the questions
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are the cenÍral issue. An administrator talked about the 'critical friend' conversation

focLrsing on v,hat's going on v,iÍh yortr [the school'sJ plan. The 'critical fi'iend's' position

within the system influences the'agenda'ofthe'critical friend'. As one of the school

division personnel shared, Íhere's a political terrain here because we're talking ctbout

improvemenÍ tvithin a syslem that dictate.s how improvemenl will be. However, the school

personnel indicated that the agenda really needs to be about their work and their growth.

The placement of the role of 'critical friend' within the system may also influence

the relationship of trust between school personnel and 'critical f iends'. As one teacher

identified, I think lhi.s year's criÍicalfriend could have been somebody to which people

v,ouldn't have said as ntuch because of the position thaÍ he had within the division. As

one of the administrators suggested, the people around the Íable have tofeel really

contfortable. If not, as one teacher suggested, people aren't goingto be as honest f they

don'tfeel that contfort level. One of the school division personneltalked about the

importance of achieving a state in which they could ask questions that were welcomed.l

think it v,orks well if we're at the slage when we can ask 'v,hy' cluestions and 'did yotr

consider' questions and they v)eren't offended or they weren'î anno)¡ed. The placement of

the role of 'critical friend'within the system requires consideration to the development of

relationships of trust.

Within the research context, the placement of the role of 'critical friend' within

the system was changing. Moving from an externally facilitated phenomenon to an

internally facilitated phenornenon raised questions for the participants. One of the school

division personnel asked, hov, tvould the critical friend.s teant lte contprised'? Who would

he a part of it'? A teacher was curious about the influence of the role of 'critical friend' if

the 'critical friend' was in a power relationship with teachers and administrators.
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ThaÍ v,oulcl be nty concernfive yearsfrom nou,. It eilher doesn'Í exist beccnt.se

it hasn'lworked or I'nt sillingaround the tableJeelinglike I can't be as open
as I y,ould wanl lo be with someone v'ho is absolutely ol:jective and understands
thaÍ maybe there are no slupid questions.

As one of the administrators affirmed, the'critical friend'must have abelief and is able

to go ittto buildings and sorl of let the uniquenes.s of each school come through in tho.se

¡tlans. The irnpending change of the placement of the role of 'critical friend' within the

system in which the role is enacted raised questions for the participants worthy of

consideration.

The placement of the role of 'critical friend' within the system in which the role is

enacted was a contextLlal consideration for the participants in this stLrdy. The degree to

which the system allows for consistency in who is the 'critical friend' and the placement

of the 'critical f iend' influencing the 'critical friend's' 'agenda' were identified by all

three participant groLrps. In addition to that, the placement of the role of 'critical friend'

within the system influences the development of the relationship of trust between 'critical

friends'and schoolteams. The unique context of this model, in which the role of 'critical

friend' was evolving from being externally facilitated to internally facilitated model,

raised questions and concerns from the parlicipants as they wondered about how the role

was going to evolve.

There was one theme identifìed by all three participant groups that suggested the

supporting processes for the role of 'critical friend'. lt was the High School Teams

Meetings. The theme was identified in terms of a networking opporlunity that provided

time for school teams to come together to dialogue, discussion of practice and generally

learning aboLrt what works in different settings. One teacher described the benefits of the

High School Teams Meetings.
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II'.s really key to compore v,illt colleagues. Il v,a.s nice because la.st year's
presentations there \ra.t a lot of elata dialogue . . . talking about rheir data and
having cli.scttssions .stemnting.front lhat, but also sharing dffirent teaching
practices lhctt tyere working really really well in dffirent schools, y,hich is really
helpful.

A comment fì'om an administrator identified the High School Teams Meetings as the

opportunity.for them [teochersJ as lectders to acknowledge that amongst each oÍher and

to learn ntore v,hen it contes to takingon those types of roles. One of the school division

personnel identified the High School Teams Meetings as something that should be

consideredinfutureplanning. Ithink...ifv,e'vvereplanningagain...iscerlainlythe

opporlunity [fod . . ,schools . . . to geÍ together at the high school teams meef ing. The

context of this nrodel of 'critical lriend' included the opportunity for high school teams to

come together to share their work in relation to school planning which facilitated the

development of leadership skills.

There was one theme identified by the high school administrators and teachers

that inform the contextualfactors of the position of the role of 'critical fì'iend'within the

system in which it is enacted. The theme was networking within the MSIP network of

schools and it references the system influences for the role of 'critical friend' (see Table

I 3).

Table l3: Contextual Factors - High School Administrators and Teachers

Themes informing contextual factors supported by data from two of the three

participants groups: high school administrators and teachers.

R.f-*.

o Networking within the MSIP Network of Schools
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The school personnel talked about the oppoftunities they had to network with

educators beyond their school division. One administrator talked about the importance of

sit[tingJ dou,n al lhe toble wilh aelministrator:; frotn other school division[sJ. A teacher

talked abor-rt the Gintli retreaÍs that have happened over the years . . . essential Ìn terms

of the nelworking. These networking opportLrnities were part of the larger context of the

schools within the research context.

There was one theme supported from the data from school division personnel and

high school adrninistrators and it referenced system influences on the role of 'critical

f iend'. It was school division and provincial priorities (see Table l4).

Table l4: Contextual Factors - School Division Personnel and High School

Themes inforrning contextual factors supported by data from two of the three

parlicipants groups: school division personnel and high school administrators

R.i.*

" School division and provincial priorities

While there were only two quotes found in the transcripts that referenced the

larger context of school division and provincial priorities, this theme is included to

demonstrate some of the system influences on the role of 'critical friend'. As one

administrator suggested, u,ilh re.spect to school improvement I can appreciate that there's

provincial ¡triorities and divi,yion goal.s . . . buÍ yotr have to ntctke decision,s about what

you see needs to hap¡ten. One of the school division personnel described the two levels of

priorities as natru"al paramelers.
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Ile have :;ome nolurol pcrranrclers. I ntean there are pt"ovincial gztidelines and
priorities. There's divi.sionctl guidelines ond priorities. Those are just
nnÍural parameler.s that v,e have to v,orkwithin and to help schools achieve.

These quotes suggest that the role of 'critical f iend' operates within a context of

expectations that require consideration as 'critical friends' engage with schools to assist

them in their work.

There was one theme identified by the school division personnel and the teachers

(see Table l5). The theme of voice references system influences on the role of 'critical

friend'.

Table 15: Contextual Factors - School Division Personnel and Teachers

Themes informing contextual factors supported by data from two of the three

participants groups: school division personnel and teachers.

Referencing system influences on the role of 'critical friend' . . .

o Impoftance of 'voice'

The school division personnel reflected on the importance of voice in the'critical

friend' process. It was not orrly that the process gives people voice, but to pay attention to

the number of voices and whose voice was present during the conversations with school

teams. As one person suggested, there's a level of'voice where all the players around the

table arefeeling cornfortctble and actually speak as opposed Ío.iLtst one representing lhat

building. Another of the school division personnel identified the valLre of having lots of

dilferent indívicluals at the table IhaI repre.sent eilher dffirent oreas or difJèrent

experlise; to bring a dffirent perspective in. One of the teachers talked aboLlt their
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strLrggle to expand voice. Sr¡ hov, clo v,c gel n?ore people involyecl i,s the c1uesÍion that

v,e're ctlv,ctys a,sking. Becau.se the stntcture it.self v,orks reallywell, but hov, clowe spread

that throughout the school. A teacher talked about the importance of expanding the

influence ,so iÍ',s not jttsl a core group of people fhaÍ are . . . making decisions and

planning. The voices representing different experiences and perspectives in the system

influence the process of the role of 'critical fi'iend'.

There was one theme sLrpported by data from the school division personnel. The

theme division structures references system influences on the role of 'critical friend (see

Table l6).

Table l6: Contextual Factors - School Division Personnel

Themes informing contextual factors supported by data from one of the participants

groups: school division personnel.

Referencing system influences on the role of 'critical friend' . . .

. Divisionalstructures

The school division personnel when given the oppoftunity dLrring their fbcus

groLrp talked about potential divisional structures that would allow the school division to

facilitate the role of 'critical friend'. One of the school division personnel suggested,

there.should be teants of support people to several schools. Another suggestion was lo

have somebody on the team v,ilh adntinistrative experience and sontebocly v,ith

ctut'iculunt or sludenl service experience (School Division Personnel). In addition to

working with schools, the 'critical friends' v,ould eilso be a comntunicaÍion con¿luit . . .
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bringing tho.se people, like-ntinded vi,sion,s together (School Division Personnel). One

person suggested that the role of 'critical fì'iend' v,ould olso guide us at Íhe board ffice.

Il v,ould guide us in lernts of how v,e v,ouldsupport them [school^sJ in studertl .services

and curriculunt.The way in which the role of 'critical fì'iend' is stnrctured within the

school division will influence how the role will be enacted.

The last theme to be discLlssed relerences inflLrences of the role of 'critical friend'

on the system (see Table l7). The theme of processes at the school was identified in the

data from the high school adrninistrators.

Table l7: ContextLral Factors - High School Administrators

Themes informing contextual factors sr-rpported by data from one of the participants

groLrps: high school adm inistrators.

Referencing influences the role of 'critical friend' had on the system. . .

o Processes at the school

facilitated in schools, they provide insight into influences of the role of 'critical friend'on

schools. As one administrator suggested, even before we'd have a meetin3i, we'd nteet to

prepare and so iI jttsÍ caused our.school improvement leanî lo do a bit oJ'reflecting about

'v,haÍ have v,e done '. Another administrator talked about the questions from the 'critical

friends' arriving at the school prior to the 'critical friend' meeting.

While there only two comrrents found in the transcripts referring to work

. . . v,hen îhe questions arrived you needed to take a look . . . il v,as another way

for groups lo lte looking aÍ whal they were doing becau.se if y,a,y a mauer of
needing to provide additional inþrmation for ,sonrc of the cluestion.s ot" to consider
other things be it studenl voice or data collected to detennine progres,y.
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These quotes suggest that the role of 'critical friend' influences how schools spend

time. It is not only the time spent in 'critical f iend'conversations but also the time spent

on the activities and conversations leading Lrp to and in follow up to 'critical f iend'

meetings. This suggests another way that the role of 'critical fiiend' influences the system

in which it is enacted.

Table l8 identifies the thernes that inforrn the placernent of the role of 'critical

friend'within the system, sLrpporting processes of the role of 'critical friend', system

influences of the role of 'critical friend'and the influence ofthe role of 'critical friend'on

the system as discussed above. As demonstrated in the table, of the ten themes, five

themes were sllpported by data from all three participant groups and five themes were

supported by either two of the three groLrps or by only one. This indicates that while there

were themes unique to individual participant grolrps, there are similarities among the

mental rnodels (Senge, 1990) of teachers, administrators and school division personnel.

While the sample size for this stLrdy was small, the data does present the mental models of

twelve individuals within this uniqLre model of 'critical friend.



Table l8: Summary of the ContextLral Factors of the Role of,'Critical Friend'

Contextual Factors

Plucement of the role of 'crilicul.friend' withitt tlte sysfent

Consistency

'Agendas'

Relationships of trust between 'critical friend'and school team

Disengagement of external facilitator of 'critical friend'

Supporting Processes of the role oJ''criÍiculfriend'
High School Teams Meetings

Syslem Influences on the Role of 'Criticul Friend'
Networking within MSIP network of schools

School division and provincial priorities

Importance of 'voice'

Divisional structures

hfluences of the role of 'critical friend' on tlte systent

Processes at the school

I/A/S
)

Summary of Findings

ftA

The data as presented above identified four important elements and four

contextual factors that describe the social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' based on

the mental models (Senge, 1990) of twelve individuals within the research context.

Themes identified in the data referenced the important elements of the position of the role

of 'critical friend', the characteristics of the role of 'critical friend', the knowledge of the

role of 'critical friend'and the process of the role of 'critical friend'.ln addition to that,

themes referenced contextual factors such as the placement of the role of 'critical friend'

within the system, sLrpporting processes of the role of 'critical friend', system influences

on the role of 'critical friend'and influences of the role of 'critical friend'on the system.

The four important elements and the four contextLral factors identified within this stLrdy
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using systems thinking, suggest that to understand the role of 'critical friend' it is

important to consider not only those characteristics. skills and knowledge required to

enact the role of 'critical fiiend' br,rt the positionality of the role of 'critical friend' within

the system and how the role interacts within it.

Chapter Summary

In summarizing the twelve participants' mental nodels (Senge, 1990) of the role

of 'critical friend', a social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' within the research

context was constmcted. Using systems thinking to analyze the data provided the

opportLrnity to examine the similarities and differences in perceptions and experiences of

teachers, administrators and school division personnel. Through this examination, it was

evident that the individuals wlro were engaged as 'critical friends' and those individLrals

receiving 'critical friend' sLrpport had similar perceptions of the role. There were also

differences based on the uniqLre roles and responsibilities of each group. Having now

created a social paradigm ofthe role of 'critical fiiend'situated within this research

context, it is necessary to explore how this social paradigm compares with the foLlr

models as described in Chapter Two.

Chapter Five therefore examines the findings in relation to the 'critical fi'iend'

literature that was presented in Chapter Two. Discussing the themes in relation to the

literature provided the opportunity to identifu which themes were found in the four

diverse models of 'critical fi'iend' and which themes were introdr"rced through this

research. In addition to this, Chapter Five examines the data in relation to 'spaces of

influence' (Green, 2005). As the Chapter illustrates, the examination of the data in

relation to the 'spaces of influence' generates more questions. These questions could be
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used to further pursue the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical lriend' in sclrool

improvement. As Chapter Five unfolds, a conceptualization of the social paradigrn of the

role of 'critical friend' is further developed and qLrestioned.



In this chapter the social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' as it emerged

throLrgh the data is discr"rssed. First, there is a reflection on the enactrnent of,power in the

role of 'critical friend'. Second, there is a discussion of the findings in consideration of

the four 'critical friend' models as described in Chapter Two (DLrnne, et al., 2000; MSIP,

2005b; Stiegelbauer, et al.,2005; Swaffield,2002). Third, I provide a reflection on my

role as'critical fì'iend'. Fourth, the fìndings are discr;ssed in the context of the conceptr,ral

frame with consideration of systerns thinking (Capra, 1996; Senge, 1990), and 'spaces of

influence' (Green, 2005). The chapter begins with a discussion of power and the role of

'critical friend' that shapes the interactions.

Enactment of Power in the Role of 'Critical Friend'

CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

As defined by Wilson (1999) referencing the work of Isaacs (1987) power is "an

enduring capacity to act that'is implicated in social structure and is a necessary feature of

human agency"'(p. 86). While power is a social resource that everyone possesses, it is

only observable when practiced (Rees et al.,1997). The examination of the role of

'critical friend' requires the consideration of power as a social resource. How a 'critical

friend' uses po\¡/er will influence the relationships a 'critical friend' has with schools and

the work that results from it. How school teams use power in their own schools will

influence their relationships with their peers and the work that results from those

lelationships.

The mLrltiple networks engaged within this study allow for the examination of

power at different levels. First, the role of 'critical friend' was practiced within this model

as part of the school division's partnership with an intermediary school improvement

164
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organization. The social structure of the school division's parlnership with MSIP enabled

the facilitation of the role as the sr-rperintendents empowered personnel to interact with the

high schools as'critical friends'. Second, their experience within education and their

school improvement knowledge in addition to the position the 'critical friends' had within

the school division, contributed to their credibility and accessibility within schools. The

extent, to which the 'critical friend' was perceived as credible and trustworthy, influenced

their ability to perform the role in the schools. Third, as the'criticalfriends' facilitated

reflective dialogLre with schoolteams, they were in a position to direct how school teams

talked aboLrt their work. Sharing research and practices of other schools enabled the

'critical friends' to inflLrence what the schools reflected upon and the outcomes and

priorities upon which the schools focused. While school personnel indicated that the role

of 'critical friend' involves asking questions that enable school teams to reflect upon their

work, consideration should be given to the 'critical friend's' ability to determine what the

questions are. The questions direct the reflective dialogue. There is therefore power

associated with the selection of qLrestions.

Reflecting upon how power was enacted by school teams, there are two points to

consider. One, 'critical friends' met with school teams cornprised of administrators and

teacher leaders, the formal and informal leaders in the school. The fìndings provided

evidence that the conversations facilitated by the 'critical friends' required teachers to

arliculate their work to an external gror-rp. The process was described as one that resulted

in clarity. This clarity provided teachers with a new level of understanding aboLrt their

work which would then influence how they provided leadership and used power within

their own school. Two, it should not be assumed that the processes school teams

facilitated resulted from the priorities as identified by the school. The 'critical friends'
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were in a position to direct the conversations with school teams. Questions were asked

that enabled school teams to clarify their issues. QLrestions could also be asked to

fãcilitate the agenda of the larger network, in which case, the school team coLlld be

directed to fulfill the mandate of the larger system. If this occurs, the 'critical friend'

process can become a mechanism for the oppressive use of power. It is for this reason,

that those enacting the role of 'critical friend' must be aware of the power associated with

the role and how that power is used.

If the role of 'critical friend' is to facilitate transformational learning for

educators, the questions that are asked and the information that is shared must allow

educators to come to their own understanding of the work they are doing. In doing so, a

'critical friend' must also be able to assist schools in dealing with the tensions between

the priorities they identif, and the priorities that the larger system requires them to

address. As formal and informal school leaders achieve clarity about their work, which

includes an awareness ofthe tensions inherent in the system, they can better facilitate

transformational learning opportunities for others within their school community.

Themes Validated in the Literature and IntrodLrced in the Research

In Chapter Four, the themes informing the important elements and the contextual

factors of the role of 'critical friend' in school improvement were organized into eight

broad categories of four inrportant elements and four contextual factors. The elements are

referred to as'impoftant'because participants were asked in the focus groups, to identify

the important characteristics, skills and processes that a 'critical friend' must have. The

contextual factors referred to the conditions required for the effective enactment of the

role of 'critical friend. In this section, the themes are discr-¡ssed in relation to the four
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diverse models ol'critical fì'iend' as described in Chapter Two. The discussion identifìes

which thernes are found within the four models of 'critical friend'and which themes are

introduced in this research. The first section reviews the themes in relation to the

question, what are the important elements that define the role of 'critical friend' in school

improvement?

Important Elentents that Define the Role of 'Critical Friend'

This section sumnrarizes the themes that inform the elements that contribr-rte to

defining the role of 'critical friend' and compares them to the literature of the foLlr models

described in Chapter Two. The themes that are found within the literature on the role of

'critical friend' in school improvement and the themes identifìed in this research are

discLrssed. A chaft summarizing this information is found in Table 19. The 'critical

friend' models in which the themes were found are identified immediately following each

theme in the left-hand column as follows. The National School Refonn Facr-rlty (NSRF)

model (Dunne et al., 2000) involving Critical Friends Groups; the Manitoba School

Improvement Program (MSIP ) rnodel (MSlP, 2005b) including three variations of

'critical fì'iend'; MSIP consultant - School Concentration, MSIP consultant - Capacity

Building of School Personnel and MSIP consultant - Capacity Building of School

Division Personnel; the National Center for School Improvement (NCSI) model

(Stiegelbauer et al., 2005) involving doctoral students and university professors as

'critical friends' to schools; and the Local Education Authority (LEA) rnodel (Swaffield,

2002) including Departrnent of Education officials (LEAs) as'critical friends'to schools.
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Table l9: Validating Thernes that Infonn the lrnportant Elernents that Define the Role of
'Critical Friencl'

Themes found in the literature

A 'critical friend

l. is external to the school
(MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

has a broad base ofexperience in
education and knowledge of school
improvement (MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

establishes trust
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

listens
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

2.

3.

4.

5. encourages
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

6. facilitates reflection, not directive
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LËA)

7. provides pressure and support
(NSRF, MSìP, NCSI, LEA)

8. facilitates leadership development
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

9. results in follow throLrgh on school plans
(MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

10. assists others in achieving clarity
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

I l. uses data and
(NSRF, MSIP. NCSI, LEA)

12. facilitates and sLrppofis action research.
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

13. Partner in learning
(NSRF, NSCI)

Themes introduced through this
research

A 'critical friend'. . .

l. promotes and engages in celebration
with schools.

2. is not in a position of authority over
those to whom they are a 'critical
friend'.

is limited in his or her influence if
they do not provide enough pressure.

a
)^
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Table l9: Validating Themes that Inform the Important Elements that Define the Role of
'Clitical Friend' (continLred)

Themes founcl in the literature

14. Focuses on student learning
(NSRF, MSIP. NCSI, LEA)

15. Teachers as critical friends
(NSRF)

As identified in Table 19, there were fifleen themes identified in the research that

were found within the lourdiverse models of 'critical friend'as described in Chapter

Two. They provide a description of the role of 'critical friend'and some of the strategies

that a'critical friend' uses. A 'critical friend' based on this research and confìnned in the

literature is someone who is external to a school who engages with a school as a 'partner

in learning'. The 'critical friends' knowledge base inclLrdes a broad base of experience

within education and knowledge of school irnprovement. The 'critical friend' works to

establish trust between her and those to whom she is the'critical friend'. A base of trust

allows the 'critical friend' to listen, ask questions, encollrage, and facilitate reflection.

These processes can facilitate a sense of clarity forteachers and administrators as they

think aboLrt their own work. This can fàcilitate leadership development. The pr-rrpose of

the 'critical l'riend' inqLriry is to inflLlence student learning. As the 'critical friend'

engages with school teams, the 'critical friend' provides 'pressure and support', which

may result in schools following throLrgh with their school plans. The 'critical fi'iend'

plomotes and assists schools in Lrsing data, facilitates, and supports the action research

process. While teachers can be 'critical friends' to one another, teachers were not 'critical

friends' to one another within the rnodel in this study.

Themes introduced through this
research
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Three themes were identified in the data that were absent in the four 'critical

friend' models. One therne identified in the data suggests that the role of 'critical friend'

is to promote and engage in celebration with schools. This occurs as the 'critical friend'

engages in reflective dialogue with school teams which provides the opportunity for

schoolteams to identify aspects of their work that are resulting in positive influences for

students, staff and comnrunity. In arnplifying what is working, schools may do more of

that and/or transfer the strategies and knowledge to other aspects o1'their work.

Two of the three themes identified in tlre study provide some cautions when

thinking about who can be a 'critical friend' and how the 'critical friend' engages in the

process. One, the participants in this study were clear that the 'critical friend' should not

be in a position of aLrthority over the person or people to whonr they are the 'critical

friend'. The participants suggested that it woLrld be difficLrlt for thern to qLrestion their

own work with someone who had authority or an evaluative function over them. There is

a great likelihood of the 'critical lriend' facilitating a reflective dialogue if the 'critical

f iend' is not in a power relationship with school team members.

Two, the role of 'critical friend'will not be as effective if the'critical friend'does

not apply enor,rgh pressure. Tlie participants talked abor¡t the need for the 'critical friend'

to ask probing questions that assists teachers and administrators to tliink about their work,

how they are engaging with it and why. Simply reporting to their 'critical friends' and

celebrating is not enough. The role of the 'critical friend' requires the facilitation of

dialogLre that invites school teams to reflect and inqr-rire about their own work.

In this research context, the 'critical friend' model situated within a parlnership

between a large urban school division and an intermediary organizalion, was different

from the contexts of the foLrr models presented in Chapter Two. Yet, from this synopsis of
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the thernes inforrning the inrportant elements ofthe role of 'critical fì'iend', it is evident

that this research identified many of the same or similar characteristics of the role of

'critical friend'as f-oLrnd in the four models in the literature. ìn addition. it also identified

some considerations in reference to the elenlents that define the role of 'critical friend' in

school improvement. Both the themes found in the four models of 'critical friend' and

those identified in the research are worthy of consideration when developing expectations

for the role of 'critical fiiend' within the context of school improvement.

Thente.s Infornting Íhe Contextual Factor.sfor the Effective Enactntenl of the Role of

'Critical Friend'

This section sr¡mmarizes the themes participants identified as inforrning the

contextual factors for the effective enactment of the role of 'critical friend' and compares

them to the research of the four models as described in Chapter Two. The themes that are

foLrnd within the literatlrre on the role of 'criticalfriend' in school improvement and the

themes introdLrced in this research are discussed. A charl summarizing this inforrnation is

foLrnd in Table 20. The 'critical friend' models in which the themes were found are

identified irnmediately following each theme in the left-hand column as in the previoLrs

section. A discussion of the themes follows the chart.



Table 20: Themes that Inform the Contextual Factors ReqLrired f,or the Effective
E,nactment of the Role of 'Critical Friend'

The context within which the role of 'critical
friend' is facilitated is informed by . . .

Themes found in literature

consistency in who is the 'critical friend'
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

relationsh ips of trust.
(NSRF, MSIP, NCSI, LEA)

the larger context of school division and
provincial priorities.
(LEA)

the 'critical fi'iends' 'agenda'.
(LEA)

J.

The context within which the role of 'critical
friend' is facilitated is informed bv - . .

I. processes in schools such as pre 'critical
friend' visit rneetings.

2. voice - whose voice and how broad is the
voice.

Themes found in this studv
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As identified in Table 20, there were four themes foLrnd within the 'critical friend'

literature as described in Chapter Two. They include consistency in who is enacting the

role of 'critical friend', relationships of trust between the schoolteam and the'critical

f iend', the larger context of school division and provincial priorities and the 'critical

friends' 'agenda'. Each of these elements, as described below, contributes to a context in

which the role of 'critical friend' can be effectively enacted.

Consistency lefers to having the same 'critical friend' over time. This is required

so that the schoolteam and the'critical f iend'can establish a relationship of trust. This

requires a context in which the 'critical friend' remains constant. Within a system,

3.

4.

div isional strLrctures.

tensions between school and school
division priorities.

the degree of consistency in whom fulfills
the role.

disengagement of external facilitator of
'critical friend'

processes broader than the role of 'critical
friend'.

5.

6.

7.
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attention needs to be given to the role the 'critical friend' has in addition to being a

'critical f iend'. Will the individLral(s) identified to be 'critical f iend(s)' be able to do so

over an extended period of time? The likelihood of those individuals engaging in the role

of 'critical friend' over an extended period of time is a contextual factor that reqLrires

consideration when developing a 'critical friend' model.

The third theme refèrs to the context beyond the school and considers the larger

system of school division and provincial priorities. The administrators and the school

division personnel identified that the priorities within the larger network of the school

division and the province influence school priorities. The school division and provincial

priorities may have irnplications for teacher professional development, student assessment

and evaluation and curriculum irnplementation. The knowledge a 'critical fì'iend' has of

these priorities will influence the questions that are asked and the conversations they

facilitate with school teams. 'Critical friends' should have knowledge of the networks that

influence schools.

The foLlrth theme found in the literature that informs the contextual factors

enabling the effective enactrnent of the role of 'critical friend' is the 'critical friends'

'agenda'. A'critical friends' 'agenda' is tied to purpose. Is the'agenda'of the'critical

friend' to assist educators in a reflective process in relation to their own work? Is it to try

and facilitate opportunities for transformational learning? Or is it politically motivated,

meaning the role of 'critical friend' is to assist schools in meeting the outcomes as

defined by the larger system? If the context is sLrch that the 'agenda' of the 'critical

friend' is politically motivated, it rnay be difficult for the 'critical friend' to facilitate

reflective dialogue for the plrrpose of reaching clarity about one's work.
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In reference to context, consideration needs to be given to the context in which the

role exists. Does the context allow school teams to reflect on their work in such a way

that they are not only asked questions but are able to ask qLrestions of themselves? Is it

safe for educators to inquire about their work? The 'critical friends' knowledge of the

context in which she filnctions is also necessary. It will influence the 'critical friend's'

ability to facilitate reflection and dialogue and assist schoolteams in rnoving forward.

There were nine additional themes in this stLrdy that inf'orm context that were

absent in the four 'critical friend' models. They reference processes within schools, voice,

divisional stnrctures, tensions between school and school division priorities, degree of

consistency, disengagernent of external facilitator and processes broader than the role of

'critical friend'. ThroLrgh the context of this unique model of 'critical friend', participants

talked about contextual elements that influenced and were influenced by the role of

'critical friend'. They are discussed below beginning with processes within schools.

The participants identified pre and post 'critical f iend' rneeting de-briefing

processes as paft of the largercontext ofthe role of 'critical friend'. Preparing for'critical

friend' rneetings and following through after the conversations, presents a context in

which the 'critical friend's' influence extends beyond her actual contact with school

teams. This requires the 'critical friend' to consider how her work with schools influences

Iiow tirne is used within schools. The work that results from her contact with schools is a

contextualconsideration of the role of 'critical friend'.

The participants referenced the impoftance and the diffìculty in acknowledging,

managing and arming voices. The voices that are heard and identifoing the voices that are

not heard inform the'critical friends'understanding of a school's issues. The'critical

friends' knowledge of the school context, informed by the representation of voice,
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informs the work with which a'critical f iend' engages. This work inclLldes that of

assisting school teams in broadening voice beyond the school team. Assisting the school

team to identify strategies throLrgh which more voices, staff, students and community, can

be engaged in the process of school planning and school improvement requires the

'critical friend'to understand the current context of the school and how voice is

represented in it.

References to divisional structures, consistency and the tensions inherent in the

system also require consideration when examining the context in which the role of

'critical fi'iend' is enacted. In becoming familiar with the context in which the role of

'critical friend' is facilitated, a 'critical friend' model should consider school division

structures, the divisional responsibilities of a 'critical friend', perceived tensions within a

school community and tensions between school and school division priorities. The

structural considerations of role and responsibilities and the reporting mechanisms within

a school division inform the context in which schools engage in school improvement.

What is the role of school division consultants with schools? Are these roles filled

consistently over time allowing these individLrals to develop relationships with school

personnel? How is the relationship between the superintendent and schools defined? How

would this influence the role of 'criticalfriend'? In addition to the structural

considerations, what are the perceived tensions within a school community? What are the

tensions between school and school division priorities? Recognizing those tensions can

enable a 'critical friend' in effectively facilitating reflective inqLriry in a safe and

supportive way for individuals within a school tearn. Paying attention to structures and

the degree of consistency in the facilitation of the role of 'critical friend'can increase the

Iikelihood of success for the role.
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Participants referenced the shift from the role of 'critical f iend' being externally

facilitated to internally facilitated. The context in which tliis str-rdy took place provided the

opportunity to consider the similarities and differences between the role of 'critical

fi'iend' when facilitated by school division staff with someone from oLrtside the school

division and the role of 'critical friend' facilitated without that external person. The

placement of the 'critical friend' within the systenr in which it operates requires

consideration. What lens does the 'critical friend' have and how does that lens influence

how a 'critical friend' works with schools? What is the 'agenda' of the 'critical fì'iend'

and how is that 'agenda' influenced by the location of the 'critical fì'iend' within the

system? When developing a model of 'critical friend' it is worthy to consider the

structural/system location of the 'critical friend'.

Lastly is the consideration of processes broader than the role of 'critical friend'

that facilitate and suppoft a culture of inquiry. The identification of processes such as the

High School Teams Meetings and a Book Club, sLrggests that the process of reflection

and inquiry can be supported Lrsing multiple strategies, one of which is the role of 'critical

friend'. The role of 'critical friend' in organizing networking opporlunities between

school teams in addition to facilitating 'critical friend' conversations enables the 'critical

friend' to have influence and some degree of control over many processes that inform

how schools work. While it is important that the role of 'critical friend' not be limited to

semi-annual conversations with schools, consideration needs to be given to the 'critical

friends' 'agenda'and the degree of influence the'critical friend'has within the system.

As referenced earlier in the chapter, the power a 'critical friend' has requires careful

consideration as to how that power is used.
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The themes inforrning the contextual factors required for the effective enactment

of the role of 'criticalfriend' broaden the scope within which the role of 'critical friend' is

defined and understood. It identifìes that it is not enough to Lrnderstand the skills and

characteristics that a 'critical friend' possesses or the strategies that a 'critical friend'

uses. Attention must be given to the context in which the role of 'critical friend'exists.

Becoming farniliar with the context is a skill the 'critical friend' must have. An

understanding of the context then informs the strategies and skills a 'critical friend' uses.

Researcher Reflection Post-Data Collection

In Chapter One, I reflected Lrpon my perceptions and understanding of the role of

'critical friend'. It was based on my practical experience as a'critical friend', which

occurred through my role as a consultant for an intermediary school improvement

organization. I described the process as transformational because I believe it provides

space for people to reflect on their work which can result in transformational learnin-e

experiences. As educators take time to talk about what they know, their beliefs and values

about learning and how their practice does or does not reflect that, the potential exists for

individLrals to experience dissonance, change and growth. In addition to this, I reflected

on how relationships are key, that trust is non-negotiable, the importance of the 'critical

f iends' credibility and the importance of managing the conversation. The data collected

through this research does not dispLrte any of my reflections that were based on my

experience as a 'critical friend' within this research context.

Having reflected on the role of 'critical friend' more systemically and

theoretically I have come to the conclusion that in my work, power was conferred upon

me by the institutions in which I was operating. I am no\¡/ tentatively able to acknowledge
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and talk about the power that I had as a 'critical friend' within this school division. I use

the word 'tentatively' because during the time I spent being a 'critical friend' I tried to

discoLrnt the power I had so that I was accessible to the schools. While I knew I had

power, which I would define as expert and inflLrential power, I also had positional power

as a result of the role the school division enabled me to fulfill. I was more comfortable

with having expert and influential power. I tried not to work from positional power being

careful about how I talked aboLrt my ability to access information and resources that

would enable the individual schools and the network of schools to engage in certain

activities.

My ability to work with schools required me to establish a relationship of trLlst so

that they could talk with me about their challenges. They needed to know that I was not

going to share their strr,rggles with other schools or with their assistant superintendent

even though I had access to do so. I had these opportunities because I was able to move

between the networks within the school division. My ability to move between levels in

the system was unique. It afforded me the ability to share information between levels in

the system but also to access information and conversations to which both school

personnel and school division personnel were not privy.

In reflecting upon my ability to move between networks within the system, I

realize how hard I worked on maintaining bor"rndaries. It was irnportant for me not to be a

communication conduit between schools or between the high schools and the

superintendent. I was purposeful about how I would talk with a school team about the

work of another school so that the information I shared would contribute to their thinking.

I was careful about how I talked about my working relationship with the superintendent

so as not to alienate myself frorr administrators or teachers. I tried to situate myself
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within the network in which I was operating whether that was a rneeting with a school

team or in a meeting with superintendents. This meant talking with people aboLrt their role

in operationalizing school improvement based on where they were in the systern. ln doing

so, I tried to be transparent, which meant being open about what I thoLrght shoLrld occur

and why. I also tried to practice confidentiality, which rÌleant respecting the conversations

I had with individLrals and teams and what I shared about those conversations. At times,

this was a balancing act.

Having facilitated the role of 'critical friend' for many years, I have now begun to

acknowledge and talk about the power associated with the role. This not only influences

my conclusions and recommendations as found in Chapter Six but also my future practice

as a 'critical friend'. My r-rnderstanding of power together with my belief that the role is

one of facilitating transformational learning for educators requires me to be aware of the

tensions inherent in the system that can make the role difficult to enact. This renewed

awareness on my parl will heighten my need to pay attention to power as associated with

the role of 'criticalfriend'.

The Role of 'Critical Friend' in the 'Learning Organization' (Senge, 1990)

The five disciplines of a 'learning organization' being systems thinking, personal

mastery, lnental models, shared vision and team learning (Senge, 1990) provided a way in

which to operationalize the research. A focus group method was used to provide

parlicipants with the opporlunity to think about their individual assumptions and values to

elicit aspects of their mental models of the role of 'critical friend'. Engaging in the

research process provided parlicipants with the opportunity to clarify their understanding

and assumptions about the role of 'critical friend.lt is each participants'personalvision
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of the role of 'critical f iend'that was shared within the focus groups and their combined

visions that informed the rnodel described here.

As people shared their assLrrnptions and beliefi; about the role of 'critical fì'iend'

mental models (Senge, 1990) were revealed. Panicipants talked aboLrt what they

understood the role of 'critical friend'to be. Teachers said the process provided them

with the opportLrnity to clarify their thinking and the expectation that they woLlld need to

articulate the same. School administrators talked about the process being one of

leadership development. The school division personnel who were the 'critical friends' to

schools talked about the process being one ofasking questions and encouraging reflection

for school teams. The mental models evoked from the three participant groups provided

the opportunity to examine the role of 'critical friend' from different perspectives. The

different perspectives opened a variety of considerations. The mental models of

individuals and participant groups, permitted the consideration of the role of 'critical

friend' organized by different needs, different roles and responsibilities and different

expectation the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend' in school improvement.

The process of qLrestioning that occurred during the focus group conversations

mimicked the process of questioning irr the'critical friend'conversations. Only in the

focus groups, participants were asked to reflect on the 'critical friend' process. In schools,

educators are asked by their 'critical friends' to reflect upon the processes they were using

in their schools to set priorities and strategies, how they were implementing the strategies

and how they were following through. So while the 'critical friend' process facilitates the

process of personal n'ìastery and mental models (Senge, 1990) the research process

pennitted a reflection on them which added to the development of the role.
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Shared vision (Senge, 1990) was created as participants shared their mental

models. in the f-ocus groups. The conversations inclLrded an oppoftunity to talk aboLrt

possibilities as to how the role of 'critical friend'could look in the fr-rture. As individuals

shared with one another, they bLrilt on each other's ideas. It provided the opporlLrnity for a

variety of possibilities such as teachers as 'critical friends' and a re-structLrring that would

allow school division personnelto be'critical friends'to a group of schools. While it is

dependent upon the school division as to how they will use this research to inform their

decision rnaking about the role of 'critical friend', the research process did provide an

opportr-rnity for teachers, school administrators and school division personnel to inform

the decision making process.

Team learning (Senge, 1990) is facilitated by the role of 'critical friend'. This

happens over time as teams come to understand the process and are in a 'space of trust'

(Green, 2005). This is influenced by the 'pattern of organization' and the 'structure'

(Capra, 1996) that facilitates and is facilitated by the'life process' (Capra) of the'critical

f iend'. In terms of the research process, due to the short period oftime, a half-hour focus

group, the degree of team learning that occurred was minimal.

The 'learning organization' (Senge, 1990) concept was a Llseful way to

operationalize systems thinking in examining the role of 'critical friend'. It provided a

way to consider the 'critical friend' process in relation to systems thinking and

organizational learning. Because the research process itself paralleled the 'critical friend'

process it was possible to Llse the disciplines of the 'learning organization' to

operationalize both the 'critical friend' process and the research process. Asking

participants to share their mental models with one another informed the focLrs group

questions. Seeking assumptions and values, identifying what was helpful and Lrnhelpful
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and seeking to create a vision, resLrlted in qLrestions that were fbcLrsed yet open enoLrgh to

allow people to explore the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend'.

Social ConstrLlctivist Aspects - Green's (2005) "spaces of Influence

The work of Green (2005) provided a lens through which to examine the data in

relation to social constructivism. Social constructivism was included in the conceptual

framework to examine the social construction of knowledge that occurs during the

'critical friend' process. 'Spaces of influence' (Green, 2005), an elaboration of

Vygotsky's zone of proximal development describes the role of influential other' as one

of engaging with the learner while unaware of what the outcome will be. The 'influential

other' parallels the role of 'critical friend' and it therefore seemed appropriate to explore

the'spaces of influence'in relation tothe'life process'(Capra, 1996) of the role of

'critical friend'.

The next section discusses some of the findings in relation to the five 'spaces of

influence' (Green, 2005). The five spaces are described as follows. 'spaces of action'are

opportr"rnities in which learners identify how tlrey willaddress a challenge and are enabled

to do so (Green,2005, p.301).'Spaces of explicit discourse'are the opportunities in

which learners engage in reflection and inquiry that enable them to clearly identify the

"critical elements of a given problern or learning context" (Green, 2005, p.302). 'spaces

of learning' are opportunities when learners engage in "content knowledge relevant to

their learning" (Green, 2005, p.302). 'Spaces of practice development' are opportunities

where learners engage in process (Green,2005,p- 302).'spaces of trust'are times in

which learners feel they can take risks withoLrt being criticized if the results are not

lavorable (Creen, 2005, p. 304). As the findings are discussed in relation to the 'spaces'
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(Green, 2005) questions and consiclerations 1-or lurther learning about the role of 'clitical

fi'iend'and the social construction of knowledge by'critical friends'within school

improvement are identifìed.

Spoce oJ' Expl ic it D i.scour.se

It is evident that the role of 'critical fi'iend' provides an opportunity f'or tearns to

engage in a'space of explicit discourse'(Green,2005, p. 302). This was identifìed

throLrglr the Pre-Focus Group QLrestionnaire, Question Two and in the focLrs group

fìndings. Within the focus grolrp data, there are four themes that could be considered

variables within the 'space of explicit discourse'. As shown in FigLrre 3, they are

'relationships','trLrst','voice' and'inquiry'.

FigLrre 3: Variables within Spaces of Explicit Discourse

Spaces of Explicit Discourse

For the 'critical friend' to engage with school tearrs, the 'critical fì'iend' and

schoolteam members need to develop a'relationship'. As was described earlier in the

chapter, having a consistent 'critical friend' over time enables the development of

'relationships'. The'relationship' between the critical friend'and the schoolteam needs

Relationships
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Trusl
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to be prernísed on 'trlrst', the second variable.'Relationships'and'trust'are required for

the role of 'critical f iend' to facilitate a 'space of explicit discourse'.

ln addition to'relationships'and'trlrst', consideration shoLrld be given to thetliird

variable of 'voice'. Whose'voice' is at the table? Which'voices'are absent? Horv does

this inflLlence the 'space of explicit discourse'? The fourth variable within the 'space of

explicit discourse' is'inquiry'. The'space of explicit discourse' is prernised on 'inquiry'.

It seems to be the 'what' of the 'critical fiiend' process. When considering these four

variables, the question is, what is the interplay between 'relationships', 'trlrst' and 'voice'

that enable 'inquiry' to occur?

Space of Action

Leadership development for teachers v/as one outcome of the 'critical fi'iend'

process identified in this stLrdy. As illustrated in Figure 4, leadership development occurs

as teachers experience clarity aboLrt their work. Clarity is gained through teachers'

engagement in 'critical friend' conversations, which facilitate a 'space of explicit

discourse'. In addition to achieving clarity through their engagement in a 'space of

explicit discourse', teachers may also achieve greater clarity as a result of their actions as

leaders within their school. 'Spaces of action' (Green, 2005) are those opportr-rnities

where the school team determines priorities and actions and are then enabled to facilitate

those actions. Further exploration is required to identify how engagement in 'spaces of

explicit discourse' and 'spaces of action' fäcilitate leadership development for teachers.



Figure 4: Leadership Developrnent within Spaces of Influence

'Snaces of e.rnlicit discourse' r-----5 Claritv
'Spaces of action'

The'space of practice development'(Green,2005, p.302) in relation to this

research relèrs to the schooldivision personnel learning the role of 'critical fiiend'. As

identified in Figure 5, there are mLrltiple considerations when engaging in the practice

development of a'critical friend'. This research affirmed that a'space of trust' is reqLrired

for the role of 'critical friend'to be successful. Therefore, those who are entering into the

role of 'critical friend' need to be aware of the need to develop a relationship of trust with

those to whom they are the 'critical f iend'. The research also identifìed the need for the

'critical friend'to facilitate a reflective process. Therefore, someone engaging in the role

of 'critical friend' woLrld need to develop skills that would enable them to do this. ìn

addition to these skills, the research identified inputs that someone engaging in the role of

'critical friend' woLrld need to have. These were knowledge of school improvement

processes and a broad base ofeducation.

Theref-ore, when considering the 'space of practice development' for a 'critical

friend', consideration would need to be given to the ability to develop trust and

facilitative skills that enable school teams to engage in reflection. The process of

facilitating a reflective dialogLre needsto be informed by the'critical f iends'knowledge

of school improvement and their experience within education. When assisting others

within their'space of practice development' in becoming a'critical friend', consideration

shoLrld be given to these inputs and outputs.

Space of Practice Det,elopntent

Leadership
Developnrent
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FigLrre 5: Space of Practice Development f-or the Role of 'Critical Friend'

'Critical Friend'

^
Knowledge of school 'Space of practice - 'Space oltrurst
ilnprovement .-.- development' rr:

Broad base of experience
within education

'Spaces of learning' are those times where learners engage in learning content

knowledge (Green, 2005, p. 302). There was little data that identified school teams

engaging in 'spaces of learning' with their 'critical friends'. One of the Pre-Focus Group

questions asked participants to express to what extent they felt that the 'critical l'riend'

process should focus on discLrssing content as related to their school plan. Exarnples were

given sLrch as assessment strategies, teaching strategies and philosophies of practice- As

indicated in Chapter Four, the responses to this question were diverse. The range of

responses coLrld be accounted for by the fact that the 'critical friend' process had not had

as its focus, content in relation to teaching practice. As will be suggested in Chapter Six,

if the role of 'critical friend' includes the'space of learning'the'critical friend'rnust

either have that content knowledge or know others who do and who would be willing to

engage with the school teams. Figure 6 illustrates the need for the 'critical friend' to have

content knowledge or access to experts who do.

Space oJ Learnitry
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Skills to facilitate
reflective dialogLre

Figure 6: Role of 'Critical Friend'

School Teams
'Space of learning'

and Content Knowledge

'Critical Friend'
Content knowledge
Access to 'experts'



The 'space of trust' (Green, 2005, p.304) is essential to the effective enactment ol

the role of 'critical fi'iend'. The importance of trust within the 'critical friend' relationship

is identified repeatedly throughoutthe data. As illustrated in Figure 7, the ability forthe

'critical friend' to establish trust with school teams is the foundation upon which the role

of 'critical friend'rests. This is informed by the degree of consistency in'critical fliend',

attention to the power relationships within the 'critical friend' process and the divisional

responsibilities when the role of 'critical friend' is internally facilitated. Working within a

'space of trust'allows the'critical friend'to practicethe role of 'critical friend'. Working

within a 'space of trust' allows members of a school team to engage in inquiry and

reflection aboLrt their work. Without trust, the role of 'critical friend' cannot operate based

on the description that was generated by the research and validated within the literature.

Space ofTrust

Figure 7: TrLrst as a Foundation for the Role of 'Critical Friend'

t87

'Critical Friend' engaging in

Incorporating 'spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) into the conceptual framework

provided the opportunity to examine the data in relation to the social construction of

knowledge. As is evident from the research, the role of 'critical friend' is a socially

constructed process. 'Spaces of influence' (Green, 2005) provided a theoretical lens

Suntmaty of 'Green's (2005) 'Spaces of Influence'

TRUST

School teams engaging in
reflective inouir
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throLrgh which to better Lrnderstand that social process. While firrther exploration coLrld be

done using the'spaces of influence', the interpretation of the data provides a foundation

fì'orn which to furtlierexplore the social construction of knowledge facilitated throLrgh the

role of 'critical friend' in school improvement.

Chapter Summary

The chapterbegan with a reflection on powerwithin the role of 'critical fi'iend'. It

demonstrated that while power can enable the role of 'critical f iend'to firnction within a

system, power can also create barriers to a 'critical friend' process that is f-ocused on

facilitating transformational learning for edLrcators. The cliapter then discussed the themes

that inform the irnporlant elements and the contextual factors that define a social

paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' in school improvement by identifying the themes

that were found in the four diverse models of 'critical friend' (Dunne et al., 2000; MSIP,

2005b; StiegelbaLrer et al., 2005; Swaffield,2002) as described in Chapter Two and the

themes identified in this research. This identified points for consideration when

developing a 'critical friend' model. In addition to this, the chapter provided rny

reflection, post data collection that revealed my increased awareness of the necessity to

pay attention to powerand the role of 'criticalfriend'. The consideration of socialspaces

(Green, 2005) provided the opportunity to explore the findings in relation to the social

construction of knowledge and in doing so, identified considerations for the developrnent

of the role and models of 'critical friend'.

The next chapter draws conclusions about this research, acknowledges the

limitations and identifies possible areas for firture exploration. While this stLrdy

accomplished its stated plrrpose, to describe a social paradigm of the role of 'critical
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friend', there is nrore to learn aboL¡t how the role functions and how it is defined by

irrvestigating the 'pattern of organization', 'structure' and 'life process' (Capra. 1996).

Consideration ofthe role of 'critical friend'within the context ofthe system in which it

exists requires the consideration of the complexities involved in facilitating the role of

'critical friend' within the nested networks of sLrch a dynamic living system.



CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides a summary of this stLrdy that pursued the research question,

what is the social paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend' in school improvernent?

Following the summary are conclusions, limitations, recornmendations and fìnal thoLrghts.

The chapter begins with a slrmmary of the research.

SLrmmary

Rooted in school improvement (FLrllan, 2001,2003,2005b; Fullan & Hargreaves,

I 991 ; FLrllan & Stiegelbauer, 7992), situated within a partnership between a large urban

school division in Manitoba, Canada and an intermediary school improvement

organization, this participatory action research examined the data from twelve educators

as they shared their mental models (Senge, 1990) of the role of 'critical friend'.

Examining four diverse models of 'critical friend' (Dunne et al., 2000; MSIP, 2005b;

Stiegelbauer et al., 2005; Swaffield,2002) found in the school improvement literature

allowed for the identification of themes in this study evident in the existing literature of

'critical friend' and themes introduced in this research. What was found was that

important elements and contextual factors of the role of 'critical friend' as identified in

the data were both found in the literature and introduced through this research.

The three essential elements of a living systenl, 'pattern of organization',

'strulcture' and 'lif-e process' (Capra, 1996) provided a way to organize the systern in

which the research took place and identify some of the nested networks associated with

tlre role of 'critical friend'. The premise of conceptualizing knowledge as contextual and
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not analytical as foLrnd in the work of Capra (1996) required that the examination of the

role of 'critical f iend' occur within the context of the larger whole. Therefore, analyzing

the participants' response to the questions needed to occur with consideration of the

nested networks engaged in and effected by the 'critical friend' process. What were the

important elements and contextual factors common to teachers, administrators and school

division personnel? What were the emergent properties (Capra, 1996)?

The disciplines of mental models and bLrilding a shared vision (Senge, 1990), two

components of a learning organization, contributed to the operationalization of the

concepts. This infonned the questions that participants were asked during the focus

groups. 'What is it that a 'critical friend' does? What are the most important characteristics

and skills that a 'critical friend' must have? What does a helpful/unhelpful 'critical friend'

conversation look like? What were the strengths and limitations of the Critical Friends

Team (CFT)? What are the considerations when thinking about a model of 'critical

lriend' into the future? The responses to these questions informed the social paradigm of

the role of 'critical friend' in school improvement within this research context.

Exarnining the data in consideration of the social constrLrctivist framework, in

particular 'spaces of influence' (Green, 2005), provided an opportunity to examine the

social construction of knowledge that occurs during the 'critical friend' process. The

examination of the findings using social constructivism (Green, 2005) and systenrs

thinking (Capra, 1996; Senge, 1990) raised many questions. Questions such asthose

following could contribute to an ongoing pursuit of the social paradigrn of the role of

'critical friend'.

o What is a'space of explicit discor¡rse'and how does operating in that space

develop leadership capacity for teachers?
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" What are the dynarnics between 'relationships', 'trlrst', 'voice' and 'inquiry'

and how do th.y enable a 'space of explicit discourse'?

o What are the conditions that enable teachers to engage in 'spaces of action'

and how does engaging in 'spaces of action' contribute to leadership

developrnent?

o What considerations need to be given to 'pattern of organization', 'structure'

and 'lifè process' so that the role of 'critical friend' can operate eff-ectively?

c What tensions exist within the context in which a 'critical friend' operates?

. How does one learn to be a'critical friend'? What does the 'space of practice

development' for someone learning to be a 'critical friend' Iook like?

. How would the role of 'critical friend' change if teachers were 'critical

fì'iends' to one another? WoLrld a teacher be better able to develop trust with

teachers as their 'critical friend'?

All of these questions illuminate the need for furlher inquiry if the role of 'critical

friend' is to be better understood. As the participants in this study stated, having to

articulate (Teacher) their work to someone else, identifying "the que.stion" as Íhe ntost

irnportant thing (Teacher), having a focus on leadership and learning (Adrninistrator) and

recognizing fhe inquiry component (Division Personnel) describe why schools have

l:enefited in so many wcty.s (Administrator). The concern expressed thror-rgh the data that

the role of 'critical friend' needs to be clearly understood by allthose engaging with the

role reinforces the need for a context that facilitates that understanding. This is irnporlant

for those who want to engage with this role within their own contexts.



The effiective enactment of the role of 'critical friend' requires an understanding of

the operationalization of power in relation to the role. The effective enactment of the role

of 'critical f iend'requires a common understanding of the role by allthose participating

with the role. The effective enactment of the role of 'critical friend' requires an

Lrnderstanding of knowledge as conceptual. The effèctive enactment of the role of 'critical

fì'iend' is 'critical'. The conclusions are discussed below beginning with the

operationalization olpower in lelation to the role of 'critical fì'iend'.

Pov,er in Relation lo lhe Role of 'Critical Friend'

Conclusions

The role of 'critical friend' is one of power and influence. As this stLrdy

demonstrated, the role of 'critical friend' within the context of school improvement is

situated within nested networks that cornprise a school system. 'fhe 'critical friend's'

position whether external or internal to a school division has power associated with the

role. The 'critical friend's' power may reside in their expertise, their influence or their

position. Where the 'critical friend' is situated within the system should influence the

questions a 'critical friend' asks. It may also influence the responses that a school team

provides.

Although the role of 'criticalfriend' is described as one of facilitating reflection

so that teachers can celebrate and critique their own work, the 'critical friend' influences

the reflection by the questions she asks and the research she shares. The 'critical friend's'

influence has irnplications for what school teams talk about, what they spend time doing

and how school leaders function within theirschools. The role of 'critical friend' is
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theref,ore very influential and very powerful. Who the'critical f iend' is and what the

'critical fi'iend' talks about will determine whether the role of 'critical friend' facilitates

transformational learning for school improvement or another system agenda.

Power is also a consideration in reference to the composition and the

operationalizafion of school teams. Which teachers comprise the school team and how

they fr,rnction within their school is a reflection of how power is operationalized through

school teams. As the data identified, attention to which voices are represented in the

school team and how the school team invites voice from tlieir colleagLres provides the

'critical fi'iend' with some insight into how power is used within schools. The process of

the role of 'critical friend' is to reflect, problem solve and plan. The 'critical f,riend'

should therefore pay attention to whom is privy to the process.

The Role of 'Critical Friend' ntust be Clearly and Conunonly Understood

In pursuing the research question within the conceptual frame of systems thinking

(Capra, 1996; Senge, 1990) it became evident that if the role is not clearly defined within

all networks in the systern, the role nray not firnction well. If all those engaged with the

role do not have a common Lrnderstanding of it the process of inquiry that is facilitated

thror,rgh the process could be stifled. lt is therefore important that those directly involved

in or sLrpporting the process of 'critical friend' talk about their understanding of the role

of 'critical friend'and what the purpose of it is. The ability for individuals such as school

division personnel to enact the role of 'critical friend' and the ability of school personnel

to interact with someone in that role requires this.

V/hen definingthe role of 'critical fiiend' it is importantto define'critical'.ln

r,rsing the work of Earl et al., (2005) 'critical' can be defined as asking questions to probe
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thinking and uncover r-rnderlying assumptions aboLrt practice. 'Critical' defined in this

way, requires a context in which relationships of trust are the lreans throLrgh which the

'critical' nature of 'critical fi'iend'can operate.'lf 'critical' is defìned as'essential'(Earl

et a|.,2005) that begs the question, 'essential' for what? Essential to rnaintain the 'pattern

of organization', 'stmcture' and 'life process' as it presently exists or to explore what the

system coLrld become? Earl et al., (2005) sLrggests that both definitions of 'critical',

'probing' and 'critical', 'essential', can coexist. This research sLrggests that 'critical',

'essential' must also be defined.

The Role oJ 'Critical Friend' Operates BesI v¡ilhin a Sy.stem thal does not Assume

Knov,ledge

If the role of 'critical friend' is to facilitate transformational learning among

educators, it requires that knowledge be understood as conceptual and not analytical. As

the 'critical friend' asks purposeful questions to assist school teams in the process of

reflecting on their work, school teams are able to clarify issues and engage in problem

solving. As administrators and teachers engage in this process, they can achieve clarity

aboLrt their work, providing thern with the opportunities to celebrate that which is working

and to investigate that which is not working well. This requires the'criticalfriend'to

assist school teams as they navigate the tensions within the system. Through this process

of exploration, the 'critical friend' does not assume that they will have the answers the

school needs, but is prepared to assist the school as the school determines what will work

best for them and their students. The 'critical f iend' is prepared to be a partner in

learning with school teams.



The data showed that the role of 'critical fì'iend' within this context was 'critical'

as in 'essential'. The teachers and administrators talked aboLrt how they valued the

'critical friend' conversations. The conversations helped them follow throLrgh on their

school plans. The process assisted them as they reflected on the work they were doing. As

a result of the'pressure and support'the schoolteaÍns received fiom their'critical friend',

tliey were better able to follow thror,rgh with their school planning process.

The clata showed that the role of 'critical friend' was 'critical', as in 'probing'.

Teachers talked abor,rt gaining increased clarity about their work, as a result of their

conversations with their'critical friend'. The potential for this increased clarity must be

considered however with the fact that the role of 'critical friend' is bound by the system

in which it operates. Therefore, to what degree can the 'critical friend' ask probing

questions? Is it possible for the role of 'critical friend' to ask the type of questions that are

required for people to engage in transformational learning? To address these questions,

consideration needs to be given to the context and the system attributes within which the

role of 'critical friend'operates. Who is the'critical f iend'? What is the topic that

requires probing? What are the political considerations and the structural restraints

relevant to the topic? What are the irnplications for teachers and administrators if they

engage in 'critical' debate about certain topics? Consideration needs,o U. giu"n,o,l-r"

'spaces' in which the role of 'critical friend'operates. As was previously suggested, this

is an area for firther study.
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One of,the limitations of the research, as addressed in Chapter Two, was in

relation to systems thinking. To trLrly understand the role of 'critical f iend'within a

school system, further exploration would need to be condLrcted to Lrnderstand how the role

inflLlenced parts of the system that were not accessed in this research. Examples of this

would include firrther exploration of the degree to which the role of 'critical I'riend'

contributed to the roles and responsibilities of school division personnel and the role of

assistant superintendents in defining and supporling the role of 'critical friend'. The

questions that were asked and the participants that were included in the stLrdy limited the

scope of the research that involved teachers, administrators and schooldivision personnel.

While this needed to occur to make the research manageable it limited the examination to

only certain networks within the school division therefore limiting the analysis using

systems thinking.

In reference to using PAR as the methodology, this research was limited dLre to

the access the researcher had to involve school and school division personnel in the

planning and analysis stages of the research process. Engaging teachers, administrators

and school division personnel rnore fully in the research process, woLlld have provided

them the opportunity to further develop their understanding of the research process and of

the data. They would have had an oppoftunity to shape how the data was analyzed and

talked about. Having said that, it may have been diffìcLrlt to engage teachers,

adrninistrators and school division personnel more firlly in the research process even if

access had been granted because it is a very time consurning process and time is a limited

resource within the living system of edLrcation.

Limitations
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Time, a limited resource, was a limitation in terms of focus grollp participation.

The opportLrrrity was provided for sixteen teachers, eight adrninistrators and eight school

division personnel for a total of thirty-two participants, to participate in the focus groups.

In total there were twelve participants among the four focus groups, three parlicipants per

group. The researcher received feedback that some individuals would have participated

bLrt the focus group schedule did not allow them to due to work and personal

commitments.

The fìnal limitation discussed in this section is that of the research being informed

thror-rgh lirnited perception. The perception was limited on two levels. One, there were

only twelve individLrals who participated in the focus groups. Were they an adequate

representation of allthe people who had been engaged in the'critical fì'iend'process?

What about other people who had been involved in the 'critical friend' process? 'Would

their mental models (Senge, 1990) have changed the results? Two, it is difficult for

people to think beyond that which they know. A limitation of the research was that the

focus group participants talked about the role of 'critical friend' fiom their experience

with it. To truly explore how the role of 'critical f iend'coLrld operate differently;

individr-rals woLrld need to think beyond their experiences. While this was explored by

asking participants to considerthe role of 'critical f iend' in the future, it is difficLrltto

consider possibilities beyond that which we have already experienced.

Recommendations

Five recommendations are discussed in relation to these research findings. Four

recommendations are with reference to the operationalization of a 'critical friends' model.

They inclLrde the imporlance of a common understanding of the role of 'critical lriend',
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the skill set and mind set of a 'critical friend'. the necessity for a 'space of trust' and

using the 'critical fi'iend' research when developing a 'critical fiiend' model. The frfth

recommendation refers to the continued elaboration of the conceptualizaLton of the role of

'critical friend'.

Prior to the enactrnent of the role of 'critical f iend' within a system, those

engaged with the role of 'critical friend' mlrst corne to a common definition of the role's

intent and purpose. As recommended to the school division, in which this research

occurred, this requires all school and school division personnel either supporting or

enacting the role of 'critical friend' to have a cornrnon understanding as to the pLrrpose

and process of it. This can be established through dialogue within all networks in the

school division and ongoing and consistent training and development for those who

acquire the role of 'critical friend'. V/ithout this common understanding, the role of

'critical fì'iend' facilitating inquiry and reflection, which enables educators to engage in

adult learning, may be compromised.

Operationalizatíon - Skill Set and Mind Set of a'Critical Friend'

Operational izctIion - C.ontnton (Inclers\anding

The findings identified some of the characteristics, knowledge and skills required

for the effective enactment of the role of 'critical f iend'. In facilitating a 'critical fì'iend'

rnodel within a school system, the following shoLrld be considered when identifying who

will be the'critical friends'. The role of 'critical friend' requires sorneone who has the

maturity to operate within multiple levels within a school system. This requires the

'critical friend' to engage with sLrperintendents to talk about the 'big picture', the purpose
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of the'critical friend'process and to assist in exploring and developin-e other processes

that sr,rpport the development of a culture of inquiry within a school system. It requires

that the 'critical f iend' be prepared to engage with schools over a period of tirne so that

relationships of trust can be established. It requires that the 'critical friend' understand

school improvement processes and has a working knowledge of edLrcational practices

inclLrding provincial and divisional priorities. This is required so 'critical fi'iends' can

assist schools, either directly or indirectly in facilitating processes that influence student

learning and engagement. Individuals engaging with schools as a 'critical friend'

understand that the process facilitates transformational learning in which educators

examine their own work for the purpose of celebration and critiqLre. Individuals engaging

in the role of 'critical friend'understand that'voice' is centralto the process. While the

process ofthe role of 'critical friend'facilitates adult learning, the purpose is to influence

stLrdent learning and engagement. The characteristics, knowledge and skills as described

above would provide the basis for selection criteria when identifying individuals who

become'critical fi'iends'.

Operalionalization - 'Space of Trust'

The operationalization of the role of 'critical fi'iend' requires that it be facilitated

within a 'space of trust' that is developed over time. As suggested to the school division,

nurturing a'space of trust'between'critical friends'and schools enables'critical friends'

and school teams to engage in 'spaces of action', 'spaces of learning', 'spaces of practice

development'and'spaces of explicit discourse'(Green,2005). A mLrtual relationship of

trust in which the'critical friend' is transparent about the purpose and process of her

engagement with schools enables the 'critical friend' in effectively practicing the role. A



mutual relationship of trust also enables teachers and administrators to engage in a

'space' where they can examine their practice and engage in celebration and critique.

Therefore, when creating a'critical friend' model, attention to the ability of a'critical

friend' to establish trust with school teams is paramount.

Operationalizalion - Dis.semination of the Research Finding.s

To assist others in their conceptLralizalion of the role of 'critical friend' in school

irnprovement requires that the research findings be disserninated. Sharing this research

would provide educators who might want to engage in a 'critical friend' process with the

foundation from which to create a 'critical friend' model. The information that would

assist school systems in developing a 'critical friend' model would include the mind set

and skill set of a'critical friend'as previously discussed. It would also include

consideration of a context that would allow for consistency in who enacts the role of

'critical friend', the 'critical friends' position within the system, and processes beyond

that of the role of 'critical friend' that would support the development of a culture of

inquiry. Disseminating the findings to illustrate the practicality of the important elements

and the contextual factors would provide educators with a basis from which to create a

'critical f iend' model conducive to their own context.

Conceplualization - Future Re^search
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An understanding of the socially constructed role of 'criticalfriend' is incomplete.

The qLrestions posed at the beginning of this chapter in relation to the 'spaces of

influence' (Green, 2005) are evidence of this. A recommendation for future research

would be to explore the literatLrre with consideration of 'spaces of inflLrence' (Green,
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2005) and the literature on communities of practice. Using the work of Green (2005)

more prominently in the conceptLral fì'arnework would provide for a more in-depth

exploration about how the role of 'critical friend'engages in social spaces.

In thinking about what methods could be used to furlher pursue the social

paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend', a deeper understanding of the role of 'critical

friend'could be gained by condr-rcting interviews with individLrals engaged in the'critical

friend' process in different models. A study that would follow participants over a two to

three year period could provide an in-depth analysis of the experiential models shared by

those engaged with the role of 'critical friend. This would inform an evolving social

paradigrn of the role of 'critical friend' in school improvement and contribute to the

existing school improvement literature.

An extension ofthis study would inclLrde the examination of a'critical friend'

model sitLrated within and facilitated by a school division. In such a model there could be

two levels of 'critical friends'. The fìrst level would consist of superintendents as 'critical

friends' to the school administrators. In meeting together two to three times a school year,

superintendents woLrld talk with school administrators about the work within which their

school is engaged. ThroLrgh that process, superintendents would assist administrators in

reflecting upon and celebrating the strengths within their school in addition to identifying

problems and ways to address the problenrs. The second level would engage school

division consultants such as student services and curriculum experts in the role of 'critical

friend' to school teams. This could be structured so tliat teams of consultants with varying

expertise work with a group of schools. They would work with schools within their areas

of expertise (stLrdent services, curriculum) and as 'critical friends'. This woLrld allow

school division personnel to familiarize themselves with a small grolrp of schools, which
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would enable them to better assist. the schools in their work. It would also assist school

division personnel in creating a professional development model based on the schools'

needs. TIre operationalization of sLrch a model and the examination of it would further

contribLrteto an emerging social paradigm of the role of 'critical friend' in school

improvement.

The implication that the role of 'critical friend' within school improvement is one

of facilitating transformational learning suggests that the role can be conceptLralized as a

resource to support adult learning and organizational development. While the 'critical

f iend' may introduce research to assist schools in working through their challenges, he or

she may also arnplifu system attributes through positive feedback to encourage and

facilitate the expansion or elaboration of current practice. This places the 'critical friend'

in a position of power and influence as she chooses the questions that facilitate reflection

which can result in adLrlt learning in addition to the research which in turn may influence

the practices of schools. The essential and probing nature of the role of 'criticalfriend'

requires that those enacting the role and those engaging with the role, teachers and

administrators, be cognizanf and discriminating about the influence of the 'critical friend'.

Conceptualizing the role of 'critical friend' within a living system (Capra,1996)

provides the latitude to think about the complexities, irnplications, barriers and potential

of the role. It requires that consideration be given not only to the characteristics, skills and

knowledge that a'critical f,riend'possesses, but the context in which the role of 'critical

friend' is enacted. This research contributes to the ongoing conceptLralizalion of the role

of 'critical friend' in school improvement with consideration of the salient elements and

FinalThoLrghts



contextual factors that enable the role to be effectively enacted. This study therefore

becomes part of the Iiving system that defines the role of 'criticalfriend', in which the

role of 'critical friend' lives.
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School Division Letter of Consent

December 5, 2006

To Whom lt May Concern:

tn my capacity as superintendent of schools & CEo of tn"iíl/lJ!/::iiifr,lschool Division, I

hereby give my written consent for Shannon Leppky to conduct a study on the role of
"critical fríend".

It is my understanding that the study will involve the participation of school and divisional

personnel who will provide written consent to participate in the study via the process of
focus groups.

It is also my understanding that Shannon will use this research for her Master's thesis, and

that she wili be writing a report f., tneYt¡i.í¡llí:1:|Ll school Division based on her findings.

Yours lruly,
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î:í,:jtliltnlil"if¡Í:.:i'::,äÅsuperintendent of schools A cro ortne ilil¡.ií#. illschool Divisìon
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Dale

To high school teachers who have been involved in the Critical Friend Team school

meetings;

The schooldivision is presently in the process of examining the role of 'critical friend'.
As you are aware, in the past few years this role has been facilitated by a MSIP consultant
together with two division personnel. They have made up the "Critical Friend Team"
(CFT). The 'critical friends' tearn, have visited schools two times a year to meet with
school planning teams. This has been part of the service provided to the high schools to
support the school planning and school improvement process. In an effort to inform the
role of 'criticalfriend'within the school division, the schooldivision has granted rne
perrnission to conduct research in this area. This research will also be used for my
Master's thesis.

Data will be gathered by condr"rcting four focus groups. There will be two focus groups of
teachers, one focus group of high school administrators and one focus grolrp of division
personnel who have been 'critical friends' to schools. The pLrrpose of having two teacher
focus groups is due to the fact that more teachers than administrators or division
personnel have been involved in the process. The purpose ofconducting Focus Groups
based on people's position in the system, is to provide an opportunity for emerging
properties to present themselves as systems thinking has been used to frame this study.
Each Focus GroLrp would have a maximum of eight parlicipants. This woLrld allow for
two teachers from each high school, one administrator from each high school and all
participating school division personnel to participate in the research. Parlicipating
teachers will have the opportunity to provide additional information after the Focus
Group session via a phone interview with the principal researcher if they so choose, until
January 30,2007.

All teachers who agree to participate in a focus group will remain anonymous.
Participating teachers will not be identified in the transcripts nor will their identities be

used in any written materials. Participating teachers will be asked to sign a letter of
consent stating that s/he understands the purpose ofthe research and to also sign a letter
of confidentiality. Participants will be able to withdraw from the research at any time
without penalty or negative consequence.

The desired time to conduct the focLls grollps is the week of January l5tt',2007,which
follows the week of the Provincial English exam and is prior to Semester One exams in
the high schools. The teacher focus groups will be conducted the week of January 15,

2007 from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. The dates for these focus groups will be either Monday,
January l5tl'or Wednesday, January l7'h. You will be infonned of the date for your Focus
Group, the week of January 8tl'. The focus group conversation will be airdiotaped. My

Focus GroLrp Letter of Invitation for Teachers
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reSearchaSSiStantmwillfacilitatetheFocLrsGroups.I,astlreprincipal
investigatorwill observe the Focr,rs GroLrp and tal<e Field Notes during the conversation.
A hired datatranscriberwilltranscribe the audiotapes. The transcriptions will be coded
to assure the anonymity of the participants. Upon completion of the research, the consent
f'orms, the letters of confidentiality, the tapes, the questiolrnaires, the field notes and the
transcripts will be destroyed. Dr-rring the duration of the research all materials associated
with the participants (consent forms, letters of confidentiality, questionnaires, field notes,
transcripts and tapes) will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the office of the principle
investigator.

lf yor-r are interested in participating in the teacher focus group, please sign the letter of
consent, returning it to me in the stamped, self addressed envelop postmarked by Friday,
December 22,2006. Please retain a copy of the letter of consent for your records.

If yor-r have any questions aboLrt the stLrdy or the focLrs group process, please call me at

Sincerely,

or email at

Shannon Leppky

r. I appreciate your consideration of this matter!



Focus Group Letter of Invitation for High School Adrninistrators

To high school administrators who have been involved in the Critical Friend Team school
meetings;

The school division is presently in the process of examining tlre role of 'critical friend'.
As you are aware, in the past few years this role has been facilitated by a MSIP consultant
together with two division personnel. They have made up the "Critical Friend Team"
(CFT). The 'critical friends' team has visited schools two times a year to meet with
schoolplanning teams. This has been paft of the service provided to the high schools to
support the school planning and school improvemerlt process. In an effort to inform the
role of 'critical friend'role within the schooldivision, the schooldivision has granted me
perrnission to conduct research in this area. This research will also be used for my
Master's thesis.

Data will be gathered by conducting foLrr focLrs groups. There will be two focus groups of
teachers, one focus group of high school administrators and one f,ocus groLlp of division
personnel who have been 'critical friends' to schools. The purpose of having two teacher
focus groups is due to the fact that more teachers than administrators or division
personnelhave been involved in the process. The purpose of conducting FocLrs Groups
based on people's position in the system, is to provide an opportunity for emerging
properties to present themselves as systems thinking has been used to frame this stLrdy.
This would allow for two teachers from each high school, one administrator from each
high school and all participating school division personnel to participate in the research.
Participating adrninistrators will have the opportr-rnity to provide additional information
after the Focus Group session via a phone interview with the principal researcher if they
so choose, until January 30,2007.

All administrators who agree to participate in a focus group will rernain anonymous.
Participating adrninistrators will not be identified in the transcripts nor will their identities
be used in any written materials. Participating adrninistrators will be asked to sign a letter
ofconsent stating tliat s/he understands the purpose ofthe research and to also sign a
letter of confidentiality. Participants will be able to withdraw from the research at any
time without penalty or negative consequence.

The desired time to conduct the focus groups is the week of January l5tt',2007, which
follows the week of the Provincial English exam and is prior to Semester One exams in
the high schools. The administrator focus groL¡p will be conducted on Thursday, January
18th,2007 from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. You will be contacted the week of January ïth,2007
regarding the exact location. The focus group conversation will be aLrdiotaped. My
researchassistantmwillfacilitatetheFocusGroLtps'I,astheprincipal
investigator will observe the Focus Group and take Field Notes during the conversation.
A hired data transcriber will transcribe the aLrdiotapes. The transcriptions will be coded
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to assure the anonymity of the participants. Upon completion of the research, the consent
fonns, the letters of confidentiality, the tapes, tlre questionnaires, the field notes and the
transcripts will be destroyed. During the duration of the research all materials associated
with the participants (consent forms, letters of confidentiality, questionnaires, field notes,

transcripts and tapes) will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the office of the principle
investigator.

If you are interested in participating in the administrator focus group, please sign the
letterof consent, returning itto me in the stamped, self addressed envelop postrnarked by
Friday, December 22,2006. Please retain a copy of the letter of consent for your records.

If you have any questions aboutthe stLrdy orthe focus group process, please call me at

email at

Sincerely,

Shannon Leppky

',,. I appreciate your consideration of this matter!



Date

Focus Gror-rp Letter of Invitation for SchooI Division Personnel

To division personnel who have participated as 'critical f iends' on the CFT,

The school division is presently in the process of examiningthe role of 'critical friend'.
As you are aware, in the past few years this role has been facilitated via the Critical
Friends Tearn (CFT). As a CFT, we have visited schools two times ayear to meet with
school planning teams. This has been part of the service provided to the high schools to
support the school planning and school improvement process. ln an effort to inform the
'critical friend' role within the school division, the school division has granted me
permission to conduct research in this area. This research will also be used for my
Master's thesis.

Data will be gathered by conducting four focus groups. There will be two focus groups of
teachers, one focus group of high school administrators and one focus group of division
personnelwho have been 'critical friends'to schools. The pLrrpose of having two teacher
focus groups is due to the fact that more teachers than administrators or division
personnel have been involved in the process. The purpose ofconducting Focus Groups
based on people's position in the system, is to provide an opponunity for ernerging
properties to present themselves as systems thinking has been used to frame this stLrdy.

This would allow for two teachers from each high school, one administrator from each
high school and all participating school division personnel to participate in the research.
Participating division personnel will have the opportunity to provide additional
information after the Focus Group session via a phone interview with the principal
researcher ifthey so choose, until JanLlary 30,2007.

The division personnel who agree to participate in a focus group will remain anonymous.
Parlicipating division personnel will not be identified in the transcripts nor will their
identities be used in any written materials. Participating teachers will be asked to sign a
letter ofconsent stating that s/he understands the purpose ofthe research and to also sign
a letter of confidentiality. Participants will be able to withdraw from the research a|. any
time without penalty or negative consequence.

The desired time to conduct the focus groups is the week of January 1sth,2007,which
follows the week of the Provincial English exam and is prior to Semester One exams in
the high schools. The focLrs grolrp for division personnel will be conducted on Tuesday,
January 16,2007 during regular working hours. It will be I to I l/2 hours in length. The
exact time and location will be sent to participating division personnel the week of
January 8,2007. The focus group conversation will be ar-rdiotaped. My research assistant

mwillfacilitatetheFoctlscroups.I,astheprincipalinvestigatorwill
observe the Focus GroLrp and take Field Notes dLrring the conversation. A hired data
transcriber will transcribe the aLrdiotapes. The transcriptions will be coded to assure the
anonymity of the participants. Upon cornpletion of the research, the consent forrns, the
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letters of,confidentiality, the tapes, the questionnaires, the field notes and the transcripts
will be destroyed. DLrring the duration of the research all materials associated with the
parlicipants (consent forms, letters of confìdentiality, questionnaires, field notes,
transcripts and tapes) will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the office of the principle
investigator.

If you are interested in participating in the division personnelfocus group, please sign the
letter of consent, returning it to me in the stamped, self addressed envelop postmarked by
Friday, December 22, 2006.

If yoLr have any questions about the stLrdy orthe focLrs group process, please call me at
'email at

Sincerely,

Shannon Leppky

r. I appreciate your consideration of this matter!



APPENDIX D - CONSENT FORM AND LETTER OF CONFIDENTIALITY
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I-ligh School l-eachers, l-ligh School Administrators and Division Personnel

Research Project Title: Conceptualizing the Role of CriticalFriend within the Context of
School Improvernent.

Study's Researchers: Principal Investigator: Shannon Leppky, Graduate Student, Facr-rlty
of Education, University of Manitoba (UoM), with Dr. Marlene R. Atleo, EAF&P,
Facr-rlty of Education, University of Manitoba. 47 4-6039.

CONSENT FORM

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and
reference, is required as part of the process of informed consent. It should give
you the basic idea of what the research is aboL¡t and what your participation will
involve. If yoLr woLrld like more detail about something mentioned here, or
information not inch,rded here, you shoLrld feel free to ask. Please take the time to
read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

A description of the plrrpose of the study.
The overall purpose of this qualitative research stLrdy is to identify how people
who have been involved in the Critical Friend Team process in the school
division, perceive and describe the critical friend process. This will assist the
researcher in answering the questions, what are the imporlant elements that begin
to define the role of critical friend and what are tlre contextual factors required for
the role of critical f iend to be effective? This will require the involvement of high
school teachers and high school administrators who have been involved in the
Critical Friend Team process, as well as division personnel who have been critical
friends on the Critical Friends Team. This research is being done towards the
completion of the researcher's Masters of EdLrcation degree.

A description ofthe procedures.
Four groLrps of participants will be recruited for the study: two focus groLrps of
high schoolteachers, one focus group of high schooladministrators, and one focus
group of division personnel who have been critical friends. If you decide to take
part in the study you will be in a focus group of peers that will be facilitated by a
researchassistant,m'Theprincipalinvestigatorwillobserveandtake
field notes dr-rring the conversation. In the focus group will be asked to talk about
your views and experiences with the critical friend process as it has been
facilitated in the past four years within the school division. At the completion of,
each focus group, the principal investigator will extend an invitation for
individuals to contact her up until January 30, 2007 shoLrld they wish to provide
additional comments. This can be done via a phone conversation.
The f'ocLrs group should take I to 1 1/2 hours to complete. The focr-rs groups will
be facilitated the week of January 15't',2007. The teacher and administrator focus

I.
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groups will be facilitated after school hours, beginning at 4:30 p.rn. The focLrs
group with division personnel u,ill be lacilitated during working hours. The focL¡s
groups will be facilitated at a location that is agreed upon by the parlicipants. The
principal investigator will contact yoLr the week of January 8tr'with the exact date
and time olyour focus group. All focus groups will be tape recorded and later
transcribed by a hired data transcriber.

Voluntary nature of the stLrdy.

Your participation is voluntary. Even if yoLr decide to participate, yoll may
withdraw at any time and/or refrain from answering any qLrestions you prefer to
omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your decision about whether or not to
participate will NOT affect yoLrr status as a school division employee.

A description of the risks.
If you decide to parlicipate in this research there will be no undue risk to you.
YoLr will not experience any harm that is greater than the harm you might
experience in the normal conduct of your everyday life. Should you feel
uncomfortable at anytime, the focus grollp will be stopped and resumed when you
are fèeling comfortable to do so.

A description of the benefits.
There are also no known direct benefits for you if you decide to participate.
However, this stLrdy will result in knowledge that may be used to develop and
refìne the critical friend process within the school division which may benefit the
work with which you are involved.

A description of any recording devices to be used.
The focus groups will be tape-recorded. Two tape recorders will be used should
one malfunction. Upon completion of the transcription and coding, the tapes will
be destroyed.

Measures to protect confi dential ity.
All information gathered will be kept confidential. That means that your name,
address, or any information that coLrld identify you will not appear on the focus
group transcripts, interviewer notes, presentations about the study, or in future
pLrblications. Code numbers in replace of names will be used on all sources of
data. During the duration of the research all materials associated with the
participants (consent forms, letters of confidentiality, questionnaires, field notes,
transcripts and tapes) will be kept in a locked fìling cabinet in the office of the
principle investigator. Only Shannon Leppky and her Committee members, Dr.
Marlene Atleo, Dr. Carolyn Crippen and Dr. Roberta Woodgate will have access
to this information. Upon completion of the study, all data inclLrding consent
forms, tapes, questionnaires, transcripts, and field notes will then be destroyed.

III.

IV.
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VIII. The research findin_es.
Findings from this study rnay be presented at research conferences and published
in professionaljournals. In all instances. yoLrr identity would not be discr-rssed or
revealed to anyone. The findings will also be inclLrded in a report to the school
division. If yoir are interested in receiving a summary of the findings you may
sign below.

Your signature on this f'orm indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding parricipation in the research project and agree that you will
participate as a sub.ject. In no way does this waive yoLrr legal rights nor release tlre
researcher, and involved institLrtions from their legal and professional responsibilities.
You are free to withdraw fÌ'om the study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any
questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice, or consequence. Your continued
parlicipation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask
for clarification or new inlormation throLrghout your participation.

Each Focus Group will have a maximum of eight participants. This would allow for a
maximum of two teachers from each high school, one administrator from each high
school and all division personnel who have been involved in the Critical Friend Team
process. Please indicate below which Focr-¡s Group with which you would be involved.

High SchoolTeacher
Administrator
Division Personnel

If yoLr have any concerns, questions, or need additional information may contact Shannon
Leppky (Principal Investigator) at I

474-7122 or Margaret Bowman at:
two copies of this consent form. Please sign one and have it witnessed if you wish to
participate and keep the other for your records and reference.

Signature of Witness

The findings of this study will be available once the study has been
completed. Would you like a summary of the results mailed to you:
(PLEASE CTRCLE YOUR RES?O|VSE) yBS NO

If yes, please include your mailing address:

, or the Human Ethics Secretariat at (204)
r. You have received

Signature Date
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PLEDCE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: RESEARCI_I PARTICIPANTS, RESEARCH
ASSISTANT AND DATA TRANSCRIBER

LETTER OF CONFIDENTIALITY

This form is intended to further ensure confidentiality of data obtained during the
research study entitled "Conceptualizing the role of 'critical friend' lvithin the context
of school improvement." All focus group participants, the research assistant who is
facilitating tlie focLrs groups and the transcriber involved in this research study will be
asked to read the following statement and sign their names indicating they agree to honor
this pledge of confidentiality.

I hereby promise to keep confidential any information that I may become privy to during
this study. I agree to discuss material directly related to this stLrdy only with other
members of the focLrs group within which I parlicipated or the principal investigator
(Shannon Lepplcy).

NAME:
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SIGNATURE:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR'S SIGNATURE:

DATE:



APPENDIX E - PRE-FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE AND MODERATOR
GUIDES
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Pre Focus GroLrp QLrestionnaire - Voluntary and Anonymous
The Role of 'Critical Friend'

What "spaces" does the 'critical friend' operate in?

This qLrestionnaire is volLrntary and anonymous. If you would like to respond to tlre
following questions, please do so and place the questionnaire in the box nralked
"Questionnaires". The intent is for this exercise to be completed prior to the start of the
Focus Gror,rp.

Tlre purpose of asking the following questions is to find out what types of conversations
you believe are most benefìcial and important in the'critical friend'process. YoLr will
have an opportunity to expand on these questions in the FocLrs Group when you will be
invited to talk about the pltrpose of the 'critical friend' conversation.

l. To what extent do you believe the 'critical friend' process shoLlld suppofi school
teams in their school planning processes?

1

Little focus

2. To what extent do you believe the 'critical friend' process should encourage and
facilitate inquiry and reflection?

I

Little focus
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3. To what extent do you believe the 'critical friend' process shoLrld focus on discussing
content as related to your school plan? i.e. assessment strategies, teaching strategies,
phi losophies of practice?

3

Some focus

I

Little focLrs

4. To what extent do you believe trust is an important factor in the 'critical friend'
process?

12
Very Little

5. Additional Comments.

J
Some focus

3

Some focus

5

Big focLrs

34
Somewhat

5

Big focus

5

Big focus

5

A lot



Procedures
Introduction of the facilitator and observer (principal investigator).
Purpose of the interview, what will happen with the results - see belor.r,.
Ensure individLralsthatthey will not be identifìed, the conversation will be audio-taped and
that the principal researcher will take notes during the conversation.
IndividLrals have the opportr,rnity to respond to any or all qLrestions. The choice to refrain
from a question will not be seen as a negative behaviour.
An effort will be made to hear from each participant equally.
The transcripts, tapes, and Field Notes will be destroyed upon completion of the research.
Participants will have the opportLrnity to provide the principal researcher with filrther
comments after the Focus Group and until January 30'ì' via phone.
Participation is voluntary and they can withdraw a't any time. As well, they may ask for the
tape to be stopped so as not to record part ofthe conversation.
Ask if they are willing to participate.

Questions?

Moderator GLride - Teaclrer and Administrator Focus Groups

o

a

a

o

a

Introduction
Welcome and thank you for agreeing to participate in this important stLrdy! As you are
aware, the school division is in the process of reviewing the role of 'critical friend'. The
data collected through this focus group as well as three other focLrs groups will be used to
answer the questions, what are the irnportant elements that begin to define the role of
'critical fì'iend', and what are the contextual factors that need to be considered for the role
of 'critical friend' to be effective. This data will be used within Shannon's Master's
thesis. A surnmary of the fìndings will be made available to you, the senior administration
in the school division and to the high school teams.

I have six main qLrestions that I woLrld Iike to ask you today. I would like to hear fi'om
everyone and will do my best to ensure that everyone who wants to respond to a question
is able to do so. The focus group will be 1 fo 1 t/z hours in length. I will pay attention to
our time and will monitor our progress as the time proceeds. The conversation we have
today will be audiotaped so that the conversation can be transcribed. A hired data
transcriber will do the transcription.

Your participation in this focus group will be kept confìdential. You will not be identified
in any of the written materials. Any specifìc comments that are used in the report will be
referenced according to the focLts group within which it came. i.e. teacher, administrator,
division personnel.

We will begin with introductions after which I will begin recording our conversation.

Are there any qLrestions?
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Questions:

l. You are talking with a colleague from another school division. You mention that yor,rr

school is involved in 'critical friend' conversations two times a year. They ask you
about that. I-low woLrld yoLr describe the role of 'critical friend' and the'critical
friend' process to them?

- 'What is it that the 'critical friend' does?
- What is it that you talk about with 'critical friends'?

2. What would you describe as the purpose of 'critical friend' conversations?
- How woLrld you describe a "good" or "helpful" critical friend conversation?
- How woLrld yoLr describe a "bad" or "unhelpfirl" critical friend conversation?

3. What would you say are the most irnpoftant characteristics or skills that people need
to have to be a good 'critical fi'iend'?

- What makes someone an effective 'critical friend'?
- What gets in the way of someone being an effective 'critical friend?

4. What can we learn from the Critical Friends Team (CFT) structure as it has been
facilitated in the past?

- What were the strengths of the CFT process?
- What were the limitations of the CFT process?

5. If the division were to continue the use of the role of 'critical friend', it will be
imporlant to consider what factors need to be in place to increase the likelihood that
this role will be effective. \ilhat factors would you say need to be considered when
thinking about a new model within which the role of 'critical friend' is facilitated?

6. Fast forward into the future. It is now five years later and the division has been
engaged in a revised 'critical friend' model. What does that look lil<e?

At the end of the conversation, thank the group for their participation and ensure them
again that their participation will remain anonymous. The principal researcher then
extends an invitation for individuals to contact her via phone if they have any further
comments they would like to add. They can do so until January 30,2007.
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Procedures
IntrodLrction of the facilitator and observer (principal investigator).
Purpose of the interview, what will happen with the results - see below.
Ensure individLrals that they will not be identified, the conversation will be audio-taped and
that the principal researcher willtake notes during the conversation.
Individuals have the opportunity to respond to any or all questions. The choice to refrain
from a question will not be seen as a negative behavioLlr.
An effort will be made to hear from each participant equally.
The transcripts, tapes and Field Notes will be destroyed upon completion of the researclr.
Participants will have tlre opportunity to provide the principal researcher with further
comments after the Focus Group and until January 30'h via phone.
Participation is volL¡ntary and they can withdraw at any time. As well, they may ask for the
tape to be stopped so as not to record part ofthe conversation.
Ask if they are willing to participate.

Moderator Guide - Division Personnel Focus Group

o

a

c

a

a Lrestions?

Introduction

Welcome and thank yoLr for agreeing to participate in this important study! As you are
aware, the school division is in the process of reviewing the role of 'critical friend'. The
data collected throLrgh this focus group as well as three other focus groups will be used to
answer the questions, what are the imporlant elements that begin to defìne the role of
'critical friend', and what are the contextual factors that need to be considered for the role
of 'critical friend' to be effective. This data will be used within Shannon's Master's
thesis. A summary of the findings will be rnade available to you, the senior administration
in the school division and to the high school teams.

I have six main questions that I would like to ask you today. I woLrld like to hear from
evelyone and will do my best to ensure that everyone who wants to respond to a qr"restion

is able to do so. The focus group will be l fo 1 t/z hours in length. I will pay attention to
our time and will monitor oLrr progress as the hour proceeds. The conversation we have
today will be aLrdiotaped so that the conversation can be transcribed. A hired data
transcriber will do the transcription.

Your participation in this focus group will be kept confidential. You will not be identified
in any of the written materials. Any specific comments that are Lrsed in the report will be
referenced according to the focus grolrp within which it came. i.e. teacher, administrator,
division personnel.
The tape and the transcripts will be destroyed after the transcription and coding have been
completed.

We will begin with introductions after which I will begin recording our conversation.

Are there any questions?
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Questions:

l. You are talking with a colleague from another school division. You mention that you
have been involved with schools as a'critical friend'. They ask you about that. I-low
would yoLr describe the role of 'critical friend' and the 'critical fì'iend' process to
them?

- What is it that the 'critical friend' does?

- What is it that 'critical friends' talk about with school teams?

2. What would you describe as the purpose of 'critical friend' conversations?
- How woLrld yoLr describe a "good" or "helpful" critical friend conversation?
- How woLrld you describe a "bad" or "unhelpful" critical friend conversation?

3. What would you say are the most impoftant characteristics or skills that people need
to have to be a good 'critical fi'iend'?

- What makes someone an effective 'critical friend'?
- What gets in the way of someone being an effective 'critical f iend?

4. What can we learn from the Critical Friends Team (CFT) structure as it has been
facilitated in the past?

- What were the strengths of the CFT process?
- What were the limitations of the CFT process?

5. If the division were to continue the use of the role of 'critical friend', it will be

important to consider what factors need to be in place to increase the likelihood that
this role will be effective. What factors would you say need to be considered when
thinking about a new model within which the role of 'critical friend' is facilitated?

6. Fast forward into the future. It is now five years later and the division has been
engaged in a revised'critical friend'model. What doesthat look like?

At the end of the conversation, thank the group for their participation and ensure them
again that their participatìon will remain anonymous. The principal researcher then
extends an invitation for individuals to contact her via phone if they have any further
comments they would like to add. They can do so until January 30,2007.
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